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1
Introduction

1.1

Polymers: Historical Development
The evolution of chemistry as a new class of science originates from the classification

of the elements by Lavoisier in 1789. In the beginning of the 20th century, after the
existence of atoms and molecules in respect of simple inorganic compounds was generally
accepted, one came to realize that organic molecules are composed of atoms that are linked
in small chains by chemical bonds. At this time, man had already discovered nature’s
polymeric materials like natural rubber and cellulose, and had even synthesized numerous
polymeric materials such as phenolic resins (Bakeliet), alkyd resins, polystyrene and
poly(vinyl chloride). However, no clear understanding was yet obtained about the precise
structure of these complex organic materials. In 1920, Staudinger was the first to propose
the polymer concept,1 in which thermoplastic materials are visualized as a mixture of long
chain molecules built from so-called monomer units that are covalently connected. About
ten years later, when this polymer concept was generally accepted, it was the work of
Carothers on step-growth polymerization for the production of nylons that triggered the
development of polymer chemistry on an industrial scale. With the world-wide commercial
introduction of real synthetic polymers like poly(vinyl chloride), polystyrene and polyolefins, the demand for so-called plastics witnessed a tremendous growth. Within 50 years,
the annual world production of synthetic polymeric materials such as plastics, fibers and
rubbers increased with a factor of about 200, 300 and 3000, respectively.
Polyolefins

Although the first polyolefins were prepared at the end of the 19th century,2,3 due to
their high cost price these materials did not attain much commercial interest until the 1930s.
It was the discovery of a new technique comprising the polymerization of olefins under high
pressure that eventually resulted in the first full-scale production in 1942 of a polyethylene
material that later became known as low density polyethylene (LDPE).4 In 1954, an
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important milestone was set in the development of polyolefins by Ziegler’s finding of
producing linear polyethylene, later known as high density polyethylene (HDPE), via
catalyzed polymerization at ambient temperature and low pressure.5 At the same time, Natta
showed with the discovery of a stereo-regulated ‘isotactic’ polypropylene that for the first
time in history, man was able to mimic nature in creating stereo-specific structures like
those of proteins and cellulose.6 It were these two events that led to the global production
and development of a vast range of polyolefin materials. Nowadays, polyethylene and
polypropylene constitute a class of the most successful commercial polymers. Most of the
commercial polyolefins can be categorized as commodity plastics and find major
applications in household goods, packaging materials, waste buckets, carrier bags, and so
on. New technologies and development in catalysis allow the bulk properties of polyolefins
to be carefully tailored, which makes these already important materials to become even
more valuable to modern life. High-tech polyolefin materials with numerous engineering
applications have been prepared, for example ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene (M >
3ּ103 kgּmol-1) that is currently used for ski facings, bowling alleys, sliding rails, and as
base material for the production of fibre-reinforced polymers7.

1.2

Polyolefins as Coating Materials
The success of polyolefins as commodity materials is attributed to their many

advantageous material properties in combination with their relative ease of fabrication and
low cost price. Their low surface free energy, strong hydrophobicity and excellent
resistance to chemicals such as acids, alkalics and numerous organic solvents have made
polyolefin materials to become particularly suited for packaging and coating materials for
food and soda cans. Furthermore, because of their electric insulating properties, polyolefins
are extensively used for coating electric cables, electronic devices and components.
It comes as no surprise that the inert and nonpolar character of polyolefin materials is
problematic when adhesion with more polar substrates like glass and metals is desired. In
most of the coating applications, the overall mechanical behavior of the coating-substrate
system is controlled by the adhesion strength that exists between the different interphases.
In this respect, the enhancement of the interfacial adhesion between semi-crystalline
thermoplastic polymers such as polyethylene and polypropylene and more polar substrates
such as glass and metals is considered to be of paramount importance.

10
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Improving adhesion properties of polyolefins

In industry, the most frequently applied methods for improving the adhesion properties
of polyolefin materials are based on the chemical modification of the interfacial polymer
chains with polar groups like hydroxyl, carbonyl and carboxylic acid groups. These days,
wet chemical treatments with strong oxidizing agents (e.g. chromic acid8) are no longer
acceptable because of environmental and safety considerations. On the other hand, the use
of dry chemical methods for surface modification such as flame treatment9, and especially
plasma treatments like corona10 and low pressure glow discharges11, have become
increasingly attractive from an economical and environmental point of view. Although a
considerable increase in the adhesion properties of polyolefins to metal surfaces is known to
be attainable,12 these surface modification techniques are somewhat difficult to control and
often have problems regarding uniformity and reproducibility.
For many years, free radical grafting has been the simplest and most frequently studied
technique for chemical functionalization of polyolefin materials on an industrial scale.13
Free radical grafting is typically performed during extrusion (‘melt free radical grafting’)
and involves the formation of radicals along the backbone of a preformed polyolefin that
can initiate the polymerization of a polar monomer to form small grafts. Although the free
radical grafting process owes its popularity to its versatility and simplicity, the treated
polymers often show loss of mechanical properties due to the occurrence of side reactions
as chain scission.14 Furthermore, since the modified (grafted) polyolefin chains are
commonly blended with the pure material, the efficiency of the polymer-solid adhesion
promotion is strongly dependent on surface rearrangements, which involve the diffusion of
the functionalized chains to the interface and subsequent reorientation.15 A more
fundamental problem concerns the potential decrease in compatibility of the grafted chains
with the free matrix chains, which restricts the incorporation of functional groups to only a
few mole percent.16

1.3

Block Copolymers for Adhesion Promotion
A different and quite novel approach to improve the adhesion properties of polyolefin

materials is the use of specially designed functionalized polyolefins with a controlled chain
composition. Such chains can be visualized as being composed of a polyolefin-like part that
is supposed to interact with the pure polyolefin matrix chains via entanglement formation
and/or cocrystallization, and a polar part that interacts or reacts with the desired material.
Most studies concerning the use of functionalized polymer chains are aimed at increasing
11
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the interfacial interaction between two immiscible polymers using specially designed block
copolymer structures. It is now well-known that block copolymer structures can improve the
blend compatibility.17 On the other hand, when an increased interaction with polar solid
substrates like glass and metal is required, it has been suggested to use random copolymers
of olefins and functional monomers,18 or to use tethered chains,19 i.e. polymer chains that are
anchored by only one chain-end to the surface. In principle, block copolymers and chainend functional polymers that are applied as adhesion promoters for polymer-solid interfaces
are categorized as tethered polymer chains.20
During the last decade, the theoretical aspects of tethered chains have been studied
extensively.21 However, due to the difficulty of synthesizing these functional chains and the
problems arising when placing the tethered chains at the solid interface, the amount of
experimental work has lagged far behind. One of the few examples demonstrating the
effectiveness of using tethered chains in polyolefin coating systems concerns the application
of chlorosilane-terminated polyethylenes as adhesion promoters for polyethylene coatings
on glass.19 Although the obtained results are promising, a clear disadvantage of using such
chain-end functional polymers as adhesion promoters concerns the experimental conditions
that are required to attach the chains to the polar surface. Block copolymers, on the other
hand, are known to be readily adsorbed from solution due to their relatively high adsorption
energy.22 The use of block copolymers as tethered chains, therefore, would constitute a more
practical method of improving the adhesion. Furthermore, studying the adhesion promoting
aspects of carefully designed polyolefin block copolymers is considered to be not only of
academic importance, but of commercial interest as well.

1.4

Objectives and Outline of this Thesis
The work described in this thesis is intended to investigate the use of carefully designed

functional polyolefin block copolymers for improving the adhesion of polyolefin coatings to
metal substrates. The ultimate goal is to gain more insight in the effect of block copolymer
design on the adhesion promotion properties. One of the main reasons why the use of
polyolefin block copolymers as adhesion promoters has not been studied in detail so far, is
the difficulty in synthesizing these polymer structures. Although free radical polymerization23 is one of the most versatile and convenient methods to prepare a seemingly
unlimited range of homo- and copolymers, it does not offer the possibility to control the
polymer microstructure. Living ionic polymerization techniques,24 on the other hand, are
particularly suited for preparing well-defined polymer architectures, but also extremely
12
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sensitive towards impurities and applicable to a limited range of monomers only. In the last
decade, polymer chemistry has been given a revival with the introduction of controlled or
‘living’ radical polymerization techniques like atom transfer radical polymerization
(ATRP)25,26 (1995) and reversible-addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization27,28 (1998). These techniques combine the high level of chain growth control attained
in living ionic polymerizations with the versatility of free radical polymerization. The
greater part of the work described in this thesis, therefore, aims to investigate the
application of ATRP and RAFT polymerization in the synthesis of functional polyolefin
block copolymers. In these studies, optimization of the polymerization process is of high
importance in order to carefully control the block copolymer design. The remaining part of
this thesis is concerned with the applicability of the synthesized polyolefin block
copolymers as adhesion promoting agents for polyolefin coatings on industrially important
metal substrates like aluminum and chromium coated steel. The results obtained from the
presented application studies will hopefully aid in creating a better understanding of the
aspects that need to be considered when using block copolymers for adhesion promotion of
polyolefin coating materials.
In chapter 2 an overview is given on the methods reported in literature for preparing
functional polyolefins. The application of recently developed metallocene catalysts is
discussed, and the basic concepts of living radical polymerization techniques like nitroxidemediated polymerization, ATRP and RAFT polymerization are presented. Furthermore,
possible routes towards novel tailor-made polyolefin materials via these techniques are
provided.
Chapter 3 focuses on the optimization of the ATRP process involved when preparing
polyolefin-poly(methyl methacrylate) block copolymers using a preformed polyolefin as
macroinitiator. The role of various components active in ATRP is discussed and the
importance of selecting the proper type of catalyst system and initiating group is
demonstrated. The consumption rate of the polyolefin macroinitiator is determined by
gradient polymer elution chromatography (GPEC) in order to optimize the ATRP reaction
regarding the type of catalyst that is involved. Furthermore, the activation and deactivation
rate coefficients involved in the ATRP equilibrium are determined using GPEC in
combination with nitroxide exchange experiments. It is demonstrated that knowledge on
these rate parameters is indispensable when a proper description and understanding of the
kinetics involved in the block copolymer synthesis is wanted.
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Chapter 4 is dedicated to the preparation of polyolefin block copolymers containing
adhesion promoting groups via ATRP. In the first part of this chapter, the atom transfer
radical copolymerization is investigated of methyl methacrylate and various functional
monomers onto a commercially available polyolefin macroinitiator. Problems occurring
during synthesis and product purification are discussed. The second part of chapter 4
describes the preparation of monohydroxyl-functional polyolefins of various molecular
weights via anionic polymerization of isoprene. The prepared precursors are subsequently
chain extended with functional methacrylates, where attention is paid to the target degree of
polymerization. The knowledge and experience gained from chapter 3 and the first part of
chapter 4 is utilized to optimize the recipe design and polymerization procedure.
In chapter 5, the feasibility of using RAFT polymerization in the synthesis of functional
polyolefin block copolymers is discussed. The kinetic and mechanistic features of the RAFT
process are explained in more detail. Hereafter, the controlled copolymerization of styrene
and maleic anhydride in the presence of a preformed polyolefin RAFT agent is investigated.
The synthesis of maleic anhydride containing polyolefin block copolymers is discussed, as
well as problems that are involved. The chapter concludes with an evaluation of the use of
RAFT polymerization in the synthesis of functional polyolefin block copolymers. Thereto,
the results are compared with those previously obtained by ATRP.
Chapter 6 is concerned with the application of the synthesized functional polyolefin
block copolymers for adhesion promotion. Some important aspects are discussed that need
to be considered when adsorbing the prepared polyolefin block copolymers from solution
onto the metal substrates. The strength of the block copolymer adsorption is studied and the
adsorbed layer is characterized in terms of layer thickness and morphology using
microscopic and spectrophotometric techniques. The attention is then focused on
investigating the adhesion of some selected polyolefin - block copolymer - metal systems by
means of peel tests. Finally, the applicability of the synthesized polyolefin block copolymers for adhesion promotion of polyolefin coatings to metal substrates is evaluated.
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2
Synthesis of Functional Polyolefin Block and Graft
Copolymers: a Literature Review1

Synopsis: In this chapter, a review is presented on the methods reported in
literature for preparing functionalized polyolefins such as polyolefin block
and graft copolymers. Various methods are briefly reviewed, among which
chemical modification of preformed polyolefins, (block) copolymerization of
olefins with functional monomers in the presence of metallocene catalysts,
and living anionic polymerization. Furthermore, possible applications are
described of recently developed living radical polymerization techniques as
nitroxide-mediated living radical polymerization, atom transfer radical
polymerization (ATRP), and reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer
(RAFT) polymerization in the preparation of functional polyolefin block and
graft copolymers.

2.1

Introduction
Since their invention in the beginning of the 20th century, polyolefins like polyethylene

(PE) and polypropylene (PP) have become indispensable to modern life. Though the inert
character of polyolefins is an important advantageous property in many fields of
application, the lack of reactive groups has limited their end uses in e.g. coatings and
polymer blends. An established technique for improving the interfacial interaction between
polymers and other materials is the use of specially designed block and graft copolymers as
compatibilizers or adhesion promoters.2,3,4 The logical approach to increase the end value of
polyolefin materials, therefore, would be to use polyolefins having block or graft-like
structures that contain functional polymer segments. From literature it is known that the
interaction between polyolefins and a broad range of materials containing polar groups is
dramatically increased when the functional groups are concentrated in one or few short
segments, allowing most of the original properties of the polyolefin to be retained.5
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Unfortunately, the chemistry to prepare functional polyolefins both in direct and in
post-polymerization processes is rather limited. Coordination polymerization involving
Ziegler-Natta catalysts is the most important method for preparing linear polyolefins.6
However, due to their high oxophilic nature, these heterogeneous catalysts are intolerant to
Lewis bases and polar vinyl monomers in general,7,8 which strongly restricts their
application in the synthesis of functional polyolefin copolymers.

2.2

Preparation of Functional Polyolefin Copolymers
In principle, there are three ways to obtain functionalized polyolefins: (1) chemical

modification of preformed polyolefins, (2) direct copolymerization of olefins with suitable
polar monomers using metallocene catalyst systems, and (3) application of living
polymerization techniques.
The simplest and in industry most frequently used procedure for chemical modification
of preformed polyolefins is free radical grafting. Though this technique is widely
applicable, it is not suited for preparing block or well-defined graft copolymer structures.
The second approach provides direct access to the desired polymer under mild and
controlled conditions. Most of the research concerning the preparation of functional
polyolefin block or graft copolymers has, therefore, been devoted to the development of
metallocene catalyst systems that allow the (co)polymerization of polar monomers. The
third method involves the application of living polymerization techniques like anionic,9
cationic,10 group transfer11 and metathesis12 polymerization. Living polymerization, first
discovered and described by Szwarc,13,14 can be regarded as an ideal case of chain
polymerization where irreversible chain-breaking processes like chain transfer and
termination reactions are absent. Compared to conventional free radical processes, living
polymerization techniques provide much better control of the macromolecular structure, but
are very sensitive towards impurities and applicable to a small variety of monomers only,
which restricts the number of functionalities that can be incorporated into the polyolefin
chain.
For a long time, the drive of many polymer chemists has been to develop
polymerization techniques that unite the high level of chain growth control achieved in
living ionic polymerizations with the robustness and versatility of free radical
polymerization. This search for new techniques resulted in the introduction of recently
developed living radical polymerization (LRP) processes, i.e. nitroxide-mediated
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polymerization LRP, atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) and reversible additionfragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization.
This chapter reviews the three main approaches described in recent literature for
preparing functional polyolefin block and graft copolymers, including the use of free radical
grafting techniques, the application of newly developed metallocene catalysts, and the use
of living anionic polymerization. Furthermore, the main features of nitroxide-mediated
LRP, ATRP and RAFT polymerization are presented, where possible applications in the
synthesis of tailored polyolefin block and graft copolymers are discussed.

2.3

Chemical Modification of Polyolefins: Free Radical Grafting 15
In the past 20 years, the simplest and most frequently reported method for the

functionalization of polyolefins like PE, PP and ethylene-propylene (EP) copolymers via
chemical modification is free radical grafting, which is mainly carried out during
processing. Free radical grafting involves the formation of radicals along the backbone of a
preformed polyolefin that can initiate polymerization of a polar monomer. Formation of the
initiating sites is generally realized through hydrogen abstraction using free radical
initiators, mostly organic peroxides, or via ionizing radiation with X-rays, gamma radiation
or electron beams in the presence of air.16 A disadvantage of the free radical grafting
technique, apart from its inability to yield well-defined graft copolymers, is the occurrence
of side reactions such as crosslinking and chain scission, resulting in loss of mechanical
properties.
The most extensively applied and studied graft monomer for this process is maleic
anhydride (MAh),17,18 as is clearly demonstrated by the enormous number of patents.19 that
are filed on the use of MAh grafted polyolefins, e.g. to increase the adhesion of polyolefin
coatings to metal substrates. Besides MAh, also (meth)acrylic acid,20 methyl methacrylate
(MMA),21 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA)22 and vinyl acetate23 have been grafted
onto polyolefin backbones for numerous applications. In the past ten years, the preparation
of graft copolymers of glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) onto PE, PP and EP copolymers has
received considerable attention.24 GMA has a reactive epoxy group that can react with
functional groups like carboxyl, hydroxyl, anhydride and amine, and is therefore an
interesting monomer to incorporate in polyolefins for increasing their compatibility with
e.g. polyamides and polyesters. Recently, the GMA grafting process onto PP has been
reported to result in higher grafting efficiencies and less degradation when performed in the
presence of styrene25 or acrylamide26.
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2.4

Metallocene Catalyzed Copolymerization of Olefins with Functional
Monomers 27
Compared to chemical modification, the use of special metallocene catalysts for block

polymerizations and copolymerizations of olefins with suitable polar monomers is of much
more interest, as functionalized polyolefins can be tailored under mild and controlled
conditions. Recently developed methods for metallocene catalyzed copolymerization of
olefins with polar monomers include the use of organolanthanide (group III) complexes,
group VIII transition metals, zirconocene/methylaluminoxane (MAO) catalysts, cationic
group IV metallocene catalysts, and the use of borane reagents via Ziegler-Natta catalysis.
In the following sections, the application of these metallocene catalyst systems is briefly
described.

2.4.1

Catalysis by Organolanthanide(III) Complexes

Yasuda et al. were inspired by the versatile catalytic activity of alkyl- or hydridolanthanides (LnR(C5Me5)2: Ln = Sm, Yb, Lu; R = H, Me) towards apolar monomers like
ethylene28. They found that these complexes were able to initiate the living polymerization
of a typical polar monomer such as MMA, leading to high molecular weight polymers
(Mn > 105 gּmol-1) with very low polydispersity (Mw/Mn < 1.05).29,30 Based on these
findings, Yasuda et al.29,30 studied the block copolymerizations of ethylene with alkyl
methacrylates and lactones catalyzed by organolanthanide complexes, and reported the
controlled block copolymerizations of ethylene with polar monomers like MMA, MA, EA,
δ-valerolactone and ε-caprolactone with SmMe(C5Me5)2 (Scheme 2.1).

CH2 CH2

SmR(C5Me5)2
R = H, Me

(C5Me5)2Sm (CH2CH2)n R
m

Me

MMA

Me

(C5Me5)2Sm O C C CH2 (C CH2)m-1 (CH2CH2)n R
COOMe
OMe

Scheme 2.1 Block copolymerization
of ethylene and methyl methacrylate,
catalyzed by an organolanthanide
complex.30

Recently, Hou et al.31 reported the use of C5Me5/ER-ligated samarium(II) complexes
(ER = OAr, SAr) for a one-step block copolymerization of ethylene and styrene. The
copolymers, prepared in the presence of both monomers, are reported to be true block
copolymers with molecular weights of about 130 kgּmol-1 and polydispersities of 1.9.
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2.4.2

Group VIII Transition Metals

Johnson et al.32 reported the application of highly active palladium(II)-based catalysts
in the copolymerizations of ethylene and propylene with alkyl acrylates (methyl acrylate,
tert-butyl acrylate and fluorinated octyl acrylate) yielding high molar mass random
copolymers with polydispersities of about 1.8. The copolymerization reactions were
initiated by the diethyl ether adducts (1) or the more stable chelate complexes (3) prepared
from (2), acrylate and NaBAr4, and isolated as air- and temperature stable solids (see
Scheme 2.2).
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Group IV Metallocene Catalysts

Several papers have appeared where the use of homogeneous group IV metallocene
catalysts for the preparation of functional polyolefins is described. Most of these catalytic
systems are based on zirconium with methylaluminoxane (MAO) as cocatalyst. The
development of cationic group IV metallocene catalysts has been reported as well.
Zirconocene/methylaluminoxane (MAO) Catalysts

Although Ziegler-Natta catalysts are incapable of polymerizing monomers containing
polar groups, homogeneous zirconocene/methylaluminoxane (MAO) catalysts were
successful in copolymerizing ethylene and propylene with various functionalized
monomers. Several authors report on the application of zirconocene/MAO-based catalysts
in the copolymerization of ethylene with various norbornenes like vinyl-2-norbornene33 and
5-methanol-2-norbornene34. After polymerization, the pendant functional groups were
readily converted into hydroxyl groups resulting in the corresponding functionalized
polyolefins.
Other papers concerning the use of zirconocene/MAO catalysts report the synthesis of
hydroxy-, chloro- and amino-functionalized polyolefins via copolymerization of ethylene
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Scheme 2.3 Overview of the functionalized polyolefins (random copolymers) prepared by copolymerization of ethylene (and/or propylene) with a functionalized undecene using a zirconocene/methylaluminoxane (MAO) catalyst.

with functionalized undecenes.35,36,37,38 An overview of these reported copolymerizations is
given in Scheme 2.3. It seems necessary that the functional group is remote from the
olefinic double bond by the presence of a relatively long (CH2)n spacer as in functional
undecenes. Aaltonen et al.39 investigated the polymerization activity of the polar monomer
as even small amounts of 1-hydroxy-10-undecene were found to decrease the catalyst
activity, resulting in considerable broadening of the molecular weight distributions.
According to the authors, the incorporation of the polar comonomer was strongly favored
by the chiral geometry of the catalyst, as the copolymerization of ethylene and propylene
with 1-hydroxy-10-undecene using stereorigid catalysts resulted in random copolymers.
Furthermore, an increase in polymerization activity of the polar comonomer was achieved
by increasing the polymerization temperature and the Al/Zr molar ratio.
Copolymers of ethylene and styrene have also been synthesized using homogenous
group IV metallocene-MAO catalysts. As compared to zironocene/MAO catalysts,
titanocene/MAO catalysts show better catalytic activity and higher comonomer
incorporation for copolymerization of ethylene with styrene. Several titanocene/MAO
catalysts have been used for the synthesis of diblock, alternating, and random ethylenestyrene copolymers.40 Recently, Henschke et al.41 reported the synthesis of PP-g-PS by
copolymerizing propylene with PS macromonomers, where the PS macromonomers were
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synthesized via living anionic polymerization of styrene in order to obtain well-defined
graft copolymers.
Cationic Group IV Metallocene Catalysts

The development of cationic group IV metallocene catalysts by Eshuis et al.42,43
provided the possibility of polymerizing olefins in the absence of alkylaluminum cocatalysts
(e.g. MAO) in solvents such as anisole, N,N-dimethylaniline, and chlorobenzene. Cationic
complexes [Cp2MMe(THT)]+ (M = Ti, Zr, Hf; THT = tetrahydrothiophene) were found to
be efficient catalysts for the polymerization of ethylene, whereas propylene is not
polymerized but oligomerized.42 Studies of the mechanism of polymerization and
oligomerization show clear analogy with the lanthanide complex Cp2LuMeּEt2O described
in section 2.4.1.
Stehling and Kesti44,45 reported the use of cationic group IV metallocenes for the
polymerization of α-olefins containing silyl-protected alcohols and tertiary amines. The
synthesized cationic metallocene/borate catalysts, generated from zirconocene dimethyl
compounds, LnZrMe2, and anilinium borate, [HNMe2Ph]+[B(C6F5)4]- were much more
active than the corresponding MAO-based catalyst systems.45 The polymerization activity of
the functionalized monomer was reported to depend on the functionality itself, the steric
nature of the functional group, the metallocene and co-catalyst, as well as on the length of
the alkyl spacer between the double bond and the functional group.

2.4.4

Ring-opening Metathesis Polymerization (ROMP)

In ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP), cyclic olefins are polymerized in
the presence of a suitable metal catalyst into a linear ring-opened polymer with double
bonds in the backbone.46 Acyclic olefins act as a chain transfer agent in this process and are
frequently added to control the molecular weight. Furthermore, the chain-end functionality
can be controlled as the alkylidene units of the acyclic olefin become the end groups of the
polymer. Most examples reported in literature are therefore concerned with the preparation
of telechelic (chain-end functional) polyolefins.
For example, Hillmyer et al.47 described the synthesis of chain-end functionalized
polybutadiene by polymerizing cyclo-octadiene in the presence of an allylic-difunctionalized chain transfer agent, using a ruthenium metathesis catalyst. ROMP has also been used
for the synthesis of hydroxy-functional polyolefins by protecting the functional group prior
to polymerization.48,49 Maughon and Grubbs50 studied the ruthenium alkylidene initiated
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living ROMP of 3-functionalized cyclobutenes containing ether, ester, alcohol, amine,
amide and carboxylic acid substituents. Their studies led to the synthesis of a new class of
functionalized polybutadienes by using metathesis initiators that are highly tolerant to
functional groups.
Recently, metathesis polymerization has also been applied in the direct preparation of
ethylene-vinyl alcohol copolymers51 and in the synthesis of ABA triblock copolymers
containing polybutadiene52.
2.4.5

Functional Polyolefins via Metallocene Catalysts and Borane
Reagents

In 1993, Chung et al.53 introduced a novel method for the preparation of polyolefin
graft copolymers containing functional polymer segments, by utilizing (group IV)
metallocene catalysts and borane reagents. Copolymerization of an α-olefin with alkenyl-9BBN (9-BBN = 9-borabicyclo-nonane) using a metallocene catalyst with strained ligand
geometry yields a borane containing polyolefin with relatively narrow molecular weight and
chemical composition distributions. The borane groups may subsequently be converted into
hydroxyl groups, or be used for grafting a polar monomer from the polyolefin backbone, as
is shown in Scheme 2.4.
CH2 CH2

Metallocene Catalysts:
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(CH2)4
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Scheme 2.4 Preparation of borane containing polyethylene by copolymerization of ethylene with 5hexenyl-9-BBN using metallocene catalysts, and the subsequent conversion to the hydroxylated polymer
or MMA graft-from reaction.53

It was found that this so-called graft-from polymerization is very effective for
monomers

containing
53,54,55,56

methacrylates,
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Scheme 2.5 Hydroboration of chain-end unsaturated linear polypropylene (PP), oxidation and
subsequent free radical chain-end extension with methyl methacrylate (MMA).56

as styrenes and derivatives. Apparently, the B/O and B/N coordinations play an important
role during the propagation reaction. Recently, Chung et al.57 introduced a complementary
method to prepare structurally well-defined PE-g-PS and PE-g-poly(p-methylstyrene)
copolymers. This method involves a transformation process from the metallocene
copolymerization of ethylene and p-methylstyrene to the living anionic graft-from
polymerization. Similarly, this approach was used to incorporate various functional groups
such as carboxylic acid, anhydride, epoxy and amine, into the polyolefin backbone under
mild reaction conditions, either via conversion of the benzylic protons or via metallation of
the p-methylstyrene groups for subsequent living anionic graft-from polymerization.58,59
Block copolymers can be synthesized via chain-end unsaturated polyolefins which have
been functionalized by hydroboration.56 The preparation of polypropylene (PP) diblock
copolymers comprises three steps: (i) the preparation of PP with chain-end unsaturation
using a homogeneous Et(Ind)2ZrCl2/MAO catalyst, (ii) the hydroboration by a borane
reagent and (iii) oxidation and subsequent free radical chain extension. The last two steps
are given in Scheme 2.5 for the preparation of PP-PMMA diblock copolymers.
The mechanism of the polymerization is thought to be based on the reversible
termination via coupling (as in alkoxyamine-initiated polymerization, section 2.6.1),
although the exact mechanism has not yet been revealed. The peroxyborane (1) decomposes
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(even at ambient temperature) into a very reactive alkoxy radical (C-O·) (2), which can
initiate the radical polymerization of e.g. MMA, and a relatively stable borinate radical
(B-O·) (3). The borinate radical is too stable to initiate polymerization but may, however,
form a weak and reversible bond with the growing polymer chain-end (4) during the
polymerization. Upon the dissociation of the dormant species (5), the growing chain-end
can react with monomers to extend the polymer chain.
Several diblock copolymers with polydispersities around 2 have been prepared from
chain-end unsaturated PP, like PP-b-PMMA, PP-b-PBA and PP-b-PS.56 Furthermore, Lu
and Chung60 reported the synthesis of maleic anhydride modified PP and PP-b-poly(styreneco-maleic anhydride) via borane-terminated PP. Very recently, the borane chemistry was
expanded to a broader range of polyolefins (PE and EP copolymers).61

2.5

Functionalized Polyolefins via Living Anionic Polymerization
Both living cationic and anionic polymerization have been applied in the formation of

functionalized polyolefins. Although living cationic polymerization has often been used for
the polymerization of isobutylene, styrenes and vinyl ethers,62 most examples reported in
literature regarding the synthesis of functionalized polyolefins concern the preparation of dior triblock copolymers where the ‘polyolefin’ block is prepared via anionic polymerization
of 1,3-dienes like isoprene and butadiene. Depending on the application of the prepared
polymers, the residual double bonds in the polymer backbone can be hydrogenated after the
polymer is isolated and purified.
The diblock copolymers that have been synthesized via living anionic polymerization
include PI-b-polylactide,63 PI-b-poly(methacrylic acid),64 PI-b-PHEMA,65 PI-b-PEO66,67 and
PB-b-PEO67 copolymers, where PI, PB, and PEO represents polyisoprene, polybutadiene,
and poly(ethylene oxide), respectively. The polymers have been prepared either via the
addition of a second monomer after completion of the polyolefin block,67 or via chain-end
functionalization of the first block and subsequent use of the obtained macroinitiator in a
second reaction63,64,66. In some cases, the polar block has been prepared using protective
group chemistry65. The preparation of triblock copolymers68,69 consisting of PI or PB blocks
has been reported as well.
Anionic polymerization has also been applied in the synthesis of functional polyolefin
graft copolymers. For example, the synthesis of graft copolymers consisting of
poly(ethylene-co-vinyl alcohol) as backbone polymer and PEO as side chains has been
performed via anionic polymerization of EO, where the hydroxyl groups of the
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poly(ethylene-co-vinyl alcohol) backbone were ionized and used as initiation sites for the
polymerization of EO.70 Gohy et al.71 reported the synthesis of amphiphilic PB-gpoly(sodium methacrylate) copolymers via anionic polymerization. Alternatively, anionic
polymerization has also been applied in the surface modification of PE with poly(acrylic
acid) grafts.72,73

2.6

Living Radical Polymerization
One of the major disadvantages of the application of living ionic polymerization

techniques is the need for high purity reactants and the limited range of monomers that can
be polymerized. Conventional free radical polymerization, on the other hand, is relatively
insensitive towards water and many common impurities, and allows the polymerization of
many different types of monomers, though a full control of the polymer microstructure is
generally not attained.
During the last few decades, a tremendous growth has occurred in both development
and understanding of the application of free radical chemistry in living polymerization.
Several principal methods have been put forward, all of which mechanisms are based on the
reversible deactivation (either by termination or transfer) of growing polymer radicals.
Currently, the three main studied and most often applied living radical polymerization
(LRP) techniques are nitroxide-mediated LRP, atom transfer radical polymerization
(ATRP), and reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization. In
the following sections, the main features of these LRP techniques are described and their
application in the synthesis of functional polyolefin block and graft copolymers is
discussed.

2.6.1

Nitroxide-mediated Living Radical Polymerization

Nitroxide-mediated living radical polymerization was first discovered by Solomon and
Rizzardo74,75 in 1985. It is based on the reversible deactivation or ‘trapping’ of growing
polymer radicals by a stable free nitroxide radical. The reversible deactivation equilibrium
in nitroxide-mediated LRP is depicted in Scheme 2.6. As the trapping reaction of the stable
nitroxide radical (2) with the growing polymer radical is near diffusion controlled,76 the
equilibrium is strongly shifted towards the dormant (1) side. This ensures a low
concentration of reactive radicals resulting in suppression of termination events relative to
propagation events.
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Scheme 2.6 Schematic representation of the reversible trapping equilibrium in nitroxide-mediated LRP.
The reversible homolysis of the thermal labile alkoxyamine C-O bond (1) yields a reactive radical, which
can undergo propagation, and a nitroxide stable free radical, e.g. 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperide-N-oxyl
(TEMPO) (2).

To date, nitroxide-mediated LRP appeared to be best applicable in the controlled
polymerization of styrene77,78 and derivatives thereof, though the controlled (co)polymerization of e.g. butyl acrylate79 and maleic anhydride/styrene80 has been demonstrated as well.
Relatively few examples are reported in literature where nitroxide-mediated LRP is applied
for the direct preparation of block or graft copolymers, as the polymerization of acrylates or
methacrylates generally requires specially designed nitroxides81 or results in low reinitiation efficiencies82.
The number of papers reporting on the application of nitroxide-mediated LRP in the
synthesis of functional polyolefin block and graft copolymers is rather limited. Kobatake et
al.83 reported the indirect synthesis of styrene-butadiene block copolymers using an
anionically prepared nitroxy-functionalized polybutadiene. Recently, the direct synthesis of
well-defined block copolymers from 1,3-dienes (butadiene, isoprene) and a variety of vinyl
monomers was demonstrated by Benoit and co-workers.84 Examples concerning the
preparation of functional polyolefin graft copolymers are all based on the metallocene
catalyzed copolymerization of α-olefins like ethylene or propylene with alkoxyaminefunctionalized alkenes, yielding short branches that are used to initiate the controlled graft
polymerization of e.g. styrene.85,86,87

2.6.2

Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization (ATRP)

Another technique in which reversible deactivation forms the key towards living radical
polymerization is atom transfer radical polymerization, which was reported in 1995 by
Sawamoto88 and Matyjaszewski89. The concept of ATRP, which is basically an extension of
the atom transfer radical addition reaction,90 is based on the reversible deactivation of a
propagating radical by transfer of a halogen atom from a transition metal complex in its
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Scheme 2.7 Equilibrium between active and dormant species in atom transfer radical polymerization.

higher oxidation state to the growing polymer chain-end. The mechanism of ATRP is
schematically depicted in Scheme 2.7, where R-X denotes an organic halide as initiating or
dormant species and Mt is the transition metal complex in lower (n) or higher (n+1)
oxidation state.
In ATRP, initiation starts through halogen abstraction from the alkyl halide (with rate
constant for activation kact), resulting in a carbon-centered radical (R·) and a metal whose
oxidation state has increased by one (Mtn+1). After addition of one or more monomer units,
the active radical reacts reversibly, with the rate constant for deactivation kdeact, with the
metal halide to regenerate the lower oxidation state transition metal and a halogen endcapped oligomer.91
The most extensively used transition metal in ATRP is copper (with Cu+ as activator
and Cu2+ as deactivator), though other catalysts based on ruthenium, iron, nickel and
rhodium have been successfully applied as well.92 In order for the catalysts to be active, they
need to be complexed by typically one or two ligands. The ligands are probably the most
important components in ATRP as they strongly affect the position of the dynamic
equilibrium, which needs to be on the dormant left-hand side in order for ATRP to be
successful. Furthermore, the ligands ensure a proper solubility of the catalyst in the reaction
medium. For copper-based ATRP, there are many potential ligands such as (substituted)
bipyridines,93 Schiff bases94 and simple alkyl amines, i.e. multidentate tertiary amine
ligands95.
ATRP has been successfully applied in the polymerization of various (meth)acrylic and
styrenic monomers for the preparation of polymers with narrow molecular weight
distributions and complex chain topologies and compositions.92 However, controlled
polymerization of monomers containing anhydride or protonated acidic groups with
catalysts currently available remains rather difficult due to strong complex formation of
these groups with the catalyst employed (see chapter 4).
A major drawback of this technique is the need for relatively high amounts of redox
active transition metal (typically equimolar amounts to alkyl halide initiator), which makes
product purification inevitable. The contamination of the polymer with the metal may be
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seen as a serious limitation to the industrial application of ATRP at this stage. In chapter 4
some attention is paid to this particular problem.
Functional Polyolefin Block and Graft Copolymers by ATRP

In principle, there are two methods for preparing block copolymers by means of ATRP.
The first method is the simple addition of a second monomer to the reaction medium after
nearly complete consumption of the first monomer. The second method comprises the
isolation and purification of the first polymer, then using it as a macroinitiator. This method
is particularly suited for preparing block copolymers that partly consist of non-radically
polymerizable monomers, like polyolefin-polymethacrylate block copolymers. The
synthesis of such block copolymers typically involves a mechanistic transformation, where
a certain polymerization mechanism is utilized to prepare a polymeric species with a (chainend) functionality that allows chain extension by another mechanism.96 Many examples are
reported where several AB and ABA block copolymers are prepared through transformations from cationic97, anionic98,99, ROMP100,101 or step growth polymerization102,103 to Cubased ATRP.
The preparation of graft copolymers with ATRP involves either the copolymerization
of a monomer with a macromonomer (“grafting-through”), or occurs through attaching
growing polymer chains onto a polymer backbone (“grafting-onto”) or by growing them off
of it (“grafting-from”).104,105 Numerous A-g-B copolymers have been synthesized (A is the
polymer backbone): e.g. poly(N-vinyl pyrrolidinone)-g-PS106,107 and PMMA-g-poly(lactic
acid)108 by grafting-through, and poly(isobutene-g-B) where B is styrene or isobornyl
acrylate by grafting-from104, where commercially available polyisobutene copolymers with
p-methylstyrene or isoprene have been brominated to provide the initiating sites for ATRP.
Functional polyolefin block and graft copolymers can be prepared via transformation
from metallocene catalyzed polymerization or living anionic polymerization to ATRP. For
example, terminal hydroxy-functionalized polyolefins can be synthesized via hydroboration/oxidation of chain-end unsaturated linear PP, as mentioned in section 2.4.5 (page
24), or via anionic polymerization of butadiene or isoprene and subsequent OHfunctionalization and hydrogenation (page 26). As is shown in Scheme 2.8, the hydroxyl
functionality can be subsequently converted into an ATRP initiating group, e.g. by
esterfication with 2-bromo isobutyrylbromide, yielding a polyolefin macroinitiator (depicted
as (1) in Scheme 2.8) that can be used for initiating ATRP of acrylates, methacrylates or
styrenes. This particular route is very effective in preparing a vast range of functional
polyolefin block copolymers, as is demonstrated in chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis and from
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Scheme 2.8 Synthesis of a polyolefin-based ATRP macroinitiator (1) and subsequent block
copolymerization with a functional methacrylate monomer by ATRP.

examples109,110 reported in literature. Similarly, functional polyolefin graft copolymers can
be prepared through the metallocene copolymerization of an α-olefin with 1-hydroxy-10undecene (Scheme 2.3) or with 5-hexenyl-9-BBN (Scheme 2.4) using a zirconocene /
methylaluminoxane catalyst system. This method provides a polyolefin prepolymer with
hydroxyl groups along its backbone that can be converted into initiation sites for ATRP.
Some very recent papers can be found on the preparation of functional polyolefin graft
copolymers using ATRP: PE-g-PS and PE-g-PMMA,111 EPDM-g-PMMA,112 and several
other PE-based graft copolymers113.
2.6.3

Reversible Addition-Fragmentation Chain Transfer (RAFT)
Polymerization

In 1998, the RAFT process was introduced as a living radical polymerization technique
based on reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer.114,115 The RAFT process shows
some similarities to the so-called iniferter (initiator, transfer agent and terminating agent)
system, originally discovered by Otsu116,117, in which an added disulfide compound
dissociates photochemically or thermally into a reactive radical and a stable sulfur-centered
radical that can reversibly terminate growing polymer radicals. Though polymers of low
polydispersity are not accessible partly due to the occurrence of side reactions, the iniferter
system can be applied to produce block118 or multiblock119,120 copolymers. The results
obtained from the iniferter system eventually led to the development of the RAFT process
and the dithioesters that are responsible for the living character of the polymerization.
The mechanism of RAFT polymerization is depicted in Scheme 2.9. The addition of a
conventional free radical initiator results in the formation of radicals that are reversibly
deactivated via addition to the dithioester (general structure (1) in Scheme 2.9). The labile
radical intermediate (2) that is formed upon addition fragments into either the original
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Scheme 2.9 Schematic representation of reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT)
polymerization using a dithioester (1).

species or the dormant polymer species (3) and a radical (R·). This radical propagates until
it encounters another dithioester moiety to be deactivated again. Because of the high
transfer constants of the dithioesters, there is a fast exchange between the dormant and
active species. In this way, the radical is interchanged between all growing polymer chains,
so that their time of growth is equal, thus resulting in polymers of low polydispersity. The
high transfer constants are ensured by the choice of the Z and R groups. The Z group should
activate the C=S double bond towards radical addition (e.g. aryl and alkyl), whereas the R
group should be a good free radical leaving group (e.g. cumyl, cyanoisopropyl). Also, R·
should be effective in reinitiating polymerization.
RAFT polymerizations can be done under ‘normal’ free radical polymerization
conditions in both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems.115,121 For example, various
block copolymers have been synthesized through application of RAFT in emulsion122,123 and
miniemulsion124,125,126. Compared to ATRP, the RAFT process is more versatile in that it is
compatible with practically every type of functional group.127 For example, polyolefin block
copolymers containing maleic anhydride were successfully prepared using RAFT
polymerization, while attempts with ATRP remained fruitless (De Brouwer et al.128 and
chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis).
The main disadvantage of RAFT polymerization is the multi-step organic synthesis that
is often required to prepare the RAFT agents. Furthermore, though the purification of the
polymers prepared by the RAFT process is much less a problem as compared to those
prepared by ATRP, the labile and often colored dithiocarbonate group remains covalently
bonded to the polymer end product, which may give rise to problems like degradation and
foaming.
Functional Polyolefin Block and Graft Copolymers using RAFT Polymerization

The types of block copolymers that can be synthesized via the RAFT process seem
unlimited, as demonstrated in the patent114 on RAFT. Many well-defined block copolymers
with varying molecular weights and polydispersities below 1.2 have been prepared: e.g.
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Scheme 2.10 Synthesis of polyolefin-polymethacrylate block copolymers via RAFT polymerization,
using a synthesized polyolefin RAFT agent (1).

PMMA-b-PEMA, PBA-b-poly(acrylic acid), PS-b-poly(N,N-dimethylacrylamide), poly(4methylstyrene)-b-PS, PMMA-b-PS. Also many other polymers of complex topologies and
compositions have been prepared like triblock co- and terpolymers129, and star shaped block
copolymers130, as well as water-soluble polymers131 and polymer brushes on silica
substrates132.
Currently, the examples reported in literature on the preparation of polyolefin block and
graft copolymers via RAFT polymerization are very limited. However, given the fact that
RAFT polymerizations are tolerant to practically any type of functional group, the success
of its application in the synthesis of functional polyolefin block and graft copolymers
containing highly polar groups is expected to depend solely on the availability of the proper
solvent to perform the reaction in. A disadvantage concerning the synthesis of block
copolymers via RAFT polymerization is the inevitable formation of homopolymer. This
problem is not or much less present when performing ATRP.
A proposed synthetic route for a polyolefin-polymethacrylate block copolymer via the
RAFT process is given in Scheme 2.10. The polyolefin derived RAFT agent (schematically
depicted as (1) in Scheme 2.10) can be synthesized from a chain-end functionalized
polyolefin that is obtained from either anionic polymerization or from metallocene
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catalyzed copolymerization, as previously discussed. Functionalization of the polyolefin
with a cyano-functional dithiobenzoate moiety provides a high rate of fragmentation, which
results in an increased control of polymerization. Several functional monomers can be
polymerized via this route in order to increase the variety of functional polyolefin block or
graft copolymers. Note that the synthesis of polyolefin graft copolymers may proceed
according to a similar process.

2.7

Summary
The main scientific developments in the synthesis of functional polyolefin block and

graft copolymers are found in the metallocene catalyzed copolymerizations. Since the
discovery of the Ziegler-Natta catalysts in the early 1950s, much progress has been made in
increasing the compatibility of the metallocene catalysts with functional groups. For most of
these present systems, however, the number and types of functional groups that can be
incorporated in a controlled manner into the polyolefin main chain is still restricted. Of all
methods currently reported, the combination of metallocene catalysts with borane reagents
seems to be the most versatile method for preparing functionalized polyolefins.
Parallel to the developments in metallocene catalyzed polymerizations, the introduction
of atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) and reversible addition-fragmentation
(RAFT) polymerization in the past decade has opened the door to a whole new class of
polymers that was inaccessible with conventional free radical polymerization. The strength
of ATRP and RAFT in the synthesis of polyolefin block and graft copolymers lies in the
compatibility of these techniques with almost every type of functional group and in the
various reaction conditions that can be applied. Furthermore, the mechanisms of ATRP and
RAFT provide the ability to use functionalized polyolefins as precursors that are best
synthesized via metallocene catalyzed (co)polymerization or living anionic polymerization.
Concluding, the combination of metallocene catalyzed polymerization or living anionic
polymerization with ATRP or RAFT constitutes a highly interesting and challenging
research subject as it might result in novel polyolefin materials that have an increased
market value.
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3
Synthesis of Polyolefin Block Copolymers via
Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization

Synopsis: This chapter describes the application of copper-based atom
transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) in the synthesis of polyolefinpoly(methyl methacrylate) block copolymers using a preformed polyolefin
macroinitiator. The effect of the type of catalyst and ligand on the control of
molecular weight and molecular weight distribution is studied. Gradient
polymer elution chromatography (GPEC) is applied as a characterization
tool for the polyolefin-poly(methyl methacrylate) block copolymers and for
studying important kinetic aspects of the ATRP reaction. Additionally, the
activation and deactivation rate coefficients in ATRP for the bromidefunctional polyolefin macroinitiator are determined combining nitroxideexchange experiments with GPEC. It is demonstrated that the copper
counterion strongly affects these fundamental rate parameters.

3.1

Introduction
The last sections in Chapter 2 were concerned with providing possible routes to prepare

polyolefin block copolymers via living radical polymerization techniques like atom transfer
radical polymerization (ATRP) and reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer
(RAFT) polymerization. One of the proposed methods towards well-defined polyolefinpolymethacrylate block copolymers concerned the application of copper(I)-catalyzed
ATRP, using a preformed chain-end functional polyolefin as macroinitiator (see Scheme
2.8). A simple method for obtaining a polyolefin-like macroinitiator is the esterification of
2-bromo isobutyrylbromide with hydroxy-terminated poly(ethylene-co-butylene), commercially available as Kraton L-1203 (Kraton Polymers, The Netherlands). This polymer,
hereafter referred to as PEB, is prepared via hydrogenation of anionically prepared monohydroxy-functional polybutadiene and has a molecular weight of 3.8ּ103 gּmol-1 and a
polydispersity (Mw/Mn) < 1.1. The prepared PEB-Br macroinitiator can be used to initiate
the ATRP of methyl methacrylate (MMA), as is shown in Scheme 3.1
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Scheme 3.1 Synthesis of PEB-PMMA block copolymers via copper(I)-catalyzed ATRP of MMA onto
the PEB-Br macroinitiator. Details on the general ATRP mechanism are given in Chapter 2.

Obviously, the synthesis of polyolefin block copolymers with accurately controlled
block lengths benefits from optimization of the ATRP process schematically depicted in
Scheme 3.1. A key parameter in this optimization is the magnitude of the equilibrium
constant Keq, which is defined as the ratio of the activation (kact) to the deactivation (kdeact)
rate coefficient. In order to obtain control over chain growth and chain-end functionality,
the radical concentration needs to be sufficiently low, i.e. in the order of 10-8 molּL-1 which
is achieved when Keq is low. Note that Keq should not be too low, however, as this results in
a very low rate of polymerization.
In this chapter, the main focus lies on the optimization of the copper-based ATRP
process schematically depicted in Scheme 3.1. Though many different types of metal
complexes have been applied in ATRP,1 the work described in this chapter is based solely
on copper-based complexes. In order to optimize the block copolymer synthesis, special
attention is devoted to the role of the copper complex and the type of initiating group
regarding the control of molecular weight and molecular weight distribution (MWD). In this
optimization, the consumption rate of the PEB macroinitiator plays a crucial role. A
considerable part of the work described in this chapter, therefore, is aimed at the
determination of the macroinitiator conversion. Furthermore, the magnitude of kact and kdeact
is determined in order to provide a proper kinetic description of the ATRP reaction and to
create a better understanding of the phenomena that are responsible for the results observed.
First, the main requirements regarding the control of PEB-PMMA block copolymer
synthesis are discussed and the kinetic features of ATRP are highlighted.

3.2

Control of Polymerization in ATRP and Kinetic Features

Control of Molecular Weight and Molecular Weight Distribution (MWD)

To ensure a good control of the molecular weight and MWD of the PEB-PMMA block
copolymers prepared by copper-based ATRP, a number of requirements have to be met, see
Scheme 3.2 (transfer reactions are not taken into consideration)2,3,4:
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Scheme 3.2 Reaction steps in the synthesis of PEB-b-PMMA by copper(I)-catalyzed ATRP.

1. the rate of initiation should be as high as, or, preferably, higher than the rate of
propagation
2. equilibrium strongly shifted towards dormant (R-Br) species, i.e. kdeact >> kact
3. fast dynamics of the equilibrium, i.e. the deactivation of active (Rּ) species should be fast
compared to propagation.

The first requirement is to ensure that all PEB macroinitiator chains start growing at the
same time. When the second requirement is met, a low stationary radical concentration is
maintained, which results in suppression of termination relative to propagation and in retain
of end-group functionality. Furthermore, fast deactivation compared to propagation
minimizes the number of monomer units added to the growing polymer chain per
activation-deactivation cycle, thereby preventing broadening of the MWD.
When all requirements are met, the prepared block copolymers will have low
polydispersities and a degree of polymerization DP that is predetermined by the molar ratio
of monomer consumed to initiator:
DP = X ⋅

[M]0
[PEB-Br]0

(3-1)

where X represents the monomer conversion, and [M]0 and [PEB-Br]0 the initial concentrations of monomer and macroinitiator, respectively.
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Kinetics of ATRP

The rate of polymerization in ATRP is given by Eq. (3-2):
Rp = -

d[M]
= k p [R ⋅][M]
dt

(3-2)

The concentration of active species, [Rּ], can be estimated from the ATRP equilibrium
depicted in Scheme 3.2 that sets in shortly after start of the reaction:
[R ⋅] =

k act [R - X][Cu (I)]
k deact [Cu (II)]

(3-3)

Substitution of Eq. (3-3) in Eq. (3-2) and subsequent integration yields Eq. (3-4):5
 [M ]0 
k [R − X]0 [Cu (I)]0
 = k p act
− ln (1 − X) = ln 
t = K app t
[Cu (II)]0
k deact
 [M ]t 

(3-4)

Eq. (3-4) is based on the assumption that the concentration of active species in the reaction
remains constant, i.e. first-order kinetics with respect to monomer.
In many cases, however, e.g. in the absence of deactivator (Cu(II)) at the start of the
ATRP reaction,6,7 a deviation from this first-order behavior is observed. Depending on the
amount of termination events occurring, there may be a small or large increase in the
concentration of deactivator. As a result of this increase, the radical concentration decreases
which will cause the rate of polymerization to decrease as well. The build-up of deactivator
as a result of bimolecular termination causes the system to become self-regulating; a
phenomenon that is well-known as the “persistent radical effect”.8 For this kinetic regime,
Fischer9 proposed Eq. (3-5) to describe the kinetics of ATRP:
1

 [M ]0  3  k act [R − X]0 [Cu (I)]0  3 2 3
 t
 = k p 
− ln (1 − X) = ln 
6 k deact k t
 [M ]t  2 


(3-5)

where kt represents the rate coefficient for bimolecular termination and is assumed to be
independent of chain length. Note that the derivation of Eq. (3-5) is based on the
assumptions that [Cu(II)]0 = 0, that the total amount of terminated chains is minimal (less
than 5%) and that thermal initiation is absent. Furthermore, Eq. (3-5) applies only at longer
reaction times, i.e. a few milliseconds after the ATRP reaction has started when
[Rּ] << [Cu(II)].
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3.3

The Role of Components in Copper-based ATRP
One of the most important components that need to be considered in optimizing the

ATRP process, are the copper complex and the alkyl halide initiator. In sections 3.3.4 and
3.3.5 a study is presented regarding the effect of the catalyst complex and the type of
initiator on the control of the molecular weight and MWD of PEB-PMMA block
copolymers prepared by ATRP. First, the role of the copper complex and initiator is
clarified, and important issues of ATRP are discussed.

3.3.1

Copper Catalyst and Ligand

The position of the dynamic ATRP equilibrium strongly depends on the nature of the
copper catalyst and can generally be tuned by varying the type of ligand that is used to
complex the copper center. Besides solubilizing the copper salt, the ligand should affect the
redox potential of the copper ion in such a way that the equilibrium is shifted towards the
dormant species. Generally, electron-withdrawing ligands favor Cu+ stabilization, whereas
electron-donating ligands stabilize Cu2+.
Numerous types of ligands have been used, ranging from (substituted) 2,2’-bipyridines5
and phenanthrolines10 to alkylpyridylmethanimines, so-called Schiff bases,11 and multidentate tertiary amines12. Figure 3.1 shows the effect of the most commonly applied ligands
on the relative order of stabilization of the Cu(I) complex.
Compared to the Schiff base and bipyridine (bpy) ligands, the use of multidentate
amine ligands results in higher polymerization rates as they lower the redox potential of the
copper complex. Note that in addition to electronic effects, also steric effects can influence
the activity of the complex.13 The application of bulky ligands reduces the rate of activation,
as the copper center is more difficult to approach for the halogen atom.
increasing Cu+ stabilization
R

R
N

N

N

R

(I)

N

N
(II)

N

N
(III)

increasing reaction rate
Figure 3.1

Relative order of Cu+ stabilization and reaction rate for some commonly used ligands: (I)

Schiff bases, (II) substituted bipyridines and (III) a multidentate amine (N,N,N’,N”,N”-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine, PMDETA).
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Besides affecting the redox potential of the catalyst, the nature of the ligand has a
strong effect on the solubility of the copper complex. Especially the solubility of the
deactivator (Cu2+) should be sufficient to maintain a low stationary concentration of
radicals. Whereas the solubility of copper ions ligated by substituted bipyridines and Schiff
bases can be varied by adjusting the length of the alkyl R groups (see Figure 3.1), the use of
multidentate amine ligands usually results in heterogeneous reaction mixtures when applied
in organic media. Furthermore, in these cases, it is mostly the more polar copper(II)
complex that is less soluble.14 Though the control of polymerization is lowered by the
decreased solubility of both activator (Cu+) and, especially, deactivator (Cu2+), multidentate amine ligands enable more efficient removal of the copper complex from the end
product. Furthermore, they are less expensive than the bpy ligands, give less colored
reaction mixtures, and result in higher reaction rates, which make them interesting for
industrial applications.
Recently, tris(2-dimethylaminoethyl)amine (Me6TREN) was introduced as a ligand for
copper-based ATRP.15 Since application of this ligand results in a highly active catalyst, i.e.
a high value for Keq, only very small amounts (1 mole-% to initiator) are needed to perform
controlled polymerization of acrylates. However, much higher catalyst concentrations are
required to polymerize styrenes, while the catalyst ligated by Me6TREN is much too active
to enable controlled polymerization of methacrylates.
For successful ATRP, the choice of ligand mostly depends on the monomer that is
being polymerized. Since each monomer has an intrinsic propagation rate constant, it might
be necessary to apply a different catalyst complex in order to adjust the radical
concentration or the rate of deactivation. Compared to styrenes, methacrylates and
especially acrylates have higher propagation rate coefficients, as their corresponding
radicals are more reactive. However, for a specific catalyst system under the same reaction
conditions and concentrations, the equilibrium constant of MMA is higher than that of
styrene and methyl acrylate.15 Though the rather inactive Schiff base ligands have been
proven quite successful for polymerization of MMA,11,16,17,18 they are not suitable for
polymerization of styrenes and acrylates as these monomers require higher rates of
activation.

3.3.2

Initiator

In ATRP, mostly alkyl halides are used as initiators.1 As discussed in the introduction
of this chapter, one of the main requirements to obtain good control over molecular weight
and molecular weight distribution in ATRP is that the activation of the alkyl halide is as fast
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as, or more preferably, faster than the consecutive activation steps of the dormant species,
i.e.: kact,i ≥ kact (see Scheme 3.2). The halide or pseudo-halide like SCN should therefore
exhibit a fast and selective migration between the growing polymer chain and the copper
complex. Among the halogens, bromine and chlorine have been found to give the best
control in ATRP. The dissociation energy of the fluorine-carbon bond is too high, whereas
iodine participates in side-reactions19.
The rate of activation of an alkyl halide initiator is mainly determined by the chemical
structure of its initiating group, or, in other words, by the stability of the radical that is
formed after activation. Rule of thumb is that the structure of the initiator should resemble
that of the dormant polymer species in order to have fast initiation. Though this rule is
applicable to secondary radicals, it may not hold for tertiary ones. 1-Phenylethyl bromide is
known to be a good initiator for styrene, while ethyl 2-bromoisobutyrate is not the best
initiator for MMA, which is probably due to the back strain effect,20,21 i.e. the release of
steric strain of the dormant species during rehybridization from sp3 to sp2.
Percec et al.22,23,24 reported the use of arenosulfonyl chlorides as efficient and
universally applicable ATRP initiators. Initiation occurs through dissociation of the sulfurchloride bond in the SO2Cl initiating group, resulting in very reactive sulfonyl radicals.
Here, however, it is important to note that fast initiation also increases the probability of
termination, especially in the absence of deactivator. In that case, addition of some
deactivator at the start of polymerization may be useful.6,18
3.3.3

Mechanistic and Kinetic Issues

Although the ATRP process is considered to proceed according to the free radical
polymerization mechanism,25,26 the mechanistic and kinetic features of ATRP regarding the
role of the activating catalyst complex are hardly elucidated.
For example, Haddleton et al.27 reported that phenols, which are normally used as free
radical inhibitors, do not lead to an induction period in ATRP but even appear to increase
the reaction rate when they are applied at higher concentrations. From single crystal X-ray
diffraction studies performed on copper complexes in the solid state they proposed the
formation of a phenol-bridged dinuclear Cu(II)/PPI ligated complex (depicted in Figure
3.2).
Furthermore, they suggest that upon addition of the phenol, the coordinating Schiff
base ligand is easily displaced from the copper(I) center to accompany the phenol for
favorable bridging formation and that therefore these complexes are formed rather rapidly.
Haddleton concludes that these bridged complexes clearly have an effect on the reaction
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mechanism, and states that propagation is likely to occur via a concerted mechanism, where
the complex is coordinated to the growing chain-end, rather than via a free radical.
Similarly, numerous examples in literature can be found where the use of polar solvents
results in an increase in reaction rate. For example, solvents like ethylene or propylene
carbonate,28 diethyl ether,28 2-propanol,29 dimethylformamide30 and water18,31,32 all enhance
the polymerization rate in ATRP. The addition of carboxylic acids to the polymerization of
MMA catalyzed by Schiff base ligated Cu(I)Br resulted in faster polymerizations as well.33
It was proposed that the active catalyst species are formed after displacement of one of the
Schiff base ligands, and that in the presence of acid a dinuclear copper complex as shown in
Figure 3.2 is formed, from which the ligand displacement is proceeding much faster.
Oxygen has a strong effect on the kinetics in the ATRP process. It oxidizes the active
Cu(I) catalyst to a Cu(II) species which may act as a deactivating species if a halogen ligand
is present. Even small amounts of oxygen can result in a strong decrease of the reaction rate,
while the control of molecular weight and MWD is usually not too much affected.34 Though
there are some ‘tricks’ to maintain control of polymerization in the presence of oxygen, e.g.
the addition of small amounts of copper(0) powder to reduce some of the Cu(II) species to
the active Cu(I) species,34 adequate removal of oxygen from the reaction mixture remains
important for kinetic investigations.
Oxygen may even initiate polymerization via peroxide formation. Acar et al.35 recently
reported that with the deliberate introduction of air into an ATRP reaction of methacrylates
performed at high temperature and without added initiator, polymers with high molecular
weights and low polydispersities were obtained. Although they suggest that the air-induced
polymerizations probably involve a reverse ATRP mechanism36, they acknowledge the fact
that detailed understanding of the initiation process requires extensive research.
Another example demonstrating the obscurity of the kinetic and mechanistic features of
ATRP is the effect of visible light on the ATRP of MMA, reported by Guan and Smart37.
They claimed that when performing ATRP of MMA under reduced CuCl/bpy catalyst
concentration, irradiation with visible light results in a faster polymerization and better
control of molecular weight. From UV/vis spectra they proposed the formation of a charge46
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transfer complex between the catalyst and the alkyl halide initiator, from which the halogen
is photoactivated. This would then result in a higher rate of activation and hence a faster
polymerization.
Concluding, the precise mechanism of ATRP remains unclear. What the nature of the
copper complexes is and how these complexes are participating in the polymerization
reaction are issues that still need to be resolved.

3.3.4

Screening of Catalyst Complexes 38

The effect of the copper catalyst and the ligand on the control of polymerization was
studied by performing ATRP of methyl methacrylate onto the polyolefin macroinitiator
PEB-Br in the presence of different catalyst systems. The PEB-Br macroinitiator (chemical
structure is given in Scheme 3.1) was prepared via esterification of PEB-OH (Kraton L1203, Kraton Polymers) with 2-bromo isobutyrylbromide. Copper bromide (CuBr), copper
chloride (CuCl) and copper thiocyanate (CuSCN) were used as active catalysts, in
conjunction with the Schiff base ligand N-n-pentyl-2-pyridylmethanimine (PPI) and the
amine ligand N,N,N’,N”,N”-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA) (see Figure 3.1,
where PPI has structure (I) with R = n-pentyl). The resulting block copolymers were
characterized in terms of number average molecular weight (Mn) and molecular weight
distribution by means of size exclusion chromatography (SEC).
Results and Discussion

From Figure 3.3 is obtained that the semi-logarithmic kinetic plots of ln([M]0/[M])
versus time for the polymerizations of MMA onto the PEB-Br macroinitiator are linear,
which indicates a constant concentration of active species (see Eq. (3-4)) and, therefore,
provides a first indication that all polymerizations were controlled. A small induction period
is seen in especially the CuSCN-catalyzed reactions, probably resulting from slow
dissolvation or formation of the catalyst complex. The number average molecular weights
(Mn) of the block copolymers determined by SEC analyses increase linearly with
conversion and are close to the theoretical molecular weight (Mn,th), which confirms the
living nature of the polymerizations (see Figure 3.4 and Eq. (3-1)). Note that these
molecular weight data are estimates since they are relative to polystyrene (PS) standards.
The theoretical molecular weight at zero percent conversion is represented as the molecular
weight of the PEB-Br macroinitiator relative to PS standards (6.8ּ103 gּmol-1). A linear fit
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Figure 3.3 Semi-logarithmic kinetic plots for the
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through the experimental data crosses the Mn-axis at 7ּ103 gּmol-1, which corresponds well
to the Mn value of the PEB-Br in PS equivalents.
For each catalyst/PPI system, the molecular weight distributions are scaled to monomer
conversion and depicted in Figure 3.5. A clear shift to higher molecular weight is observed,
indicating the formation of block copolymers of relatively low polydispersity.
It appears from Figure 3.5 that changing the copper counterion strongly affects the rate
of macroinitiator conversion. Application of CuBr and, especially, CuSCN as active
catalysts results in slow conversion of the macroinitiator, while this is not the case when
CuCl is used. These results indicate that there is a clear effect of the copper counterion on
the rate of transformation of the macroinitiator into dormant species. Possibly, the
counterion acts as a ligand39 and influences the degree of polarization of copper, thereby
affecting the halogen exchange dynamics. Note that all MWDs are monomodal after
complete monomer conversion (not shown here), indicating that the low molecular weight
shoulder is not caused by termination reactions.
The apparent rate of polymerization is only slightly affected by changing the copper
counterion, as is obtained from the kinetic plots given in Figure 3.3. Therefore, the
equilibrium constants (Keq= kact/kdeact) are within the same order of magnitude for the CuBr,
CuCl and CuSCN / PPI catalyzed ATRP reactions.
With CuCl, the control of polymerization is improved significantly, as is seen from the
absence of residual macroinitiator in the MWD even after short polymerization times. From
literature, it is known that the use of a mixed halide initiating system as R-Br/CuCl results
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Figure 3.5 Molecular weight distributions (scaled to monomer conversion) and polydispersities (PDI) of
PEB-b-PMMA prepared via CuBr/PPI, CuCl/PPI and CuSCN/PPI catalyzed ATRP.

in an increased control of the MWD, which is attributed to the preferential end-capping of
the activated polymer chains by chloride over bromide.40,41,42 The activation of the
macroinitiator involves breaking the C-Br bond. After monomer addition, the polymer chain
is deactivated by chloride end-capping. Since the C-Cl bond is stronger than the C-Br bond,
the activation of the macroinitiator is faster than that of the dormant methacrylate species,
i.e. kact,i > kact (see Scheme 3.2), resulting in better control of molecular weight. It remains
unclear, however, whether and how the counterion affects the activity of the copper(I)
complex.
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Figure 3.6 Molecular weight distributions (scaled to monomer conversion) and polydispersities (PDI) of
PEB-b-PMMA prepared via CuBr/PMDETA and CuCl/PMDETA catalyzed ATRP.

Especially for CuSCN, the exchange dynamics are slow, i.e. deactivation is slow
compared to propagation, resulting in multiple monomer additions per activationdeactivation cycle and thereby broadening of the MWD. Note that the thiocyanate group
can coordinate to copper via S or via CN.43
Changing the ligand to PMDETA resulted in faster polymerizations and broader
MWDs (Figure 3.6). This is attributed to the much higher Keq of multidentate amine ligated
copper complexes compared to imine (e.g. PPI) ligated ones.12 Furthermore, Figure 3.6
demonstrates that the bimodality of the MWD for the CuCl/PMDETA catalyzed ATRP is
rather pronounced. Most probably, the low molecular weight shoulder mainly consists of
terminated material caused by the unfavorable position of the dynamic equilibrium in
combination with the increased rate of activation which is shown to be attained for the
PEB-Br/CuCl system. As opposed to the copper/PPI catalyzed reactions, the apparent
reaction rate decreases by a factor of two when changing the catalyst from CuBr to CuCl.

3.3.5

Effect of the Initiating Group on the Control of Polymerization

The effect of the initiating group on the control of polymerization was studied by
comparing the results obtained for the PEB-Br macroinitiator with those obtained for a
trichloro-functional PEB macroinitiator. Both macroinitiators are displayed in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 Preparation of the methacrylate-like PEB-Br macroinitiator (1) and the trichloro-functional
PEB macroinitiator (2) via esterification of PEB-OH with the corresponding halide acids.

Polymerizations of MMA onto the trichloro-functional PEB macroinitiator were
performed with both PPI ligated CuBr and CuCl catalysts. The development of the MWDs
for the PEB-PMMA block copolymers is given in Figure 3.8.
Clearly, there is no distinction between the application of either CuBr or CuCl. For both
catalyst systems, the MWDs remain monomodal with increasing conversion, as opposed to
the CuBr/PPI system where the PEB-Br macroinitiator was applied. These results may be
caused by a combination of several effects. First, the trichloro-initiating group is expected to
be a faster initiator than bromoisobutyrate, as the two chlorine atoms exert a strong
stabilizing effect on the radical that is formed after activation. Second, in both CuBr and
CuCl catalyzed reactions, it is the chlorine atom that is exchanged between the dormant
species and catalyst complex. Hence, a difference in ratio of initiation to propagation
between both systems is not expected to exist. Note, however, that the counterion probably
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Figure 3.8 Molecular weight distributions (scaled to monomer conversion) of PEB-b-PMMA prepared
via CuBr/PPI and CuCl/PPI catalyzed ATRP, using the trichloro-functional PEB macroinitiator (solid
line represents MWD of PEB-CCl3).
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affects the rate of activation and/or deactivation, and that therefore, the studied systems are
too complicated to be compared with the PEB-Br initiated systems.
While the molecular weights of the block copolymers obtained from the PEB-Br
initiated catalyst systems were only slightly higher than the theoretical molecular weights,
the experimental molecular weights as determined by SEC for the PEB-CCl3 initiated
systems were somewhat lower than predicted. Generally, a deviation to higher molecular
weights can be expected as termination can never be ruled out. However, lower molecular
weights than expected usually indicate the occurrence of transfer reactions. Other examples
are known of using the trichloromethyl group as initiator for ATRP. Destarac and
Boutevin44 reported the synthesis of a trichloromethyl-terminated azo initiator for preparing
block copolymers via free radical polymerization and subsequent ATRP. Their results also
show lower molecular weights than expected, however, they ascribe this deviation to
calibration problems in SEC. Though SEC analyses of block copolymers are known to be
unreliable as their hydrodynamic volumes usually differ from those of the polymers used for
calibration, there might be another explanation of this molecular weight deviation. After the
initiation of the trichloro group and subsequent chain extension, the copper complex might
abstract one of the two residual chlorine atoms as well, thereby creating a second growth
site which eventually can result in the formation of a A2B star block copolymer. Though
from a chemical structure point of view this initiation is expected to be much slower than
the abstraction of the first chlorine atom, the existence of this ‘side’ reaction might result in
a strong deviation from the expected molecular weight distribution. Since our interest solely
concerns the preparation of linear diblock copolymers, it was decided not to use the
trichloro-functional PEB for kinetic/mechanistic studies or synthetic applications.
Apart from the trichloro-initiating group, there are other possibilities to initiate the
polymerization from the polyolefin chain-end. For example, functionalization of the
PEB-OH with an sulfonyl chloride-type of initiating group would result in a very active
initiator.23,45 The fact that these groups are prone to hydrolysis, however, might be one of the
main reasons why this type of initiators have not been used on a larger scale.
Concluding, it seems that the bromoisobutyrate group as initiating group on the
polyolefin macroinitiator for chain extension with MMA forms a good basis for studying
kinetic and mechanistic features of ATRP. Furthermore, using the PEB-Br macroinitiator
(1) in combination with the Schiff base ligated Cu(I)Cl catalyst appears to be an excellent
choice for preparing various low polydispersity polyolefin-polymethacrylate block
copolymers.
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3.4

Determination of the Macroinitiator Conversion
In order to optimize the synthesis of polyolefin-polymethacrylate block copolymers, it

was decided to further investigate the initiation process. To do so, the amount of unreacted
PEB-Br macroinitiator chains at any given moment during the ATRP reaction needs to be
monitored, which implies that a clear separation from the formed PEB-PMMA block
copolymers is required. An estimation of the residual amount of PEB-Br can be obtained via
deconvolution of the MWDs obtained by SEC (given in Figure 3.5). However, peak
deconvolution only works well when both peaks are gaussian-like shaped, which is not the
case for all MWDs. Another, more analytical, problem lies in the fact that small differences
in molecular weight do not result in a clear shift of the MWD, which makes it impossible to
distinguish between unreacted PEB-Br chains and those that have just been activated and
already contain some monomer units.
Following, the application is discussed of gradient polymer elution chromatography
(GPEC) in the separation of residual PEB-Br macroinitiator from the prepared block
copolymers, allowing subsequent determination of the macroinitiator conversion.

3.4.1

Application of Gradient Polymer Elution Chromatography

Since the introduction of living radical polymerization techniques as ATRP and RAFT
polymerization, the synthesis of polymers with well-defined compositions, architectures and
functionalities has witnessed a tremendous growth. Along with this development, there has
been a growing interest for adequate analysis methods to characterize these polymers. It is
however very difficult to obtain an accurate description of the composition of complex
polymers in terms of molar mass, chemical structure and chain architecture or distributions
thereof.
Liquid chromatography (LC) has proven the most efficient tool for polymer
separations. Though size exclusion chromatography (SEC) has remained the most often
applied LC technique to characterize polymers in terms of molecular weight distribution, its
restrictions in determination of the chemical composition distribution (CCD) have led to the
introduction of gradient elution high performance LC or gradient polymer elution
chromatography (GPEC∗)46,47. In GPEC, separation of polymers is based on differences in
column interactions, as is the case in isocratic chromatography, but also on precipitation and
redissolution mechanisms as the eluent composition changes gradually in time. Application

∗

GPEC® is a registered trademark of Waters Chromatography.
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of GPEC therefore provides the possibility to separate polymeric compounds according to
molar mass, chemical composition and chain(-end) functionality. For example, GPEC
recently has been applied to characterize random and block copolymers48 and to determine
the functionality type distribution of polyesters49.
Many examples are reported in literature where block copolymers are characterized
with respect to their block length distribution by performing the liquid chromatography
under critical conditions.50 At these conditions, the entropic size exclusion effects are
precisely compensated by the enthaplic interaction effects, meaning that the retention of the
polymer becomes independent of molecular weight and is governed solely by small
differences in its chemical composition.51 At the critical condition, one of the blocks is
assumed to be chromatographically ‘invisible’ so that the retention of the block copolymer
is entirely determined by the other block(s). However, in practice, the critical condition can
be hard to find and difficult to maintain as it is very sensitive to small variations in e.g.
temperature52.
Apart from operating at the critical conditions, important information on the block
copolymer formation and composition can also be attained by performing GPEC in two
distinctly different modes: reversed-phase (RP-GPEC) and normal-phase (NP-GPEC).

3.4.2

Reversed-phase and Normal-phase Applications

In RP-GPEC, separation is achieved using a non-polar column, typically a C18modified silica column, in combination with an eluent that increases in solvent strength, e.g.
from water/methanol to THF. In that mode, separation is mainly based on precipitation and
redissolution mechanisms, where retention of the polymeric compounds is governed by the
hydrophobic interactions with the stationary phase and polar interactions with the mobile
phase. As the solvent composition at redissolution of a certain polymer depends on its
chemical composition, RP-GPEC can be used to determine the overall CCD of copolymers,
although the elution behavior depends on the molecular weight as well.
NP-GPEC involves the use of a polar stationary phase, e.g. silica or bonded phase types
like cyanopropyl (CN) and aminopropyl (NH2), and eluents that are less polar than the
stationary phase. In this mode, the separation is dominated by interactions with the polar
stationary phase. For this reason, NP-GPEC is particularly suited for separating polymers
according to differences in functionality type distribution. Combining the two modes
provides the possibility to characterize polymeric compounds according to molar mass,
chemical composition and chain functionality. Moreover, the combination of GPEC with
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other analytical techniques as infrared spectroscopy and mass spectroscopy offers additional
information on chemical composition.
3.4.3

Characterization of the PEB-PMMA Block Copolymers by Reversedphase and Normal-phase GPEC

Both reversed-phase and normal-phase GPEC have been applied to investigate the
formation of the PEB-PMMA block copolymers previously prepared by copper-catalyzed
ATRP. Note that no attempts were made to determine the CCD or the block length
distribution of the PEB-PMMA block copolymers.
Reversed-phase (RP) GPEC

As the PEB-Br macroinitiator and PEB-PMMA block copolymer are completely
insoluble in methanol, the RP-GPEC analyses were performed on a C18-modified silica
column with a gradient running from pure methanol (polar non-solvent) to pure THF (good
solvent and strong eluent) in 2% per minute. Detection of the non-UV absorbing polymeric
compounds was done using an evaporative light scattering detector (ELSD)53. Refractive
index detection cannot be used in GPEC as the change in solvent composition results in a
strong disturbance of the obtained signal.
In Figure 3.9, the results are shown for some reaction samples obtained from CuBr and
CuCl/PPI catalyzed ATRP of MMA, using PEB-Br as macroinitiator. The corresponding
MWDs of these samples are depicted in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.9 RP-GPEC chromatograms of the PEB-PMMA block copolymers prepared via CuBr/PPI and
CuCl/PPI catalyzed ATRP of MMA: PEB-Br (——) and samples after various reaction times (approx):
0.5 hr (– – –), 1 hr (ּּּּ), 2 hrs (–ּ–), 3 hrs (----) and 5 hrs (–ּּ–). Analysis: C18-modified silica column,
gradient: methanol-THF (2%/min).
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From Figure 3.9 is obtained that the PEB-Br macroinitiator elutes at a solvent
composition of MeOH/THF 40/60 (v/v). With increasing reaction time, the elution peak
shifts to lower elution times where the amount of THF in the eluent composition decreases.
This is as expected: since with increasing reaction time the MMA block length and
therefore also the overall polarity of the block copolymer increases, less THF is needed to
elute the PEB-PMMA block copolymer. In contrast to the results obtained from SEC
analyses, these results indeed provide evidence of block copolymer formation as the shift of
the macroinitiator peak must be a result of a change in CCD.
When the results for two catalyst systems are compared, it is evident that the formation
of block copolymer strongly depends on the type of copper salt that is used, as was already
demonstrated in section 3.3.4. However, the separation obtained with RP-GPEC is clearly
not sufficient to separate unreacted macroinitiator chains from those that have already added
one or two MMA units. This criterion is crucial when investigating the macroinitiator
conversion.
Normal-phase (NP) GPEC

Since NP-GPEC is known to be suited for separating polymers based on small
differences in chain functionality, this technique is believed to be more successful in the
separation of residual macroinitiator from the PEB-PMMA block copolymers. The
separation efficiency in the NP-GPEC applications was studied using two different types of
bonded phase columns: an HPLC column with a cyano (‘CN’) functionalized silica
stationary phase, and one with a polyamine (‘PA’) functionalized divinylbenzene stationary
phase.
In Figure 3.10, the results are shown obtained from analyses of the reaction samples
using an NP-GPEC setup, equipped with the CN column and an applied gradient from
heptane to dichloromethane (DCM) to THF. As opposed to the RP-GPEC analyses, the
application of NP-GPEC results in a clear separation of the polyolefin macroinitiator from
the PEB-PMMA block copolymers. The residual PEB-Br elutes in pure heptane at 2
minutes, while the block copolymers elute at a DCM/THF eluent composition of about
90/10 (v/v), as their interaction with the stationary phase increases with increasing PMMA
block length. Note that the elution peak at 17 minutes is a result of breakthrough, i.e. the
sudden uncontrolled elution of block copolymer at a certain eluent strength (mostly at about
5 v% THF).
With the application of NP-GPEC, the formation of block copolymers is again
demonstrated as the PEB-Br elution peak decreases with increasing monomer conversion.
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Figure 3.10 NP-GPEC chromatograms of the PEB-PMMA block copolymers prepared via CuBr and
CuCl/PPI catalyzed ATRP for various reaction times: 1 hr (—), 2 hrs (---), 3 hrs (ּּּּ) and 5 hrs (–ּ–).
Analysis: CN column, gradient from heptane to DCM (10%/min) to THF (1%/min).

Moreover, the faster depletion of the macroinitiator in the CuCl catalyzed system is in
agreement with the results previously described.
Though comparable results were obtained with the PA column and applying the same
gradient, the importance of selecting the proper type of column in NP-GPEC becomes clear
when the conversion of the macroinitiator is monitored over reaction time. In Figure 3.11,
the ELSD response signal ratio of PEB-Br is plotted versus reaction time for the CuBr
catalyzed ATRP reaction samples analyzed on the CN and the PA column.
Clearly, application of the moderately polar CN column does not result in efficient
separation between the macroinitiator and the formed block copolymer. With the more polar
PA column, however, a clear separation is achieved between PEB-Br and PEB-MMAn for
Figure 3.11 The ELSD response signal
area to the PEB-Br peak area at t = 0, as
function of reaction time for the CuBr
catalyzed ATRP reaction samples, analyzed
with NP-GPEC using the CN column (U) and
the PA column (). Applied gradient:
heptane to DCM (2%/min) to THF (4%/min).
Note that the ELSD signal is normalized on a
PS standard which was deliberately added
before polymerization, see also next section.
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n ≥ 1. To illustrate this, a PEB-’MMA’1-like macromolecule was synthesized via
esterification of PEB-OH with 1-bromocarbonyl-1-methylethyl acetate, in which the MMA
unit is represented by an additional ester group. In Figure 3.12, the elution behavior of this
macromolecule is compared to that of the PEB-Br macroinitiator. Obviously, the separation
efficiency of the reaction samples is optimal when the polyamine column is used.
3.4.4

Determination of the Macroinitiator Conversion with NP-GPEC 38

In order to obtain information on the effect of the type of catalyst system on the
PEB-Br macroinitiator conversion, ATRP reactions of MMA initiated by PEB-Br and
catalyzed by CuBr/PPI, CuCl/PPI and CuSCN/PPI catalyst complexes were performed and
the amount of residual macroinitiator as function of monomer conversion was monitored
using NP-GPEC with quantitative ELSD. Accurate normalization of the obtained
chromatograms was attained through the deliberate addition of some polystyrene (PS) as an
internal standard to the reaction mixture before polymerization. The evolution of the MWDs
in these reactions was similar to those without PS given in Figure 3.5. However, since extra
solvent was added to ensure a low viscosity, the apparent polymerization rate was a factor
of about 3 to 4 lower than in the previous reactions. Within the series of experiments with
added PS the apparent polymerization rate was about equal for all three catalysts. Figure
3.13 represents typical NP-GPEC chromatograms of purified polymer samples for
increasing reaction time, analyzed on the PA column with a gradient from heptane to DCM
to THF (experimental details are given in section 3.8 on page 76). When

calculating

the

amount of residual PEB-Br, one has to keep in mind that the ELSD response signal is not
linearly dependent on concentration but is scaled with a power law.54 Moreover, the signal
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Figure 3.13 NP-GPEC chromatograms of dried purified reaction samples taken before heating (0 min
reaction time) and after 20 min, 1 hr, 3 hrs and 5 hrs reaction time. The chromatograms are normalized
on the PS peak area of the sample at 0 min. Analysis: PA column; gradient from heptane to DCM
(2%/min) to THF (4%/min).

strongly depends on the mobile phase composition. In order to obtain the actual amount of
PEB-Br in the reaction sample, an ELSD calibration curve was set up for both PEB-Br and
PS (Figure 3.14).
Note that the macroinitiator used in the ATRP reactions is bromide-functional PEB
‘contaminated’ with hydroxy-functional PEB and non-functional PEB. Since both PEB and
PEB-Br elute at the same time, the calculated value for the macroinitiator conversion has to
be corrected for the amount of non-functional PEB. Separate injection of the macroinitiator
and the unmodified Kraton L-1203 polymer revealed that the PEB macroinitiator as added
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Figure 3.14 Calibration curve (Area=a∗Cb) for PEB-Br and PS obtained from ELS detection.
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Figure 3.15 The PEB-Br con-
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Figure 3.16 The PEB-Br con-
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to the reaction mixtures contained 93.4% PEB-Br, 4.3% PEB-OH and 2.3% PEB, where it
is assumed that the area-concentration dependence as found for PEB-Br can also be applied
to PEB. The conversion of the macroinitiator based on pure PEB-Br is depicted in Figure
3.15 as function of reaction time, and in Figure 3.16 as function of monomer conversion.
In the ideal situation, the macroinitiator conversion is 100% within a few percent of
monomer conversion, indicating a fast initiation compared to propagation. As can be seen
from Figure 3.15, the CuCl/PPI catalyzed system exhibits relatively fast initiation.
Application of CuBr/PPI and especially CuSCN/PPI as active catalyst system results in
slower macroinitiator conversion, as previously concluded from the molecular weight
distributions given in Figure 3.5. The reaction with CuSCN/PPI showed an inhibition period
of about three hours, which is probably caused by its low solubility. On the other hand,
from Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 it seems that about 40% of the macroinitiator is activated
in this period of time without noticeable monomer consumption.
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The reproducibility of the results shown in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 has been
checked by performing the reaction with Cu(I)Br as catalyst in duplicate, and was found to
be high (see Figure 3.17). Duplicate reactions with Cu(I)Cl and Cu(I)SCN that were
performed revealed that the trends in the rate of activation of the macroinitiator, as given in
Figure 3.15, are reproducible as well. This is in contrast to the overall rate of
polymerization, which seems strongly dependent on the polymerization conditions, e.g.
catalyst solubility, presence of water and trace amounts of oxygen. The effect of catalyst
purity on the polymerization rate and the macroinitiator conversion has been studied by
performing an additional reaction with Cu(I)Br of 99.999% purity (Aldrich), which was
stored and weighed in a glovebox. These results are also depicted in Figure 3.17.
Clearly, under the experimental conditions there does not seem to be an effect of
impurities like Cu(II) on either the polymerization rate or the PEB-Br conversion.
Moreover, the development of the MWD (not shown here) is identical for both reactions
and also similar to the results of the CuBr catalyzed reaction given in Figure 3.5. Though
this implies that comparing copper catalysts of different purities is justified under the
conditions that the experiments were conducted, differences in catalyst solubility have to be
taken into consideration as well. Although a qualitative description is given here, it is worth
mentioning that application of NP-GPEC for determining the macroinitiator conversion
provides an elegant way to quantitatively determine the activation rate parameter, as is
demonstrated in the next section. Note that attention to the experimental design is important
for further quantitative calculations from the data given in Figure 3.15. For instance, the
exact concentration of the copper(I) species has to be known.
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3.5

As was discussed in the introduction of this chapter, in order to optimize and properly
describe the ATRP process, some knowledge is required on both the activation and
deactivation rate parameter. Furthermore, it is believed that knowledge on these
fundamental rate coefficients provides more insight and understanding of the phenomena
described in the previous sections, where it was demonstrated that for an ATRP reaction of
MMA onto PEB-Br an increase in MWD control is attained when changing the copper
counterion from bromide to chloride. Up until now, the increase in control of MWD for
mixed halide initiating systems as R-Br/CuCl has been explained merely in terms of an
increased ratio of initiation to propagation caused by the preferential end-capping of the
activated polymer chains by chloride over bromide.40,41 The precise role of the catalyst
complex on the halogen exchange mechanism and dynamics, however, remains rather
unclear. Furthermore, there is little knowledge on the effect of the copper counterion on the
activation rate parameter (kact). Goto and Fukuda56 have determined kact for 1-phenyl-ethyl
bromide (PE-Br) with di-heptyl-2,2’-bipyridine (dHbpy) ligated CuBr and CuCl using the
nitroxide trapping method together with 1H NMR. They found a somewhat higher value of
kact for the PE-Br/CuCl than for the PE-Br/CuBr system (0.52 and 0.42 Lּmol-1ּs-1,
respectively). Furthermore, kact for 1-phenylethyl chloride was almost twice as high for
CuCl/dHbpy as compared to CuBr/dHbpy (0.018 and 0.010 Lּmol-1ּs-1, respectively). These
results indicate that the copper counterion affects the activation rate parameter.

3.5.1

Strategy for the Determination of kact

The applied method for the determination of the activation rate parameter is a
combination of nitroxide-exchange experiments with quantitative HPLC, as recently
reported by Chambard et al.57. They used this method for investigating the effect of solvent
in ATRP on kact for polystyrene and poly(butyl acrylate) macroinitiators. As shown in
Scheme 3.3, the exchange experiments are based on activation of the PEB-Br macroinitiator
and subsequent trapping by a stable free nitroxide radical, hydroxy-TEMPO. By utilizing a
large excess of hydroxy-TEMPO, the probability that the radicals originating from the
macroinitiator are deactivated rather than undergoing irreversible bimolecular termination is
negligible.57 The decrease in PEB-Br concentration ([P-Br]) is described by Eq. (3-6):

−
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= k act [P - Br][Cu(I)]
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(3-6)
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Scheme 3.3 Exchange experiments of the PEB-Br macroinitiator in the presence of a large excess of
hydroxy-TEMPO. The activated species are terminated via combination (ktc) or disproportionation (ktd)
with hydroxy-TEMPO.

where the Cu(I) concentration decreases as well and follows Eq. (3-7):
[Cu(I)]t = [Cu (I)]0 − ([P - Br]0 − [P - Br]t )

(3-7)

Only when [P-Br]0 ≠ [Cu(I)]0, as is the case in the exchange experiments, the general
solution of Eq. (3-6) and Eq. (3-7) is given by:56
 [P - Br]0 
 [Cu (I)]0 − [P - Br ]0 + [P - Br ]t
 + ln
ln
[Cu (I)]0
 [P - Br ]t 



 = ( [Cu (I)]0 − [P - Br ]0 ) k act t


(3-8)

where Eq. (3-8) can be abbreviated as Eq. (3-9):
ln A t + ln Bt = C k act t

(3-9)

The hydroxy-functional species (PEB-OH) are separated from the macroinitiator chains
using NP-GPEC. The decrease in PEB-Br concentration is obtained by means of
evaporative light scattering detection.
Conventional nitroxides such as TEMPO and derivatives thereof, however, are known
to cause hydrogen abstraction at elevated temperatures.58,59 Especially for methacrylate-like
tertiary carbon-centered radicals, a substantial fraction is terminated via disproportionation
(ktd)60,61, as depicted in Scheme 3.3. The separation of residual PEB-Br from this termination
product with NP-GPEC is however much more difficult compared to its separation from the
trapped hydroxy-functional species, which clearly hampers the determination of kact. With
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the disproportionation product eluting at the same time as the residual macroinitiator, the
t
is given as:
concentration obtained from GPEC, C P,GPEC

Ct

P , GPEC

= [P - Br]t + [Pdisp]t

(3-10)

0
where [P - Br]0 = C P,GPEC
and [Pdisp]t represents the concentration of disproportionated PEB

chains. Assuming a constant ratio of termination via disproportionation (ktd) and termination
via combination with the nitroxide (ktc), [Pdisp]t follows Eq. (3-11):
[Pdisp]t = (1 − f tc ) ([P - Br ]0 − [P - Br]t )

(3-11)

where ftc (0 < ftc < 1) is the fraction of activated chains that is terminated by combination
with hydroxy-TEMPO, i.e. ftc = ktc/(ktc + ktd), see Scheme 3.3. The exact macroinitiator
concentration [P-Br] is calculated using Eq. (3-12), which is obtained from substitution of
Eq. (3-10) in Eq. (3-11):
[P - Br]t =

1 − f tc 0
1 t
C P,GPEC −
C P,GPEC
f tc
f tc

(3-12)

Furthermore, the exact concentrations of Cu(I)Cl and Cu(I)Br during the exchange
experiments are determined via UV-vis spectroscopic measurements as these catalysts have
different solubility properties.

3.5.2

Results and Discussion

The UV-vis calibration curves for the Cu(I)Br/PPI and Cu(I)Cl/PPI complexes are
given in Figure 3.18.
Apparently, the counterion has a strong effect on the absorption characteristics of the
copper complex. Besides a shift in wavelength of maximum absorption from 390 nm for
CuBr/PPI to 380 nm for CuCl/PPI, the extinction coefficient (ε) for CuBr/PPI is higher than
for the CuCl/PPI complex (respectively 1840 and 930 Lּmol-1ּcm-1). Similarly, studies by
Qiu et al.62 indicate a strong influence of counterion and solvent polarity on the UV-vis
absorption characteristics of copper-based complexes. Furthermore, note that the absorption
plot for CuCl/PPI shows a slightly non-linear behavior, which suggests a shift in the
complexation equilibrium.
In order to determine the actual concentration of Cu(I)Br/PPI and Cu(I)Cl/PPI during
the exchange reactions, UV-vis spectrophotometric measurements of diluted reaction
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Figure 3.18 UV-vis calibration curves for
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samples without hydroxy-TEMPO were performed. It is assumed that the hydroxy-TEMPO
has little or no effect on the solubility of the copper complex. The results are shown in
Figure 3.19, where the percentage of dissolved copper catalyst is plotted as function of
reaction time. Note that after taking the sample at t = 0 minutes, the reaction mixture is
immediately heated from room temperature to 90oC, which accounts for the sudden increase
in copper concentration during the first minutes.
The results shown in Figure 3.19 indicate that under the experimental conditions
applied, only 65% of the CuCl is dissolved during the exchange reactions, whereas this is
about 80% for the CuBr catalyst. Clearly, copper catalysts complexed by Schiff base ligands
are less soluble in nonpolar solvents than those complexed by substituted bipyridines as a
result of the higher polarity of the former. Determination of the copper(I) concentration is
therefore of utmost importance. After reaching the equilibrium concentrations, the copper
concentration only slightly decreases as the PEB-Br macroinitiator is activated since the
ratio of catalyst to initiator is about 3 to 1. Moreover, in the absence of trapping agent, the
activated species will be deactivated by Cu(II) resulting in regeneration of Cu(I). The rather
fast decrease in concentration of the CuBr/PPI complex after two hours is probably due to
oxidation during sample preparation.
A typical evolution of the NP-GPEC chromatograms of the purified polymer samples
from the exchange reactions in time is shown in Figure 3.20. The residual PEB-Br elutes at
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Figure 3.20 GPEC chromatograms
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about 5 minutes in pure heptane, whereas the trapped PEB-OH species elutes at an increased eluent strength due to its column adsorption. For determining the amount of PEB-Br, all
chromatograms were normalized on PS (internal standard) eluting at 20 minutes.
In order to convert the ELSD signal into concentrations, calibration curves were
constructed for the polymeric compounds (results given in Table 3.1) as the ELSD signal
strongly depends on the mobile phase composition and scales to the actual concentration
with a power law54 (see e.g. Figure 3.14 on page 59).

Table 3.1 Calibration curves for ELSD quantification in GPEC analyses.
Peak Area = a · Cb
a

b

R2 / number of points

PEB-Br

105

1.78

0.9994 / 7

PS

256

1.58

0.9991 / 7

Polymeric species

Calculation of kact using Eq. (3-8) and Eq. (3-12) requires some knowledge on the
fraction of activated chains that is terminated via combination, ftc. To determine this
fraction, a typical exchange reaction with Cu(I)Cl/PPI was conducted for longer reaction
times while monitoring the area underneath the peak eluting at 5 minutes, which represents
a mixture of the macroinitiator and the disproportionation product. Figure 3.21 shows the
appearance of a maximum of about 75% in PEB-Br conversion around 4 hrs, indicating that
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Figure 3.21 The macroinitiator (PEB-Br)
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25% of the activated species is terminated via disproportionation. Complete activation of
the macroinitiator chains at this time has been confirmed with 13C NMR spectroscopy. After
4 hrs, the conversion of the macroinitiator decreases again which is caused by the
occurrence of disproportionation of the trapped (PEB-OH) product via decomposition (kdec
in Scheme 3.3) and/or via disproportionation after thermal dissociation (ktd and kd in
Scheme 3.3).
Figure 3.22 shows the 1H NMR spectrum of a precipitated sample from the exchange
experiment at the maximum in PEB-Br conversion (4-5 hrs, as shown in Figure 3.21). It is
assessed that 22% of the PEB-Br chains are terminated via disproportionation with
hydroxy-TEMPO, which is in excellent agreement with the GPEC analysis. After one day
of reaction time, all trapped polymeric species are disproportionated (about 90% by 1H
NMR analysis). Though it is assumed here that the power law behavior of the PEB-Br

Figure 3.22 Partial
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Figure 3.23 The apparent fraction
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species also applies to the disproportionation product as they both elute at the same time and
only differ in their end-group, the negative PEB-Br conversion in Figure 3.21 may be a
result of somewhat different parameters in the power law dependence.
The amount of disproportionated PEB chains that is produced from the side-reactions
however strongly affects the position of the maximum in PEB-Br conversion shown in
Figure 3.21. As the concentration of trapped species increases with time, the concentration
of disproportionated chains increases as well, leading to a decrease in the observed value for
ftc. In order to determine a correct value for ftc, the data in Figure 3.21 have been fitted using
the Predici program with appropriate values for the various rate constants63. The effect of
the side-reactions on the ratio of termination via disproportionation and termination via
trapping is displayed in Figure 3.23, where the apparent value for ftc as function of reaction
time is simulated for different entry values of ftc.
The apparent value for ftc strongly decreases with increasing reaction time. According
to the simulations in Figure 3.23, the maximum of 75% PEB-Br conversion (i.e. ftc = 0.75)
at 4 hrs (Figure 3.23), corresponds to an intrinsic ftc of about 0.95. As the activation rate
parameter is calculated from the data obtained within the first hour of reaction time, it is
justifiable to assume a constant value for ftc since in this period of time the deviation of this
value is less than 5%, as shown in Figure 3.23. Indeed, the activated bromoisobutyrate
group and its adduct with hydroxy-TEMPO are found to be much more susceptible to sidereactions as thermal dissociation and decomposition than polystyrene-TEMPO adducts.64,65
Accurate determination of the activation rate parameter in ATRP for methacrylic initiating
species therefore requires detailed knowledge on the relevance of side-reactions occurring,
which may be system dependent.
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Figure 3.24 Pseudo-first order
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The pseudo-first order plots for the exchange reaction of PEB-Br catalyzed by
CuBr/PPI and CuCl/PPI in xylene at 90oC are calculated from Eq. (3-8), where the residual
concentration of PEB-Br is calculated using Eq. (3-12) with ftc = 0.95. The results are given
in Figure 3.24, where (ln A + ln B)/C is plotted as function of time.
Another potential source of error on the value of kact is the purity of the catalyst
employed. In Table 3.2 the kact values are listed for the Cu(I)Br/PPI and Cu(I)Cl/PPI
catalyzed exchange reactions in which catalysts of different purity are used. Note that the
catalyst is not fully dissolved during the exchange experiments. Variations in the catalyst
concentration within the series of experiments are therefore likely to occur, which makes it
under these circumstances practically impossible to quantify any effects of catalyst purity
on kact.
The errors that are made in determining ftc and the percentage of copper(I) dissolved are
each estimated to be less than 5%. With these errors, the calculated values for the activation
rate parameter listed in Table 3.2 are within 85% certainty. Furthermore, note that kact is
about 10 to 15% underestimated when the side-reactions are not taken into account for, i.e.
ftc = 1.
The activation rate parameters are of the same order of magnitude as those for bromidefunctional poly(butyl acrylate) with CuBr/dHbpy at 110oC (≈ 0.07 Lּmol-1ּs-1)57 and for
1-phenylethyl chloride with CuCl and CuBr/dHbpy at 110oC (respectively 0.018 and 0.010
Lּmol-1ּs-1)56. Since methacrylate dormant species produce radicals that are much more
stable than that of butyl acrylate, the obtained kact values are surprisingly low. Very recently,
Matyjaszewski66 reported a value of kact = 0.60 Lּmol-1ּs-1 for ethyl 2-bromoisobutyrate
with CuBr/dNbpy in acetonitrile at 35oC, which is about 40 times higher than the value for
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Table 3.2 Values for the activation rate parameter for PEB-Br (having an isobutyryl
bromide-functional group) at 90oC in p-xylene for CuBr and CuCl catalysts.
Purity (%) a

kact (Lּmol-1ּs-1)

Exchange exp.

Catalyst system

1

CuBr / PPI

98 %

0.017

2

CuBr / PPI

99.999 %

0.014

3

CuCl / PPI

99 +%

0.038

CuCl / PPI

99 +%

0.040

CuCl / PPI

99.995 + %

0.031

4
5

c

a

Maximum values are given as determined by Aldrich Chemical Company.
Values obtained from linear fits of pseudo-first order data points are within 10% error.
Error of fit 10-15%.

b
c

b

the PEB-Br CuBr/PPI system in p-xylene at 90oC. Clearly, kact is strongly influenced by the
type of ligand that is applied. Note, furthermore, that kact was reported to be strongly
dependent on solvent polarity.57,66
The presence of chloride as copper counterion results in a strong increase in the
activation rate parameter by a factor of almost three, compared to bromide as counterion.
This trend is consistent with the results reported by Goto and Fukuda56 and demonstrates
that the improved control of the molecular weight and MWD for mixed halide systems as
R-Br/CuCl is not entirely based on an increased ratio of initiation to propagation rate
through halogen exchange, but also results from chloride as the copper counterion having a
positive effect on the rate of activation of initiating species. Most probably, the effect of the
copper counterion on the activation rate parameter finds its origin in its effect on the
position of the metal to ligand charge transfer (MLCT) band through π-back bonding
interactions. For copper(I) complexes with 4-monosubstituted pyridines it has been reported
that the difference in energy between the t2 and the lowest vacant π* orbitals of pyridine
increases in the order of Cl < Br < I.67 As a consequence, replacement of Br with Cl as
copper counterion leads to a decreased stability of the t2 orbital. It remains unclear,
however, how and if this decreased orbital stability influences the rate of activation.
Furthermore, the extent to which the counterion affects the activation rate parameter in
ATRP might be dependent on the type of ligand and/or initiator that is applied.
It is important to note that the determined activation rate parameters represent the rate
coefficient for the initial activation step, i.e. the activation of the PEB-Br macroinitiator
involving kact,i (see Scheme 3.2). For the PEB-Br/CuBr system, the activation rate parameter
for dormant species is not expected to be very different from kact,i as the chemical structure
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of the initiating isobutyrate group on PEB-Br more or less resembles that of an PEBPMMA-Br dormant chain. For the PEB-Br/CuCl system, however, the activation of PEB-Br
is expected to be much faster than the activation of dormant species as the latter mainly
involves breaking the stronger C-Cl bond. The extent to which the activation of chloride
end-capped species differs from that of bromide ones depends on the type of ligand, copper
counterion, solvent polarity and temperature. For example, it has recently been reported that
for substituted bipyridine systems like dNbpy and dHbpy, kact of 1-phenylethyl chloride is
about 40 times56 smaller than that of 1-phenylethyl bromide when measured in toluene at
110oC, while this is about 1000 times66 in acetonitrile at 35oC. Clearly, a proper kinetic
description of the PEB-Br/CuCl system requires additional detailed knowledge on the
exchange dynamics involved.

3.6

Determination of the Deactivation Rate Parameter
Once the activation rate parameter is known, the kinetic data obtained for the

polymerizations can be used to estimate the deactivation rate parameter, kdeact. As all ATRP
reactions have been performed without added deactivator (though it may be that oxidized
Cu(I) salt is acting as deactivator), Eq. (3-5) can be used to estimate kdeact for the PEB-Br
macroinitiator using either CuBr/PPI or CuCl/PPI.
1

 [M ]0  3  k act [PEB - Br]0 [Cu (I)]0  3 2 3
 t
 = k p 
− ln (1 − X) = ln 
6 k deact k t
 [M ]t  2 


(3-5)

When observing the data for CuBr/PPI given in Figure 3.17 on page 61, it is clear that
the plot of ln([M]0/[M]) vs time is not linear, which is as expected since no initial
deactivator was added. However, when plotting the ln([M]0/[M]) data vs t2/3, the kinetic plot
becomes linear with a slope of 6.2ּ10-4 (± 0.3ּ10-4) s-2/3, as is shown in Figure 3.25. The
same can be done with the data obtained for the CuCl/PPI catalyzed reaction, yielding a
slope of 6.0ּ10-4 (± 0.4ּ10-4) s-2/3.
An estimation of kdeact requires substitution of values for the initial concentrations of
Cu(I) and PEB-Br, and of appropriate values for the rate coefficients for activation,
propagation and termination in Eq. (3-5). The initial concentrations are: [PEB-Br]0 = 0.016
molּL-1 and [Cu(I)]0 = 0.017 molּL-1. For the rate coefficients, the following values are
used: kp = 1624 Lּmol-1ּs-1 (for MMA at 90oC)68 and kt ≈ 107 Lּmol-1ּs-1 for an initial chain
length of about 100,69 corresponding to a PEB chain of 4 kgּmol-1.
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Figure 3.25 ln([M]0/[M]) data obtained for
the ATRP of MMA catalyzed by CuBr/PPI
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For the CuBr/PPI system, it can be assumed that kact ≈ kact,i = 0.015 Lּmol-1ּs-1, yielding
kdeact = 4ּ106 Lּmol-1ּs-1. Though this value is expected to have a considerable error of
roughly 50% due to errors in kact and especially in kt, it is of the same order of magnitude as
those reported for other catalyst systems involving model66 and polymer compounds7 as
initiator. For example, kdeact values of 5ּ107 and 108 Lּmol-1ּs-1 have been reported for PS
and PBA macroradicals, respectively.7 Compared to these values, the somewhat lower kdeact
of 4ּ106 Lּmol-1ּs-1 for the PEB-PMMA macroradicals is in line with the higher stability of
MMA radicals compared to styrene radicals and, especially, butyl acrylate radicals in
organic solvents. Note that the addition of small amounts of deactivator to the PEB-Br/CuBr
system, typically 10 mole-% Cu(II) on total Cu basis, would probably result in a more
accurate kdeact as its determination becomes much less susceptible to the initiation process
and uncertainties in kt.7
As was discussed in the previous section, for the PEB-Br/CuCl system the activation of
dormant species is expected to be much slower than that of PEB-Br. Unfortunately, lack of
reliable data on the activation of PEB-PMMA-Cl dormant species makes it very hard to
estimate kdeact. In order to compare the rate of deactivation between the bromide-based
system and the mixed halide one, it is wise to look at the data reported in literature. From
recent studies, it is known that kdeact decreases by a factor of about 6 when changing from a
Br-based system (CuBr2) to a Cl-based system (CuCl2).66 Though these parameters are for a
1-phenyl ethyl radical in acetonitrile at 75oC, kdeact for the PEB-Br/CuCl system to a first
approximation is obtained from kdeact = (1/6) × 4ּ106 = 7ּ105 Lּmol-1ּs-1. Substitution of this
value in Eq. (3-5) gives kact = 0.0023, which is about 17 times smaller than kact,i. All results
regarding the estimations of the activation and deactivation rate are summarized in Table
3.3. Obviously, since the reliability of the kact and kdeact values for the PEB-Br/CuCl system
is low, these rate parameters are unsuited for describing the kinetics of the ATRP process
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Table 3.3 Estimated values for the deactivation rate parameter for PEB-Br at 90oC in p-xylene
for CuBr/PPI and CuCl/PPI catalysts.
Initiator

Catalyst system

kact,i
-1

kact
-1

(Lּmol ּs )

a

-1

kdeact
-1

(Lּmol ּs )

PEB-Br

CuBr / PPI

0.015

≈ 0.015

PEB-Br

CuCl / PPI

0.038

≈ 0.002

(Lּmol-1ּs-1)
4ּ106

b

105

d

c

a

Average value obtained from results depicted in Table 3.2, within 15% certainty.
With an error in kt of 50%, the estimated value for kdeact (CuBr) is within 50% error as well.
c
Rough estimation obtained from kdeact (CuCl).
d
Rough estimation when assuming kdeact (CuCl) ≈ (1/6) × kdeact (CuBr) .66
b

involved. Additional studies for a mixed halide system regarding the determination of kact
and kdeact are therefore recommended.

3.7

Conclusions
The aim of this chapter was to gain insight into the features that govern the control of

molecular weight and molecular weight distribution (MWD) of poly(ethylene-co-butylene)b-poly(methyl methacrylate) block copolymers prepared from a bromide-functional
polyolefin macroinitiator, PEB-Br. The importance of selecting the proper type of catalyst,
i.e. copper salt and ligand, and type of initiating group on the macroinitiator was
demonstrated.
Of all systems studied, the application of a N-n-pentyl-2-pyridylmethanimine (PPI)
ligated CuCl complex in combination with a bromoisobutyryl-functional polyolefin
macroinitiator proved to give the best control of molecular weight and MWD. Both
reversed-phase and normal-phase GPEC have been used to provide evidence for block
copolymer formation. Furthermore, NP-GPEC was successfully applied to monitor the
macroinitiator conversion as function of the catalyst employed. The macroinitiator
conversion is clearly accelerated when changing the copper counterion from thiocyanide to
bromide to chloride.
Using nitroxide-exchange reactions in combination with NP-GPEC, the activation rate
parameter (kact) for a PEB-Br/CuBr and a PEB-Br/CuCl system was determined within 85%
certainty. Compared to bromide, the application of chloride as copper counterion clearly
results in an increased kact. The improved control of ATRP for mixed halide systems as
R-Br/CuCl is therefore not entirely based on an increased ratio of initiation to propagation
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rate through halogen exchange, but also results from the positive effect of the copper
counterion on kact. An estimation of the deactivation rate coefficient (kdeact) was made using
the kinetic data obtained from performed ATRP reactions in combination with kact. The
obtained knowledge on kact and kdeact for the PEB-Br/CuBr system allows giving a proper
kinetic description of the ATRP reaction involved when preparing polyolefin-PMMA block
copolymers.

3.8

Experimental

Materials
Synthesis macroinitiators: Kraton L-1203 (Mn = 3.8ּ103 gּmol-1, hydroxyl functionality > 0.9,
Mw/Mn = 1.07) was provided by Kraton Polymers (The Netherlands) and used without further
purification. Toluene (Biosolve, Ar grade) was distilled from CaH2 prior to use. All other chemicals
were obtained from Aldrich and used as received.
Polymerizations: p-Xylene (Aldrich, 99+% HPLC grade), CuBr (Aldrich, 98% and 99.999%), CuCl
(Aldrich, 99+% and 99.995+%) and 4-hydroxy-TEMPO (Aldrich) were used without further
purification. Catalysts of high purity were stored and weighed in a glove box. The ligand N-npentyl-2-pyridylmethanimine (PPI) was synthesized as described by Haddleton et al.27 and distilled
prior to use. PMDETA (Aldrich, 99%) was used as received. Methyl methacrylate (Aldrich, 99%)
was freshly distilled.
Synthesis of the PEB-Br and PEB-CCl3 macroinitiators
Kraton L-1203 (300 g, 0.08 mol) was added to an oven-dried flask and dissolved in dried toluene (1
L). Triethylamine (9.2 g, 0.07 mol) was added to the mixture, followed by drop-wise addition of a
solution of 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide (21.5 g, 0.09 mol) in toluene (200 mL) within 2.5 hrs at 0oC.
The reaction was allowed to complete during stirring overnight at room temperature. The resulting
product was filtered and washed with an aqueous NaHCO3 solution. The organic phase was dried
under reduced pressure resulting in a viscous liquid. 1H NMR analysis revealed that more than 95%
of the Kraton polymer was esterified. According to GPEC analysis, the amount of non-bromide
functional PEB appeared to be 6.6%: 2.3% is non-hydroxyl functional, and 4.3% is not esterified.
The trichloro-functional PEB was prepared via esterfication of Kraton L-1203 with 2,2,2trichloroethyl chloroformate using a similar procedure. Since the resulting product contained about
20% non-esterified Kraton, the polymer was further purified by passing it over an alumina column
using heptane/diethyl ether (90/10) as eluent. The first fraction that was collected consisted of
>95% trichloro-functional PEB.
ATRP of methyl methacrylate using PEB-Br as macroinitiator
All polymerizations were carried out in a 150 mL three-necked flask, equipped with condenser and
magnetic stirrer. To the flask containing 20 g p-xylene was added the macroinitiator (4.10 g, 1.1
mmol), MMA (10 g, 0.10 mol) and ligand (PPI: 0.38 g, 2.2 mmol or PMDETA: 0.19 g, 1.1 mmol).
The mixture was homogenized and purged with argon for about 45 minutes. The mixture was further
deoxygenated by two freeze-pump-thaw cycles and the copper catalyst (1.1 mmol) (Cu(I)Br,
Cu(I)Cl or Cu(I)SCN) was added under argon flow. After two additional freeze-pump-thaw cycles,
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the flask was immersed in a thermostatically controlled oil bath at 90oC. Samples were taken at
timed intervals through a septum for conversion (gravimetrically determined) and molecular weight
analysis (by SEC).
For determining the macroinitiator conversion via NP-GPEC analysis, the reactions were repeated
with a PS standard (Mn = 68 kgּmol-1, Mw/Mn = 1.07) added before polymerization (1.5 g). Extra
solvent was added (total 30 g xylene) to maintain a low viscosity. The reaction mixtures were
deoxygenated by argon purging. Before heating, a sample was taken from the reaction mixture as
reference for the GPEC analysis. Prior to the SEC and GPEC analyses the polymer samples were
purified from copper by passing them over an activated alumina column.
Exchange experiments with hydroxy-TEMPO
All exchange reactions were carried out in a 150 mL three-necked flask, equipped with magnetic
stirrer. A polystyrene standard of low polydispersity was added to the exchange reaction mixtures
for normalization of the GPEC chromatograms. The PEB-Br macroinitiator (0.40 g, 1.03ּ10-4 mol),
the polystyrene standard (Mn = 68ּ103 gּmol-1, Mw/Mn = 1.07: 0.16 g, 2.35ּ10-6 mol), hydroxyTEMPO (0.35 g, 2.0ּ10-3 mol) and ligand (PPI: 0.16 g, 9.1ּ10-4 mol) were dissolved in 18 g of
p-xylene. The mixture was homogenized and purged with argon for about 30 minutes. The copper
catalyst (Cu(I)Br: 0.047 g, 3.28ּ10-4 mol or Cu(I)Cl: 0.032 g, 3.28ּ10-4 mol) was subsequently
added under argon flow, and the mixture was purged with argon for another 15 minutes. A sample
was taken from the reaction mixture as reference for the GPEC analysis (t0 sample), after which the
flask was immersed in a thermostatically controlled oil bath at 90oC. Samples were taken at timed
intervals through a septum and quenched in liquid nitrogen. Prior to the GPEC analyses, the reaction
samples were purified from copper by passing them over an activated basic alumina column.
UV-vis measurements
The spectroscopic UV-vis measurements were performed at 20oC on a Hewlett Packard UV-vis
spectrometer, using a quartz UV cell. Stock solutions of Cu(I)Br/PPI and Cu(I)Cl/PPI in
deoxygenated p-xylene were prepared at a concentration of 6.0ּ10-4 molּL-1. A series of standards
with varying concentration from zero to 6.0ּ10-4 molּL-1 were prepared from these stock solutions
and measured directly with UV-vis spectroscopy. The absorbance was measured at the maximum
absorbance appearing at 390 nm for the Cu(I)Br/PPI complex and 380 nm for the Cu(I)Cl/PPI
complex. The stability of the complexes in stock solutions was found to be good, as UV spectra
remained unchanged over time for a period of several days. The presence of Cu(II) (maximum
absorbance around 700 nm) could not be detected. Since the exchange reaction mixtures contained a
large excess of hydroxy-TEMPO, which has a strong absorbance in the wavelength region were the
catalyst concentrations are measured, identical exchange reactions with CuBr and CuCl were
performed without the presence of hydroxy-TEMPO for UV-vis measurements. At timed intervals,
the stirring of these reaction mixtures was temporarily stopped and samples were withdrawn from
the (homogeneous) top layer of the reaction mixture. The samples were diluted to a concentration of
2ּ10-4 to 8ּ10-4 molּL-1 by adding weighed amounts to deoxygenated p-xylene, and subsequently
subjected to UV-vis spectroscopy.
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC)
The SEC analyses were carried out with a Waters Model 510 pump and a Waters Model WISP 712
autoinjector, using a PLgel guard precolumn (5 mm, 50 × 7.5 mm) followed by two PLgel mixed-C
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columns (10 mm, 300 × 7.5 mm, Polymer Laboratories) thermostatted at 40oC. The purified and
dried polymer samples were dissolved in stabilized THF at 1 mgּmL-1 and filtrated using 0.2 µm
filters. THF was used as eluent (1.0 mLּmin-1) and 50 µL of the polymer solution was injected. For
detection, a Model 410 RI detector and a Model 486 UV detector operating at 254 nm were used.
Calibration was performed using PS standards (M = 580 – 7.1ּ106 gּmol-1, Polymer Laboratories).
Data were acquired and processed with Millennium 32 3.05 software.
Normal and reversed-phase gradient polymer elution chromatography
All GPEC analyses were performed using an Alliance Waters 2690 Separation Module, where
detection was done using a PL-EMD 960 ELS detector (Polymer Laboratories). Data were acquired
by Millennium 32 3.05 software. All columns were thermostatted at 35oC. Typically, solutions of 15 mgּmL-1 of the purified polymer samples in dichloromethane (DCM) were prepared, of which 1030 µL was injected. Solvents were obtained from BioSolve (HPLC grade).
RP-GPEC analyses: For RP-GPEC, a Symmetry C18-modified silica column (150 × 3.9 mm,
Waters) was used, with a methanol-THF gradient from (100:0) (v/v) to (0:100) in 50 minutes, after
which the column was re-equilibrated in 20 minutes with methanol.
NP-GPEC analyses: For NP-GPEC, two different columns were used: a Nova-Pak CN modified
silica column (150 × 3.9 mm, Waters), and a Jordi Gel DVB polyamine (‘PA’) column (250 × 4.6
mm, Alltech). The results described in Figure 3.10 on page 57 were obtained from NP-GPEC
analyses using the CN column and a heptane-DCM-THF gradient from (100:0:0) (v/v/v) to
(0:100:0) in 10 minutes, then to (0:80:20) from 10 to 30 minutes and subsequently to (0:0:100) from
30 to 50 minutes. For determining the macroinitiator conversion, the PA column was used with a
heptane-DCM-THF gradient from (100:0:0) (v/v/v) to (0:100:0) in 50 minutes, then to (0:0:100)
from 50 to 75 minutes. For the determination of kact with nitroxide-exchange reactions, a heptaneTHF gradient was run from (100:0) (v/v) to (0:100) in 25 minutes, using the PA column.
All NP-GPEC systems were stepwise reset at the end of the gradient to initial conditions by
pumping 2 column volumes of methanol, THF and then DCM, after which the column was reequilibrated in 30 minutes with heptane.
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4
Functional Polyolefin Block Copolymers via
Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization

Synopsis: The synthesis of novel adhesion promoting polyolefin block
copolymers via atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) is studied,
where the focus lies on the controlled (co)polymerization of various
functional methacrylates onto a commercially available chain-end functional
polyolefin. Additionally, the preparation of monohydroxy-functional
poly(ethylene-co-propylene) precursors via anionic polymerization of
isoprene is described. After chemical modification of the hydroxyl end group
into an ATRP initiating group, the precursors are used for the synthesis of
several polyolefin block copolymers with well-defined functionality and
variable block lengths.

4.1

Adhesion Promoting Polyolefin Block Copolymers
The main goal of the work described in this thesis is directed towards studying the

application of block copolymers in the adhesion improvement of polyolefin coatings to
metal substrates. In order for these block copolymers to act as adhesion promoting agents,
they need to consist of a relatively long polyolefin block to promote entanglement formation
with the coating material, and a polar block containing functional moieties that can interact
with the surface layer of substrates like aluminum and steel. Generally, the outer surface
layer of a cleaned metal substrate consists of a mixture of metal oxides and hydroxides.
Consequently, the polar block should contain functional groups such as epoxide, anhydride,
amine, carboxylic acid or silanes that provide possible interactions with the metal
(hydr)oxides.
The first part of this chapter is devoted to the investigation of the chain extension of the
bromide-functional poly(ethylene-co-butylene) macroinitiator (PEB-Br) with functional
(mostly methacrylate) monomers by means of atom transfer radical polymerization
(ATRP). The monomers that are selected for providing the adhesion promoting properties of
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Table 4.1

Several functional monomers as adhesion promoting candidates.

O
HO

methacrylic acid (MAA)

O

O

O

maleic anhydride (MAh)

O

O

O

O
CH3O Si OCH
3
OCH3

OH

2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA)

O
O

O

glycidyl methacrylate (GMA)

3-trimethoxysilylpropyl methacrylate (TMSPMA)

O
O
N

2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA)

the polyolefin block copolymers are depicted in Table 4.1. Note that the possible
involvement of these functional groups in the adhesion promotion process is discussed in
more detail in chapter 6. The second part of chapter 4 deals with the synthesis of chain-end
functional polyolefins via anionic polymerization of isoprene. The obtained precursors are
modified into ATRP macroinitiators for subsequent block copolymerization of several
functional methacrylates, where the knowledge and experience gained from chapter 3 and
the first part of chapter 4 are utilized to optimize the recipe design and polymerization
procedures. Furthermore, attention is paid to the target degree of polymerization as the ratio
of block lengths strongly affects the adsorption characteristics of the block copolymers onto
metal substrates, which may eventually result in differences in adhesion strength of the
polyolefin coating - block copolymer system onto metal substrates.

4.2

Polymerization of Functional Monomers via ATRP
In the preceding chapter, it was demonstrated that the use of a bromoisobutyryl-

functional polyolefin macroinitiator in conjunction with a catalyst system consisting of a
copper chloride (CuCl) salt and a Schiff base ligand as N-n-pentyl-2-pyridylmethanimine
80
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(PPI) provided excellent control of molecular weight and molecular weight distribution in
the ATRP of methyl methacrylate (MMA). The following sections are concerned with the
atom transfer radical copolymerization of MMA and a functional methacrylate monomer
onto the PEB-Br macroinitiator. It is investigated whether the control of the polymerization
is maintained and how the functional methacrylate monomer is incorporated in the polar
block. Additionally, attention is given to the removal of the copper catalyst as this becomes
increasingly more difficult with the introduction of strongly polar groups. As the
purification of polymer products containing the 3-trimethoxysilylpropyl methacrylate
(TMSPMA) monomer might provoke premature hydrolysis of the methoxysilyl groups, the
work hereafter described is concentrated on the controlled polymerization of the carboxy,
epoxy, hydroxy, anhydride and amino-functional monomers that are depicted in Table 4.1.
Furthermore, note that Schiff base ligands are applied preferably in combination with
methacrylate type of monomers (see chapter 3), and that, therefore, all ATRP studies
concern the polymerization of functional methacrylates.

4.2.1

Glycidyl Methacrylate

One of the most interesting functional methacrylate monomers is glycidyl methacrylate
(GMA). Its epoxy group is very reactive towards many other types of functional groups
such as carboxyl, hydroxyl and amine groups. GMA has often been used for the chemical
functionalization of polyolefins in order to increase their compatibility with more polar
polymers (see chapter 2, section 2.3 on page 19). Because of their strong adhesion to many
substrates and excellent chemical and mechanical resistance, epoxy resins are extensively
used in anti-corrosive coatings for bridges, ships and food and soda cans.1
To date, the controlled polymerization of GMA by living radical polymerization
techniques as ATRP or reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization has not been studied in detail. Matyjaszewski et al.2 reported the ATRP of glycidyl
acrylate in bulk at 90oC using a CuBr/4,4’-di(5-nonyl)-2,2’-bipyridine (dNbpy) catalyst
system and methyl 2-bromopropionate as initiator. A linear increase of molecular weight
with monomer conversion was obtained, while the polydispersities of the polymer products
were about 1.25. From these results can be expected that the controlled polymerization of
GMA by ATRP should be possible as well.
The ATRP of GMA was studied by performing GMA homopolymerizations in the
presence of the PEB-Br macroinitiator, using CuCl/PPI as catalyst system. The molecular
weight was found to increase linearly with monomer conversion, while polydispersities
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Average mole fraction of GMA in

increased from 1.07 (PEB-Br, Mn = 4ּ103 gּmol-1) to 1.2-1.3 (block copolymer, Mn = 8ּ103
gּmol-1). Furthermore, the reaction was considerably faster than a corresponding ATRP of
MMA, as a result of the higher propagation rate coefficient: at 90oC, kp GMA3 ≈ 3100
Lּmol-1ּs-1 while kp MMA4 ≈ 1600 Lּmol-1ּs-1. The high kp results in an increased amount of
monomer units added in the activation-deactivation cycle, thus giving rise to broadening of
the molecular weight distribution. Additionally, in these preliminary experiments it was
observed that crosslinking reactions of the epoxy groups occurring during the ATRP
reaction are prevented by proper purification of the monomer, i.e. high vacuum distillation,
and by limiting the monomer conversion to a maximum of about 90%.
In chapter 3, it was already discussed that an accurate control of block length is crucial
when one wants to study the effect of block length on the adhesion promoting properties,
and that, therefore, an optimal control of chain growth is required. For this reason, it was
decided to study the atom transfer radical copolymerization (ATRcoP) of MMA and GMA
at relatively low GMA mole fractions in the initial monomer mixture: fGMA = 0.10 and 0.25.
At these low fractions, the control of polymerization is expected to be maintained as the
overall propagation rate remains relatively low.
The results for the ATRcoP reactions of MMA and GMA using the PEB-Br
macroinitiator are shown in Figure 4.1, where the number average molecular weight (Mn)
and the polydispersity (Mw/Mn) of the block copolymer as determined by size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) are plotted as function of total monomer conversion. Clearly, the
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molecular weights (in PS equivalents) strongly deviate from the predicted ones, especially
for the reaction performed at higher fGMA. The polydispersities, however, remain very low,
indicating that the deviations most probably originate from differences in hydrodynamic
volume caused by the epoxy group, resulting in calibration problems in SEC. This
explanation is supported by the fact that estimations of the average polar block lengths from
1

H NMR spectroscopic measurements of the prepared block copolymers (see Figure 4.3) are

in good agreement with the predicted values.
In Figure 4.2, the average mole fraction of GMA in the copolymer (FGMA) as
determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy is plotted as function of total monomer conversion,
where the dashed lines represent the cumulative FGMA prediction according to the free
radical copolymerization reactivity ratios reported in literature (r MMA = 0.76 ± 0.07, r GMA =
0.88 ± 0.1 5). Clearly, the observed composition drift is minimal, and the experimentally
(within 10% error) determined values are in accordance with the reported reactivity ratios.

4.2.2

2-Hydroxyethyl Methacrylate

2-Hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) is a hydrophilic monomer that is mainly used
for specialty applications, such as in contact lenses and in drug delivery systems.6 In
combination with polyolefin materials, for instance, HEMA has been grafted onto
polyethylene for the immobilization of proteins and cells.7 HEMA has also been proven to
promote the adhesion of polyolefin coatings to aluminum substrates through interaction of
the hydroxyl groups with the metal (hydr)oxide layer.8
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Until recently, the controlled polymerization of HEMA remained troublesome, as the
presence of the labile proton on the hydroxyl group impedes the application of both anionic
and group transfer polymerization. The first successful controlled polymerization of HEMA
was performed via RAFT polymerization.9 A year later, parallel to our own investigations,
the ATRP of HEMA was studied by Matyjaszewski’s group10. Since HEMA is a strongly
polar and highly reactive monomer (kp HEMA ≈ 6300 Lּmol-1ּs-1 at 90oC 3), it has been
proposed either to use a mixed solvent system, to lower the temperature (< 50oC), or to use
protective group chemistry in order to maintain control of polymerization.10 Very recently,
Robinson et al.11 reported the controlled polymerization of HEMA by CuBr/bipyridine
catalyzed ATRP at ambient temperature in either pure methanol or in methanol/water
mixtures. Within one hour, very high conversions were attained while polydispersities
remained below 1.2.
The preparation of hydroxy-functional polyolefin block copolymers was studied by
performing ATRcoP reactions of MMA and HEMA* at fHEMA = 0.10 and 0.25, using the
PEB-Br macroinitiator with CuCl/PPI in p-xylene at 90oC. The results of these reactions are
shown in Figure 4.4. The molecular weights as obtained from SEC analyses (in polystyrene
equivalents) increase linearly with total monomer conversion but show some deviation from
*

Note that purification of HEMA is necessary as the presence of diacrylate impurities results in crosslinking
reactions during polymerization.
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the predicted values as a result of differences in hydrodynamic volume. The polydispersities
of the PEB-P(MMA-co-HEMA) block copolymers, however, are relatively high.
Furthermore, it is important to note that the ATRcoP reactions with HEMA were much
faster than the corresponding reactions with GMA, as discussed in section 4.2.1. After three
hours of reaction time, the polymerization with fGMA = 0.25 attained about 25% monomer
conversion, while in the same time the reaction with fHEMA= 0.25 showed nearly 70%
conversion. This is surprising since not only similar reaction conditions and recipe
concentrations were applied, but, more importantly, the average propagation rate coefficients are about equal as well.12 Besides penultimate unit effects, a possible explanation for
the increase in reaction rate is coordination of HEMA to the copper center, similar to the
enhancing rate effects found for phenols and various coordinating solvents, as discussed in
section 3.3.3. The high reaction rate then results from an increase in radical concentration
through faster activation of dormant species, which in turn gives rise to an increased amount
of termination events and, thus, higher polydispersities.
The 1H NMR analyses of the polymer products (see Figure 4.6 for a typical 1H NMR
spectrum) reveal that the incorporation of HEMA is much larger than the applied fHEMA.*
Though the obtained values are more or less in accordance with the free radical
copolymerization reactivity ratios reported in literature, i.e. rMMA = 0.75, rHEMA = 1.5 13 (see
dashed lines in Figure 4.5, representing the cumulative FHEMA predicted from the r-values),
no definite conclusions can be made regarding the significance of composition drift as some

*

FHEMA remains unchanged when precipitating the block copolymers in a water/methanol mixture, indicating
that the high values are not caused by the presence of residual monomer.
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discrepancy exists among the reported reactivity ratios.14 Furthermore, it remains unclear if
the incorporation of HEMA is affected by its ability to coordinate to the copper catalyst.

4.2.3

2-(Dimethylamino)ethyl Methacrylate

Block copolymers consisting of 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA)
have received considerable attention because of their amphiphilic properties.15,16,17 It is wellknown that amphiphilic block copolymers are applied in important applications18 such as in
the stabilization of latex particles19,20 or in the dispersion of pigments in powder coatings21.
Since acid-base interactions play an important role in the adhesive bond formation22, it can
be expected that the incorporation of DMAEMA in polyolefin block copolymers results in
adhesion promoting properties.
Both group transfer23 and living anionic24 polymerization, as well as nitroxide-mediated
living radical polymerization25 have been applied in the synthesis of DMAEMA containing
block copolymers. As all of these methods have serious disadvantages, such as the need for
high purity reactants24 and strong limitations either in the monomer applicability23 or in the
level of control that is obtained25, it seems very interesting to apply either ATRP or RAFT
in the controlled polymerization of DMAEMA.
Recently, the controlled polymerization of DMAEMA by ATRP was studied by Zhang
and Matyjaszewski26. They reported the synthesis of low polydispersity di- and triblock
copolymers of DMAEMA using macroinitiators obtained from ATRP of methyl
methacrylate, methyl acrylate or styrene. The use of PS macroinitiators, however, resulted
in poor results (polydispersities of about 1.8), which were ascribed to slow initiation and/or
the occurrence of side-reactions.
In our study to prepare functional polyolefin block copolymers, ATRcoP reactions of
MMA and DMAEMA were performed using the PEB-Br macroinitiator with CuCl/PPI in
p-xylene at 90oC, at initial monomer compositions of fDMAEMA = 0.10 and 0.25. The results
for these particular experiments are depicted in Figure 4.7, where the experimental
molecular weight is plotted as function of total monomer conversion. Note that estimations
of the molecular weights were obtained from 1H NMR spectroscopic measurements of the
purified polymer products (see Figure 4.9), as the SEC analyses consistently resulted in
lower molecular weights than expected due to unwanted interactions of the amino groups
with the stationary phase material. Though the column adsorptions are overcome to some
extent by the addition of a few percent triethylamine or tetrabutylammonium bromide to the
eluent, our results, as well as those reported by others24,26, indicate insufficient suppression
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of the adsorption processes, resulting in considerable deviations of the obtained molecular
weights. Nonetheless, the obtained molecular weight distributions remained monomodal
and narrow after polymerization (polydispersities around 1.1). Furthermore, the results
depicted in Figure 4.8 indicate that the incorporation of DMAEMA in the polar block
closely corresponds to the dashed curves representing the predicted cumulative FDMAEMA
from the free radical reactivity ratios reported in literature (rMMA = 0.74 and rDMAEMA =
1.3 27).
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4.2.4

Methacrylic Acid

Besides DMAEMA, also methacrylic acid (MAA) is often incorporated into block
copolymer structures to ensure amphiphilic properties. In many industrial emulsion
polymerization formulations, acidic monomers are used for producing latexes with
increased colloidal stability. These carboxylated latexes promote the adhesion of the particle
surface on various substrates and, therefore, have numerous applications as in paper and
textile coatings and adhesives.28 Furthermore, from literature it is known that carboxylic
acid moieties strongly adhere to numerous metal surfaces.8,29
While the application of RAFT in the controlled polymerization of acrylic acid9 has
already been demonstrated, its direct polymerization by ATRP has proven unsuccessful due
to catalyst poisoning. Recently, however, Armes et al.30 demonstrated that ATRP can be
applied to polymerize MAA as its sodium salt in water. Apparently, the choice of pH is
critical and the optimal pH lies between 8 and 9 where a balance exists between the reduced
propagation rate of MAA (at high pH) and protonation of the ligand (at lower pH).
Alternatively, the ATRP of MAA has been realized via protective chemistry. Both
trimethylsilyl methacrylate (TMSMA)31 and tert-butyl acrylate32 have been polymerized by
ATRP, in order to obtain acid-functional polymers after hydrolysis of the protective groups.
For the preparation of acid-functional polyolefin block copolymers from the PEB-Br
macroinitiator, two different strategies were studied.
The first method involved the direct polymerization of MAA onto the PEB-Br
macroinitiator at ambient temperature in water at a pH of about 9 (through addition of
NaHCO3) with a bipyridine ligated CuCl catalyst. The use of bipyridine as ligand provides
sufficient solubility of the catalyst complex. THF was added as a co-solvent (≈ 30 v%) for
enhancing the dispersion of the polyolefin macroinitiator. Though the reaction mixtures
remained dark brown during the complete reaction time, indicating the presence of
Cu(I)/bpy, there was no noticeable monomer conversion, which was later confirmed by
SEC and gradient polymer elution chromatography (GPEC) analyses. Most probably, the
catalyst complex was unable to activate the macroinitiator as the bromide end group
remains ‘invisible’ during the reaction.
The second strategy concerned the copolymerization of MMA both with TMSMA and
tert-butyl methacrylate (t-BMA) onto the PEB-Br macroinitiator. Thereto, two sets of
ATRcoP reactions were performed of MMA and TMSMA or t-BMA, each set at an initial
monomer composition of 0.10 and 0.25 (functional monomer). All reactions were
conducted at 90oC in p-xylene with a CuCl/PPI catalyst system. After polymerization, the
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polymer products were purified from copper (see section 4.3) and characterized with SEC
and 1H NMR spectroscopy. However, since hydrolysis of the trimethylsilyl groups occurred
readily during purification,33 the SEC analysis of the polymer products prepared from
TMSMA were performed using THF + acetic acid (5 v%) as eluent. After characterization,
the remaining protective trimethylsilyl groups were hydrolyzed in methanol at 40oC, while
the tert-butyl groups were removed through refluxing with p-toluenesulfonic acid in
dioxane solution.
The results for the MMA/TMSMA and MMA/t-BMA copolymerizations are shown in
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, respectively. Though all molecular weights show a linear
increase with monomer conversion, the Mn values determined with SEC for the
MMA/TMSMA system are considerably higher than the predicted ones, while the
estimations obtained from 1H NMR analyses are not. This deviation in SEC is attributed to
differences in hydrodynamic volume caused by the presence of the strongly polar
carboxylic acid moieties, which is supported by the increase in Mn of the PEB-P(MMA-cotBMA) block copolymer samples that is obtained from SEC analysis upon hydrolysis of the
tert-butyl groups (not shown). With increasing monomer conversion, the molecular weight
distributions for both monomer systems remained monomodal and narrow, i.e.:
polydispersities around 1.1.
The results for the MAA incorporation are obtained from 1H NMR analyses of the
hydrolyzed polymer products, and depicted in Figure 4.12 . Though the calculated MAA
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fraction (FMAA) in the polar block is in the range of the initial monomer compositions, no
definite conclusions can be drawn with respect to the significance of composition drift, as
the determined values have relatively large errors due to the presence of residual monomer
and impurities from the hydrolysis reactions. Furthermore, note that polymers with high
MAA content were found to be insoluble in common solvents used for NMR spectroscopic
measurements.

4.2.5

Maleic Anhydride

The overwhelming amount of patents and literature that can be found on the use of
maleic anhydride for creating polymers with adhesion promoting or compatibilizing
properties (see chapter 2, section 2.3) clearly demonstrates the commercial importance of
controlling its polymerization. Especially when it comes to the preparation of adhesion
promoting polyolefin block copolymers, maleic anhydride (MAh) is considered to be one of
the most interesting monomers as it provides strong bonds with many metal hydroxides
through the formation of carboxylates.34
The controlled polymerization of maleic anhydride via ATRP, however, is not without
problems. All attempts that were undertaken to perform an ATRP of MAh with styrene as
co-monomer (since MAh does not homopolymerize) in the presence of a common alkyl
halide or PEB-Br remained unsuccessful, as within very short time the reaction mixtures
turned permanently green indicating the irreversible deactivation of the Cu(I) catalyst
species. Apparently, the anhydride moieties form strong interactions with the metal center,
resulting in catalyst poisoning. Others have encountered these problems as well,35 or report
that the polymerizations were very fast and uncontrollable36.
So far, maleic anhydride is one of the few monomers that cannot be polymerized using
the ATRP catalysts currently available. The only reported example of using ATRP in
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combination with maleic anhydride concerns the chain-end functionalization of polystyrene
for creating nylon 6/polystyrene blend compatibilizers.37 In this example, the polystyrenes
were synthesized with ATRP, where after the halogen end groups were replaced by maleic
anhydride via an atom transfer radical addition reaction.
Currently, the only papers reporting on the controlled copolymerization of styrene and
MAh concerns the use of nitroxide-mediated polymerization36, where a specially designed
nitroxide is applied at high temperatures, or, preferably, involve RAFT polymerizations
which can be performed under normal free radical polymerization conditions (see De
Brouwer38 and chapter 5 of this thesis).

4.3

Removal of Copper-based Catalysts from Functional Polymers
Though the application of ATRP allows the controlled polymerization of many types of

functional monomers under normal free radical polymerization conditions, it has some
major disadvantages concerning the direct use of the end product. The presence of relatively
large amounts of metal catalyst in the final polymer product requires extensive purification,
which obviously restricts the industrial application of ATRP from a financial and
environmental point of view.
In recent literature, several methods have been proposed to tackle this problem. These
methods can be roughly categorized into techniques that facilitate the removal of the
catalyst after polymerization, and techniques aimed at catalyst immobilization on solid
supports. For ATRP reactions performed on laboratory scale, the obvious purification
methods involve passing a polymer solution through a column of silica or aluminum oxide,
and subsequent precipitation of the polymer product. Alternatively, the use of acidic ionexchange resins has been reported, where the cationic Cu(I) complex is exchanged with
protons that are bounded to the resin.39 All of these methods, however, are costly and
difficult to use on an industrial scale. Furthermore, the catalyst removal is often insufficient
for polymers containing strongly polar groups as they coordinate to the catalyst involved.
Some methods are aimed at decreasing the catalyst solubility at lower temperatures, e.g. the
application of fluorous biphase chemistry40 and the use of polyethylene-functionalized
ligands41. The use of fluorous solvents in combination with fluorinated ligands, however, is
rather costly and environmentally unattractive, while the application of polyethylenefunctionalized ligands results in a strong decrease in chain growth control due to increased
steric hindrance of the catalyst. Recently, it was shown that the incorporation of a flexible
poly(ethylene glycol) block in between the ligand and the polyethylene block results in a
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higher catalyst activity and better control over the polymerization, while retaining proper
separation and recycling of the copper catalyst at room temperature.42,43
The use of solid supports for catalyst immobilization appears to be very attractive for
industrial purposes, as it allows facile catalyst removal and potential recycling. Various
supported catalysts on either silica or crosslinked polystyrene particles have been
developed, like surface modified particles with immobilized Schiff base ligands44 and
multidentate ligands45. Though efficient catalyst removal is attained, the heterogeneity of
the reaction mixture gives rise to somewhat higher44 or very high45 polydispersities, which is
most probably resulting from a decreased rate of deactivation of growing polymer radicals.
Very recently, it was demonstrated that the addition of small (ppm level) amounts of soluble
copper catalyst to an immobilized catalyst system results in a significant improvement of
the control of polymerization while maintaining low levels of copper contamination after
polymerization.46
The removal of the copper catalyst from the previously prepared polyolefin block
copolymers has been studied using various techniques commonly used for ‘laboratory scale’
experiments. These techniques involve passing the reaction mixture over an activated basic
alumina column, and further purification through either precipitation of the polymer in a
polar non-solvent, or making use of an activated ion-exchange resin.
The effectiveness of the first purification step, i.e. passing over activated basic alumina,
was found to depend strongly on the amount of oxidized or deactivated copper catalyst
present in the reaction mixture after polymerization. Since the copper catalyst is much less
soluble in its oxidized state, the separation efficiency is increased when the active copper
species are deactivated through purging with air, or, in the case of the relatively air stable
Cu(I)Cl/PPI complex, by addition of small amounts of e.g. acetic acid. Furthermore, the
removal of catalyst is more efficient when the reaction mixture is cooled and when using
less strong and non-coordinating eluents, for example xylene, or dichloromethane instead of
THF. Alternatively, it was found in our laboratory that efficient removal of the copper
catalyst is achieved through addition of 2,4-pentanedione to the contaminated polymer
dispersed in a polar non-solvent. This compound forms strong complexes with metal ions,
which allows the catalyst to be fully separated from the polymer, providing that the polymer
is insoluble in the solvent used to extract the catalyst.
Though passing over activated alumina and subsequent precipitation in cold methanol
resulted in nearly full removal of both catalyst and ligand present in block copolymers like
PEB-b-PMMA and PEB-b-P(MMA-co-GMA), these methods remain much less effective
for polymers containing strongly polar groups like those of HEMA, DMAEMA and MAA,
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as they coordinate to the copper center. Moreover, the functional block copolymers often do
not precipitate in either polar or nonpolar solvents because of their amphiphilic properties.
Attempts to remove residual copper by mixing an activated47 ion-exchange resin (Dowex
MSC-1, Fluka) with block copolymer solutions in THF at ambient temperature were
successful, though, depending on the type of polymer being purified, it took several days
until noticeable color changes were observed.
After using the purification methods described above, the prepared block copolymers
were either colorless or slightly yellow/brown, probably resulting from residual ligand.

4.4

Chain-end Functional Polyolefins via Anionic Polymerization of
Isoprene
Up to this point, the research described in this thesis has been based on the use of the

commercially available hydroxy-functional poly(ethylene-co-butylene) (Kraton L-1203)
with a molecular weight of about 4 kgּmol-1. For creating adhesion promoting block
copolymers, however, the length of the polyolefin block needs to be higher to promote
entanglement formation. Unfortunately, the commercial availability of chain-end functional
polyolefins with high molecular weight is limited.
In chapter 2, an overview was presented of the methods reported in literature to obtain
functional polyolefins. Since our interest concerns the preparation of hydroxy-functional
polyolefins with a predetermined molecular weight, the use of anionic polymerization
appears to be an obvious choice.
In literature, many reports are found concerning the anionic polymerization of 1,3dienes like isoprene and butadiene (see also section 2.5 on page 26).48 The stereochemistry
of the prepared polydienes may vary from a cis- and trans-1,4, to a 1,2 and 3,4 microstructure, and strongly depends on e.g. the counterion, solvent and the presence of Lewis
base additives. For example, addition of small amounts of THF results in about 50% 1,2
microstructure content,49 while a high 1,4 microstructure content (> 95%) is obtained in
absolute non-polar conditions only.50
It was decided to perform the anionic polymerization of isoprene in cyclohexane with
sec-butyl lithium as initiator. Polymerization in cyclohexane at ambient temperature with
lithium as counterion results in a predominant cis-1,4 microstructure51, yielding a mostly
alternating ethylene-propylene copolymer after hydrogenation of the residual double bonds.
In Scheme 4.1, the route towards monohydroxy-functional linear poly(ethylene-copropylene) (PEP-OH) is schematically depicted. Several reactions were performed using
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Scheme 4.1 Reaction steps towards monohydroxy-functional poly(ethylene-co-propylene) with a predominant cis-1,4 microstructure: anionic polymerization of isoprene in cyclohexane with sec-BuLi,
functionalization with ethylene oxide, and subsequent hydrogenation of the residual double bonds.

different ratios of sec-butyl lithium to monomer, in order to vary the chain length of the
prepared polyisoprenes (PI). It is important to note that high chain-end functionality is
obtained only when the number of termination events is minimized to the fullest extent.
Since the negatively charged growing polymer chain-end readily terminates with trace
amounts of water, in practice this means that all reactants need to be extremely dry.
Experimental details on the purifications and polymerization procedures are given in section
4.7 on page 103.
Results: Molecular Weight Distribution and OH-functionality

After polymerization and functionalization with ethylene oxide, the molecular weight
distributions (MWD) of the polyisoprenes were determined with SEC using polyisoprene
standards for calibration. The results are given in Table 4.2, where the target molecular
weight (Mn target) is calculated from the molar ratio of monomer to added amount of secBuLi.
Clearly, the molecular weight of the polyisoprenes prepared from reaction 1 and 2 is
considerably higher than the target molecular weight. Most probably, part of the initiator
has been terminated through reaction with traces amounts of water. The polyisoprenes
prepared from reactions 3-5 all have low polydispersities and molecular weights that are
very close to the target ones. It should be kept in mind, however, that the molecular weights
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Table 4.2 Results for the anionic polymerization reactions of isoprene.
Reaction
1

2

3

4

5

6

Mn target (kg/mol)

9.7

37.6

20.5

11.0

7.4

13.6

Mn (SEC) (kg/mol) a

27.5

60

27.8

12.8

7.6

14.2

Mw/Mn (SEC)

1.10

1.20

1.04

1.04

1.07

1.12

fOH b

< 0.5

≈ 0.5

0.91

0.96

0.98

≈ 0.5

a
b

Calculated on polyisoprene standards (Polymer Laboratories).
Fraction of OH-terminated chains, determined with quantitative NP-GPEC. Values for the
polyisoprene materials obtained from reactions 3 to 5 (PI3-5) are +/- 0.01.

as determined with SEC might be somewhat overestimated due to the presence of the
hydroxyl group at the chain-end. The microstructure of the prepared polyisoprenes was
determined with 1H NMR spectroscopy as a 94% cis-1,4- and 6% 3,4-microstructure, which
is in excellent agreement with values reported in literature.51
In chapter 3, it was demonstrated that normal-phase gradient polymer elution
chromatography (NP-GPEC) in combination with quantitative evaporative light scattering
detection (ELSD) can be successfully applied to determine the functionality type
distribution. A gradient applied from cyclohexane to dichloromethane on a polar polyamine

ELSD signal (mV)

divinylbenzene (‘PA’) column allows the separation of the polyisoprenes based on

PI 4
PI 1
5

10

PI 2

PI 5

PI 6

PI 3

15

elution time (min)

Figure 4.13 NP-GPEC chromatograms of the monohydroxy chain-end functional polyisoprenes (PI)
prepared from reactions 1-6. Analysis: PA column; gradient from cyclohexane to DCM at 2%/min.
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Figure 4.14 ELSD Calibration curves (Area
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differences in end group. In Figure 4.13, the results are shown for the NP-GPEC analyses
for the polyisoprenes prepared from reactions 1-6. The OH-functional polyisoprenes have a
stronger column adsorption and therefore elute at an increased eluent strength, though the
separation becomes less efficient at higher molecular weights: up to a molecular weight of
30 kgּmol-1 (PI 1 and 3), a clear separation exists, whereas for PI 2, having a molecular
weight of about twice as high, the elution peaks overlap. From the results in Figure 4.13 is
obtained that PI 3, 4 and 5 have a high chain-end functionality. The exact percentage of
OH-functional polymer chains (fOH) is determined by the construction of ELSD calibration
curves, which are depicted in Figure 4.14. Note that the obtained polyisoprenes as such
were used for calibration, and that the correct fOH is recalculated from a first estimation. The
calculated values for fOH are given in Table 4.2 on page 95.
In order to obtain the hydroxy-functional poly(ethylene-co-propylene) (PEP-OH)
precursors, the prepared polyisoprenes from reactions 3-5 were hydrogenated using a
homogeneous nickel catalyst. After hydrogenation, the amount of residual unsaturations
was determined with 1H NMR spectroscopy and shown to be less than 1%.

4.5

Functional Poly(ethylene-co-propylene)-Polymethacrylate Block
Copolymers Prepared by ATRP
Now that monohydroxy-functional polyolefins with high chain-end functionality and

various well-defined molecular weights have successfully been prepared, subsequent
chemical modification into ATRP macroinitiators allows them to be used for the synthesis
of several adhesion promoting poly(ethylene-co-propylene)-polymethacrylate (PEP-PMA)
block copolymers. Though it has been shown in sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.4 that many different
types of monomers can successfully be incorporated into the polar block by means of
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ATRP, it was chosen to concentrate on glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) and 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA) as adhesion promoting monomers. The knowledge
gained from the controlled copolymerizations onto the PEB-Br macroinitiator, in
combination with the kinetic features of the ATRP process described in chapter 3, will be
used to optimize the recipe design and polymerization procedures. First, the relation
between the target degree of polymerization and the adsorption behavior of the polyolefin
block copolymers will be discussed.

4.5.1

Target Degree of Polymerization

Before one starts synthesizing block copolymers, it is of crucial importance that the
block lengths are targeted at values that fit the type of application the block copolymer is
used for. For example, the type of macrophase separation in polymer blends is strongly
influenced by the block length relative to the homopolymer molecular weight. Generally, a
more symmetric type of block copolymer is required for optimal blend compatibilization.52
On the other hand, the application of block copolymers as adhesion promoters for coatings
to solid substrates would probably benefit from a relatively high surface chain density,
which is only attained if the block copolymer is asymmetric of structure.
Obviously, the simplest approach to applying block copolymers as a monolayer onto a
solid (impermeable) surface is via adsorption from a non-selective solvent, i.e. a solvent that
dissolves both blocks. In literature, the main theoretic descriptions of the adsorption
behavior of block copolymers onto solid surfaces are the scaling model53 and the mean field
model54. Though a detailed discussion of the theories describing the adsorption mechanisms
involved lies beyond the scope of this chapter, the main factors governing the adsorption of
the prepared polyolefin-polymethacrylate block copolymers from a non-selective solvent
will be briefly described.
The adsorbed amount of block copolymer onto a solid surface strongly depends on the
fraction of anchor block, νA, defined as νA=NA/(NA+NB), where NA and NB are the number
of monomer units in the adsorbing anchor (polymethacrylate) and non-adsorbing buoy
(polyolefin) block, respectively. Both from model predictions54 and experimental studies55 it
has been shown that a maximum exists in the adsorbed amount of block copolymer
typically at low values for νA, i.e. very asymmetric block copolymers. Furthermore, the
position of the maximum shifts towards lower νA values with increasing total chain length
(see Figure 4.15). The occurrence of a maximum in the adsorbed amount is a result of the
thermodynamic equilibrium the block copolymer is subjected to, i.e. between adsorption of
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Figure 4.15 Self-consistent field (SCF) predictions

N

for the adsorbed amount of block copolymer (θa)
from a non-selective solvent as function of νA for a
constant total chain length N, where N = NA + NB
(from Fleer et al.54).

the anchor block and mixing of the buoy block with solvent. At the left side of this
maximum, the so-called buoy regime, the energy obtained from adsorption of the anchor
block no longer compensates the loss in entropy caused by stretching of the buoy blocks,
resulting in a strong decrease in the adsorbed amount. At the right side of θamax, the anchor
regime, the adsorption process is dominated by the length of the anchor block.
In order to obtain maximal adsorption of the PEP-PMA block copolymers onto a metal
substrate, the target degree of polymerization (DPtarget) should be linked to the value for νA
at which the adsorbed amount of block copolymer is maximized, given a certain total chain
length. For the PEP-PMA block copolymers, NA represents the total degree of
polymerization for the methacrylate block, whereas NB is taken as the summation of the
number of ethylene and propylene units, and thus can be calculated from 2ּMn,PEP / 70 (70
equals the mass of a hydrogenated isoprene unit in the PEP block). The specifications for
the block copolymers to be synthesized are given in Table 4.3, where the target degrees of
polymerization are taken for the νA values to be located near the maximum of adsorbed
amount of block copolymer for the corresponding chain lengths. Note that the adsorption
behavior of the prepared block copolymers will be studied in chapter 6 in more detail.
Table 4.3 Target values for the number of methacrylate units in the anchor block, NA (=DPtarget),
and the corresponding values for the anchor block fraction νA.
Polyolefin block

NA,1

NA,2

NA,3

NB

νA,1

νA,2

νA,3

PEP3 (Mn = 27.8 kgּmol-1)

50

100

150

800

0.06

0.11

0.16

PEP4 (Mn = 12.8 kgּmol-1)

25

50

75

360

0.06

0.12

0.17

PEP5 (Mn = 7.6 kgּmol-1)

10

25

50

220

0.04

0.10

0.19
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4.5.2

Recipe Design and Reaction Procedures

The polymerization of a relatively short adhesive block onto a long polyolefin block
requires careful attention to a number of matters. In order to obtain a narrow chain length
distribution of the polar block, the number of monomer units added per activationdeactivation cycle should be limited, and the macroinitiator chains need to start growing at
the same time. In chapter 3 it was shown that the application of CuCl/PPI as active catalyst
system results in about 80% initiation of PEB-Br in the first 10% of MMA conversion,
while full consumption is attained within 40-50% conversion (see Figure 3.16).* It is
therefore recommended to perform the ATRP reaction up to at least 50% monomer
conversion. This not only results in complete depletion of the macroinitiator, but also
minimizes the variation of the incorporated amount of adhesion promoting monomer within
a series of block copolymers that differ only in polar block length. Furthermore, the
monomer conversion should not exceed 90% as this would result in an increased probability
for termination reactions to occur.
All recipes were calculated on reaching the target degrees of polymerization at 60%
monomer conversion. The initial monomer compositions were kept at 0.25 (functional
monomer) as the composition drift for both MMA/GMA and MMA/DMAEMA
copolymerizations is expected to be minimal (see Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.8).
From previously performed experiments with PEB-Br (sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.3), an
estimation of the reaction time can be made using Eq. (3-5), which is applicable to an ATRP
reaction without the initial addition of Cu(II) species:
1

 [M ]0  3  k act [R − X]0 [Cu (I)]0  3 2 3
 t
 = k p 
− ln (1 − X) = ln 
6 k deact k t
 [M ]t  2 


(3-5)

For example, an estimation of the reaction time for an ATRcoP reaction of MMA and
DMAEMA onto the PEP3-Br macroinitiator is obtained from the slope of the plot of
ln([M]0/[M]t) versus t2/3 for the corresponding PEB-Br/MMA/DMAEMA system that has
been studied in section 4.2.3. Since the values for the rate parameters kp, kact, kdeact and kt in
Eq. (3-5) remain unchanged, merely a correction for the differences in the initial macroinitiator and Cu(I) concentration is required. Using this procedure, it is calculated that it
takes about 60 hrs for the PEP3-Br/MMA/DMAEMA system to reach 60% monomer
conversion.56 For a corresponding reaction with PEP4 and PEP5 the estimated reaction time
*

Note that these values are for an MMA system and that some higher ratios of propagation to initiation may
be expected when polymerizing more reactive monomers like GMA and DMAEMA.
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is 21 and 13 hrs, respectively. It is important to note, however, that this estimation contains
a considerable error as the presence of e.g. initial deactivator, oxygen or trace amounts of
water may strongly affect the linearity obtained when fitting the conversion-time data using
Eq. (3-5) (see chapter 3 and Zhang et al.57).
The bromide-functionality of the ATRP macroinitiators, obtained from esterification of
the PEP-OH precursors with bromoisobutyryl bromide, has been determined using NPGPEC in combination with quantitative ELSD where calibration curves were set up for each
component. Over 97% of the hydroxyl groups was converted into bromide-initiating groups,
resulting in a bromide-functionality of 90%, 96% and 95% for PEP3, PEP4 and PEP5,
respectively.

4.5.3

Results and Discussion

The results of the performed copolymerizations are depicted in Table 4.4. Clearly, for
most of the purified block copolymers, the actual DP is close to the target DP, indicating a
good control of chain growth. Furthermore, the overall mole fraction of functional monomer
in the anchor block is about 0.25. The polydispersities of some of the block copolymers
prepared from GMA, however, are relatively high. Apparently, the addition of acetic acid in
order to deactivate and thereby facilitate the removal of copper complex induced
crosslinking reactions of some of the epoxy moieties. This results in a decrease in FGMA of
about 10-15% and in the appearance of a relatively large high molecular weight shoulder in
the MWD. The amount of terminated material is indicated in Table 4.4 by ‘% bimodal’,
which represents the area fraction of the MWD that is of high molecular weight. Note that
though for all block copolymer samples a small fraction of terminated chains was visible in
the MWD, about 2-5% of this fraction originates from the PEP macroinitiators.
Furthermore, it is expected that the terminated material mostly has a triblock copolymer
structure of B-A2-B (A = anchor and B = buoy block). The final morphology of the
adsorbed terminated fraction may, therefore, be expected to be similar or at least
comparable to that of the adsorbed diblock main fraction, though this may not be true for
the crosslinked GMA containing polymers.
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Table 4.4 Results for the synthesis of adhesion promoting polyolefin-polymethacrylate block
copolymers via ATRP onto PEP3-Br (27.8 kgּmol-1) (exp. 3/1-6), PEP4-Br (12.8 kgּmol-1)
(exp. 4/1-6) and PEP5-Br (7.6 kgּmol-1) (exp. 5/1-6) macroinitiators.
Exp.a

M1, M2

conv./ t (hr)

DPtarget

DPexp b

Mw / Mn (%bim)

Fadh.mon c

3/1

MMA, DMAEMA

0.78 / 70

50

67

1.13 (6%)

0.27

3/2

MMA, DMAEMA

0.78 / 70

100

89

1.14 (9%)

0.26

3/3

MMA, DMAEMA

0.76 / 70

150

160

1.10 (7%)

0.26

3/4

MMA, GMA

0.70 / 34

50

44

1.22 (7%)

0.27

3/5

MMA, GMA

0.83 / 45

100

94

1.16 (13%)

0.26

3/6

MMA, GMA

0.99 / 32

150

215

1.23 (11%)

0.26

4/1

MMA, DMAEMA

0.63 / 30

25

28

1.15 (6%)

0.26

4/2

MMA, DMAEMA

0.76 / 30

50

61

1.10 (6%)

0.25

4/3

MMA, DMAEMA

0.75 / 30

75

89

1.11 (5%)

0.26

4/4

MMA, GMA

- / 14

25

26

1.29 (20%) d

0.22

4/5

MMA, GMA

0.81 / 14

50

52

1.26 (19%) d

0.23

4/6

MMA, GMA

0.72 / 14

75

80

1.46 (29%) d

0.21 e

5/1

MMA, DMAEMA

0.57 / 29

10

12

1.17 (14%)

0.22

5/2

MMA, DMAEMA

0.84 / 24

25

24

1.16 (10%)

0.26

5/3

MMA, DMAEMA

0.82 / 24

50

67

1.13 (10%)

0.25

5/4

MMA, GMA

0.54 / 15

10

7

1.17 (12%) d

0.23 e

5/5

MMA, GMA

0.74 / 13

25

25

1.32 (22%) d

0.22 e

5/6

MMA, GMA

0.80 / 13

50

57

1.28 (14%) d

0.23 e

a

x/y denotes PEPx-Br + NA,y, see Table 4.3, with y=1-3 for DMAEMA and 4-6 for GMA.
Determined with 1H NMR spectroscopy. DP is corrected for the amount of non-Br functional PEP.
c
Initial functional monomer composition in the anchor block is 0.25 ± 0.01 for all experiments.
d
Polydispersities were < 1.15 before purification (addition of acetic acid, passing over basic alumina and
precipitation in methanol (MMA/GMA) or methanol/water mixtures (MMA/DMAEMA).
e
Overall epoxy-functionality (GMA) about 2% higher before purification.
b
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4.6

Conclusions
It has been shown that the application of ATRP in combination with anionic

polymerization allows the preparation of several functional polyolefin block copolymers
with accurately controlled chain length and functionality type distributions. One of the main
disadvantages of the ATRP process, however, lies in its inability to control the direct
polymerization of anhydride and protonated acid-functional monomers, and in the difficulty
in removing the copper-based catalyst from polymers containing strongly polar groups,
though this might be less problematic when using a catalyst system based on solid supports.

4.7

Experimental

Materials for the ATRP reactions
The synthesis of PEB-Br (Mn = 4 kgּmol-1, Mw/Mn=1.07, Br-functionality = 0.94) is described in
chapter 3 on page 74. The preparation of PEP3-Br, PEP4-Br and PEP5-Br was preformed using a
similar procedure. p-Xylene (Aldrich, 99+% HPLC grade) and CuCl (Aldrich, 99+%) were used
without further purification. The ligand N-n-pentyl-2-pyridylmethanimine (PPI) was synthesized as
described by Haddleton et al.58 and distilled before use. All monomers were obtained from Aldrich
and distilled under high vacuum. TMSMA was stored on dried molecular sieves.
Atom transfer radical copolymerizations using the PEB-Br and PEP-Br macroinitiators
• PEB-Br macroinitiator
All ATRP reactions were carried out in a 150 mL three-necked flask, equipped with condenser and
magnetic stirrer. After dissolving the PEB-Br macroinitiator (4 g, 1 mmol) in p-xylene (≈12 g for
MMA/TMSMA, tBMA and DMAEMA, and 20 g for MMA/GMA and HEMA), the mixture was
purged with argon for about 30 min. Subsequently, the monomers were added (amounts were
calculated from DPtarget = 50 and f = 0.10 or 0.25) together with ligand (PPI: typically 0.43 g, 2.4
mmol) and the mixture was purged with argon for 15 minutes. Hereafter, the copper catalyst Cu(I)Cl
(0.1 g, 1 mmol) was added under argon flow. After homogenization, the flask was immersed in a
thermostatically controlled oil bath at 90oC. Samples were taken at timed intervals through a septum
for conversion (gravimetrically determined) and molecular weight analysis (by SEC). Prior to the
SEC and 1H NMR analyses, the polymer samples were purified from copper by passing them over
an activated basic alumina column and by subsequent precipitation in methanol or via treatment with
an activated ion-exchange resin (MSC-1, Dowex).
• PEP-Br macroinitiators (3,4 and 5)
The ATRP reactions were performed in 20 mL closed glass vials with magnetic stirrer, using the
procedure described above. A typical recipe consisted of 0.5 g PEP-Br in p-xylene (5 g for PEP4
and PEP5, 7 g for PEP3), where the added amounts of monomers, ligand (PPI) and Cu(I)Cl were
calculated from DPtarget, f = 0.25, and a molar ratio of PEP-Br:ligand:Cu(I)Cl of 1:4:1.6.
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Preparation of chain-end functional PEP via anionic polymerization of isoprene
• Purification of chemicals
Cyclohexane (Merck) was dried for at least 8 hrs over potassium. Hereafter, the pre-dried
cyclohexane was distilled over lithium aluminum hydride (Aldrich, 95%) under dry nitrogen
atmosphere and transferred in-line (≈0.6 L) to the reactor. Isoprene (Merck 99%) was distilled over
KOH (Merck) and subsequently from lithium aluminum hydride under dry nitrogen atmosphere.
About 100 mL of dried isoprene was further dried over trioctylaluminum (Merck, 90%) in a high
vacuum condensation apparatus using three freeze-pump-thaw cycles, and subsequently condensed
into an ampoule, which was refrigerated under dry nitrogen atmosphere prior to use. sec-BuLi
(Aldrich, 1.3 M in cyclohexane) was stored at -20oC and used as received. Ethylene oxide (Messer
Griesheim, Germany) was passed under vacuum over a column filled with CaH2 powder (Fluka,
97+%) and a second column with oven-dried molecular sieves (Merck, 4 Å), and directly cooled
into the high vacuum apparatus. About 5 mL of ethylene oxide was condensed over CaH2 (reactions
1-3) or trioctylaluminum (reactions 4-6) into an ampoule.
• Polymerization: setup and procedures
The anionic polymerization was performed in a glass vessel (0.8 L) under dry nitrogen atmosphere.
The purified cyclohexane (≈0.6 L) was directly transferred from the distillation setup to the
polymerization vessel, after which the isoprene (≈ 70 g) was added from the ampoule using an oven
dried double syringe. Upon slow addition of the calculated amount of sec-BuLi solution, the reaction
mixture was stirred at room temperature and allowed to complete overnight. Hereafter, the reaction
mixture was in-line transferred to a second vessel, where the reaction was terminated by addition of
ethylene oxide (≈0.5-1 mL). After precipitation in methanol, the polymer was dissolved in THF and
2-6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol was added (0.3 wt% to polymer) to stabilize the polyisoprene. The
polymer was further dried under vacuum.
• Hydrogenation and purification
The prepared polyisoprenes were dried under high vacuum to remove residual methanol and
subsequently dissolved in cyclohexane. Hydrogenation was preformed with a homogeneous nickel
catalyst, using a standard procedure, while monitoring the disappearance of the chemical shift of the
vinyl protons (4.6-4.8 and 5-5.2 ppm) with 1H NMR spectroscopy. After full hydrogenation (>99%),
the catalyst was removed by oxidation through intensive mixing of the cyclohexane solution with
0.5% aqueous sulfuric acid at 70oC while purging with air. The polymers were isolated by
precipitation in methanol, and dried under high vacuum, yielding a transparent and colorless to
slightly yellow viscous liquid.
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC)
The SEC analyses were performed with a Waters Model 510 pump and a Waters Model WISP 712
autoinjector, using a PLgel guard precolumn (5 mm, 50 × 7.5 mm) followed by two PLgel mixed-C
columns (10 mm, 300 × 7.5 mm, Polymer Laboratories) thermostatted at 40oC. Stabilized THF
(BioSolve) was used as eluent at a flow rate of 1.0 mLּmin-1. For detection, a Model 410 refractive
index detector and a Model 486 UV detector operating at 254 nm were used. The carboxylic acid
containing block copolymers were analyzed on a similar setup, using two PLgel mixed-D columns
(10 mm 300 × 7.5 mm, Polymer Laboratories) and stabilized THF + acetic acid (5 v%) (Aldrich) as
eluent. Calibration was performed using polystyrene or polyisoprene standards (Polymer
Laboratories) and data were acquired with Millennium 32 3.05 software.
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Normal-phase gradient polymer elution chromatography (NP-GPEC)
The NP-GPEC analyses were performed on an Alliance Waters 2690 Separation Module, equipped
with a Jordi Gel DVB polyamine column (250 × 4.6 mm, Alltech), thermostatted at 35oC. The
hydroxyl-functionality of the polyisoprenes was determined using a gradient from (100:0:0, v/v
cyclohexane : DCM : THF) to (50:50:0) in 25 minutes and then within one minute to (0:100:0). The
bromide-functionality of the PEP4 and PEP5 samples was determined using a gradient from (100:0
v/v heptane:THF) to (0:100) in 25 minutes. For PEP3, a gradient was applied from (100:0 v/v
heptane:THF) to (60:40) in 20 minutes, then to pure THF in one minute. At the end of each gradient,
the system was stepwise reset to initial conditions by pumping 2 column volumes of methanol, THF
and then DCM, after which the column was re-equilibrated in 25 minutes with either cyclohexane or
heptane. Typically, solutions of 1-5 mgּmL-1 of the PEP samples in heptane were prepared (DCM
for the polyisoprene samples), of which 10 µL was injected. Solvents were obtained from BioSolve
(HPLC grade). Detection of the polymeric compounds was done using a PL-EMD 960 ELS detector
(Polymer Laboratories) and data were acquired by Millennium 32 3.05 software.
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5
Feasibility Studies of RAFT Polymerization1

Synopsis: The work presented in this chapter concerns the feasibility of
using reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization for the synthesis of functional polyolefin block copolymers. The
versatility of RAFT polymerization is exemplified by investigating the
controlled copolymerization of maleic anhydride and styrene using
preformed polyolefins as macromolecular transfer agents. The effect of the
stability of the applied RAFT agents on the block copolymer preparation is
discussed in more detail. Furthermore, the efficiency of block copolymer
synthesis via RAFT polymerization is evaluated by determination of the
consumption rate of the polyolefin RAFT agent and comparing the obtained
results with those previously presented in chapter 3.

5.1

Introduction
One of the most interesting monomers to be incorporated into polyolefin block

copolymers for improving compatibility and adhesion of polyolefins to polar materials is
maleic anhydride (MAh). From numerous patents2 and examples reported in literature3,4,5 it
is known that the application of polyolefins functionalized with a strongly polar monomer
like MAh results in significant improvement in the adhesion to metal substrates.
Although melt free radical grafting is the simplest and most frequently utilized method
for functionalization of polyolefins with MAh (see section 2.3 on page 19), alternative
polymerization techniques with a higher level of chain growth control are required when
more complex polymer architectures like block copolymer structures are aimed for. One of
these alternative polymerization techniques concerns the use of borane reagents in
combination with metallocene catalysts, yielding e.g. MAh-terminated polypropylene and
diblock copolymers of polypropylene and poly(styrene-co-(maleic anhydride)).6,7 Another
technique involves the use of polymeric iniferters for the synthesis of multiblock
copolymers based on polybutadiene and poly(styrene-co-(maleic anhydride)).8
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In the preceding chapters it has been shown that living radical polymerization
techniques are well suited for the preparation of functional polyolefin block copolymers.
For some strongly polar monomers, however, application of techniques like nitroxidemediated polymerization and atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) is less
straightforward. For example, though the controlled polymerization of MAh using
nitroxide-mediated polymerization has been realized, this reaction needs to be performed at
high temperatures and involves special nitroxides whose syntheses are rather complex.9 On
the other hand, the use of ATRP in the copolymerization of styrene and MAh, as well as in
the polymerization of protonated acidic monomers, appears to be very difficult as these
functional monomers strongly coordinate to the metal center, resulting in poisoning of the
active catalyst species (see section 4.2.5 and e.g. Chen et al.10).
Reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization, as opposed
to ATRP, is known to be compatible with acidic monomers.11,12,13 For this reason, it is
interesting to investigate the application of RAFT polymerization in the preparation of
MAh-containing polyolefin block copolymers.
In this chapter, the feasibility of RAFT polymerization in the synthesis of functional
polyolefin block copolymers is discussed. After an explanation is provided of the
mechanistic and kinetic features of RAFT polymerization, the copolymerization of styrene
and maleic anhydride is studied via chain extension of commercially available hydroxyterminated poly(ethylene-co-butylene) (PEB-OH). Once the controlled chain extension via
RAFT polymerization is established, the applied synthetic procedure is extrapolated to the
poly(ethylene-co-propylene) (PEP) precursors prepared via anionic polymerization
(described in section 4.3). Finally, the efficiency of block copolymer synthesis achieved
with RAFT polymerization is evaluated through comparing the obtained results with those
obtained from the ATRP reactions described in chapters 3 and 4.

5.2

Mechanistic and Kinetic Features of RAFT Polymerization
RAFT polymerization involves free radical polymerization in the presence of

thiocarbonylthio (Z-C(=S)-S-R) compounds like dithioesters (where Z is aryl or alkyl)11,12
and trithiocarbonates14,15 (Z is SR’), or less reactive dithiocarbamates15,16 (Z is dialkylamino) and xanthates15 (Z is alkoxy). The reactions that are involved in the RAFT process
are depicted in Scheme 5.1, where the so-called RAFT agent has general structure (1). In
this scheme, (I) and (II) represent the initiation process, involving the initiator
decomposition and the reaction of an initiator derived radical (Iּ) with monomer (M).
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Scheme 5.1 Reaction scheme describing the RAFT process.

Reaction (III) represents chain transfer, where the addition of propagating radicals (Pּ) to
the initial RAFT agent (1) results in a labile intermediate radical (2) that fragments into the
starting species or into the dormant polymer RAFT species (3) and a radical (Rּ) originating
from the initial RAFT agent. The expelled radical can reinitiate polymerization (IV) and
further propagate with monomer (V). Reaction (VI) represents the main RAFT equilibrium,
where the dithiocarbonate moiety (Z-C(=S)-S-) is interchanged between all growing
polymer chains. Note that the existence of the intermediate radicals (2) and (4) has been
verified by means of electron spin resonance spectroscopic studies.17 The last reaction set
(VII) denotes bimolecular termination reactions between radical species resulting in the

formation of dead material (D). Because of the very high transfer constants of the RAFT
agents, a fast exchange between growing polymer radicals and dormant end-capped chains
is ensured, resulting in a pseudo-living system where the target number average molecular
weight is calculated from the molar ratio of monomer to RAFT agent:
M n = MW0 ⋅ X ⋅

[M]0
[RAFT]0

(5-1)

in which MW0 and X denote the monomer molar mass and its fractional conversion,
respectively.
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In order to obtain optimal control of chain growth, i.e. of the molecular weight and the
molecular weight distribution (MWD), a number of aspects need to be considered. First, the
exchange reaction (VI) during polymerization must be fast compared to propagation. In that
way, the radicals are exchanged rapidly among all growing polymer chains, resulting in an
equal time of growth and, therefore, in polymers of low polydispersity. Fast dynamics are
ensured by a proper choice of the Z and R groups of (1); the Z group should activate the
C=S double bond towards radical addition (e.g. aryl and alkyl), whereas the R group should
be a good free radical leaving group (e.g. cumyl, cyanoisopropyl). Second, in order for the
chains to start growing at the same time, the expelled radical in reaction (III) should be
effective in reinitiating polymerization. In practice, this means that the R group should be a
better homolytic leaving group than the polymer chain, which implies that the R group
should be designed in such a way that it produces a stable radical. Third, the preparation of
polymers that are equal in length requires that the number of chains initiated by primary
radicals is small compared to the number of RAFT agent molecules. This implies that not
only the instantaneous concentration of radicals should be low compared to that of the
RAFT agent, but that also the cumulative amount of radicals generated during the
polymerization must be low. When an optimal control of chain growth is aimed for, one
needs to use a low ratio of free radical initiator to RAFT agent (typically 1 initiator to 5-10
RAFT). However, as the rate of polymerization is strongly affected by the amount of added
initiator, a somewhat higher ratio of initiator to RAFT agent might be required, especially
when very low RAFT concentrations are applied, as is the case when synthesizing polymers
of high molecular weight.
It goes without saying that the transfer constant CT, which is defined as the ratio of the
rate coefficient for chain transfer to that for propagation (ktr / kp), is the key parameter in
RAFT polymerizations. Both from theoretical approaches18 as from simulations19 it has been
shown that a CT value of at least 10 is sufficient to produce polymers of very low
polydispersity, i.e. Mw/Mn < 1.1. For the dithioesters20, being the most extensively applied
RAFT agents, CT is the order of 103 – 104, depending on the Z and R group and the type of
monomer that is being polymerized.19,21,22 Eq. (5-2) indicates the relationship between the
transfer rate coefficient and the rate coefficients of the individual addition and fragmentation reactions as defined in reaction (III) in Scheme 5.1:
k tr = k add

kβ
k frag + kβ

(5-2)

Unfortunately, reliable kinetic data on the RAFT process are scarce, which is due to the
difficulty of independent determination of the rate coefficients associated with the addition110
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fragmentation equilibrium. Recently, values of kadd = 5ּ105 Lּmol-1ּs-1, kfrag = 3ּ10-2 s-1 and
ktr = 3.5ּ105 Lּmol-1ּs-1 were obtained by fitting experimental data obtained from the RAFT
bulk polymerization of styrene at 60oC with cumyl dithiobenzoate as RAFT agent (structure
(1) where Z=Ph and R=C(CH3)2Ph).22 Though the obtained value for kadd and ktr are in
agreement with those reported by others,21 there exists much discrepancy in the reported
values for kfrag. For example, based on the assumption that the equilibrium constant for
reaction (VI) K = kadd/kfrag equals unity, both Fukuda21 and Matyjaszewski23 have estimated
kfrag to be in the order of 104 to 105 s-1, which differs by six orders of magnitude from the
value reported by Davis22. Obviously, the accuracy of the obtained RAFT equilibrium rate
parameters strongly depends on the assumptions and estimations that are made in simulating
and modeling experimental data.
As in free radical polymerization, the reaction rate in RAFT polymerization is expected
to follow Eq. (5-3), assuming steady-state between the rate of radical formation (Ri =2f kd[I],
in which f is the initiator efficiency) and the rate of termination (Rt = kt [R]2):
 2 f k d [ I] 

Rp = k p [M] [R ] = k p [M] 
kt



1

2

(5-3)

In many cases, however, RAFT polymerizations show significant retardation in the
reaction rate, proportional to the applied concentration of RAFT agent. Several explanations
for this retardation have been proposed:20 (a) slow fragmentation of adduct (2) and/or (4);
(b) slow reinitiation by the expelled radical (Rּ); or (c) specificity for the expelled radical
(Rּ) and/or the propagating radical (Pּ) to add to the RAFT agent rather than to monomer.
None of these arguments, however, were found to be able to explain the observed
retardation.19 Recently, Monteiro and De Brouwer19,24 provided convincing evidence that the
retardation in RAFT polymerization is caused by termination of the intermediate radical
species, i.e. adducts (2) and (4). Their conclusions were based not only on simulations of
experimental data, but also from experimental studies, where it was found that irradiation of
a polymeric RAFT agent with UV light results in the formation of termination products with
a molecular weight three times that of the original polymer. With the probability of the
intermediate radical to terminate, its steady-state expression follows Eq. (5-4), where RSR
and SR represent (4) and (5), respectively (see Scheme 5.1):
d [RSR ]
= 0 = k add [R ][SR ] − k frag [RSR ] − k t [R ][RSR ]
dt

yielding:

[RSR ] =

k add [R ][SR ] k add
[R][SR]
≈
k frag + k t [R ] k frag

(5-4)
(5-5)
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Note that assuming kfrag ≈ 105 Lּmol-1ּs-1,21 kfrag >> kt ּ [R] since kt ≈ 108 Lּmol-1ּs-1,25
and [R] is typically in the order of 10-8 molּL-1.
The steady-state equation for the radical species is given by Eq. (5-6):
d [R ]
= 0 = 2 f kd [I] − k t [R ]2 − k t [R ][RSR ]
dt

(5-6)

Substitution of Eq. (5-5) in Eq. (5-6) results in an expression for the radical
concentration and a new equation for the polymerization rate in RAFT:
 2 f k d k frag [I] 

Rp = k p [M] 
 k (k + k [SR ]) 
t
frag
add



1

2

(5-7)

Obviously, as is shown from Eq. (5-7), the rate constants for addition and
fragmentation strongly influence the polymerization rate through affecting the concentration
of intermediate radicals. Especially when fragmentation is slow, the concentration of
intermediate radical species increases and so will termination, resulting in an observed
retardation in reaction rate. In order to have reaction rates that are comparable with free
radical polymerization rates one should use RAFT agents that form less stable intermediate
radicals, as these probably show faster fragmentation, resulting in less termination.

5.3

Synthesis of Maleic Anhydride Containing Polyolefin Block
Copolymers
In chapter 2 it was proposed that the preparation of polyolefin block copolymers via

RAFT polymerization best proceeds using a preformed chain-end functionalized polyolefin
as macromolecular RAFT agent (see Scheme 2.10). Furthermore, it is important to pay
attention to the chemical structure of the RAFT group to be attached at the polyolefin chainend. As explained in the previous section, good control over the molecular weight and
MWD of the prepared block copolymers requires fast addition of propagating radicals to the
macromolecular RAFT agent, and fast reinitiation of the expelled polyolefin macroradical.
Both requirements are met when the RAFT agent attached to the polyolefin chain-end is a
cyano-functional dithioester (Z=Ph and R= C(CH3)(CN)-polyolefin). Among the various
applied dithiobenzoate derivatives (PhC(=S)S-R), cyanoisopropyl dithiobenzoate (R =
C(CH3)2CN) is one of the most efficient and generally applicable transfer agents.20
An important aspect that needs to be considered when preparing MAh-containing
polyolefin block copolymers concerns the fact that MAh is incapable of undergoing
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homopolymerization while its free radical copolymerization with Sty is of a strongly
alternating nature.5 The synthesis of MAh-containing polyolefin block copolymers,
therefore, is best performed by chain extension of the preformed polyolefin RAFT agent via
copolymerization of Sty and MAh.

5.3.1

Studies Involving a Model Polyolefin Precursor

Similar to the work described in chapters 3 and 4, the commercially available hydroxyterminated poly(ethylene-co-butylene) (PEB-OH) forms the basis of the model system that
is studied. As is shown in Figure 5.1, the transformation of PEB-OH (6) to a
macromolecular RAFT agent (8) involves its esterification with an acidic cyanoisopropylfunctional dithioester (7). Experimental details are given in section 5.6 on page 129.

Figure 5.1 Preparation of the
macromolecular PEB-RAFT agent

CN
HO

OH

H

(8) from esterification of PEB-OH

x

(6) with an acid-functional RAFT

(6)

S

S
O

y
CH3

(7)

agent (7).
CN
O

H
x

y
CH3

S

S
O

(8)

The application of RAFT polymerization in the preparation of PEB-PSMA (SMA =
styrene-co-(maleic anhydride)) block copolymers is investigated by performing the
copolymerization of Sty and MAh (in equimolar ratio) in the presence of the synthesized
PEB-RAFT agent (8) in butyl acetate (BuAc) at 60oC, using 2,2’-azobis(isobutyronitrile)
(AIBN) as initiator at one fifth of the PEB-RAFT concentration. Obviously, the choice of
solvent is important as it should dissolve both monomer and PEB-RAFT agent, as well as
the formed PEB-PSMA block copolymers at the reaction temperature. The use of BuAc as
solvent results in a heterogeneous reaction mixture at room temperature, whereas it becomes
homogeneous at the reaction temperature of 60oC.
During polymerization it was found that the reaction samples at low monomer
conversion phase separated when cooled to room temperature into a red PEB rich phase and
a colorless monomer rich phase. At higher monomer conversion the SMA block increases in
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length and thereby solubilizes the PEB block, resulting in homogeneous reaction samples at
ambient temperature.
The development of the MWD as function of monomer conversion is given in Figure
5.2. With increasing monomer conversion (determined gravimetrically), the MWD shifts to
higher molecular weight and remains narrow. The low molecular weight shoulder that is
visible in the MWD of the prepared PEB-PSMA block copolymers is attributed to residual
PEB-OH as only about 80% of the PEB-OH chains was successfully transformed into PEBRAFT. Furthermore, it has to be noted that the MWD of the PEB-RAFT agent exhibits
some bimodality as well. Since the MWD of the PEB-OH polymer was monomodal, the
high molecular weight shoulder must have been formed during preparation or purification
of the PEB-RAFT agent, as will be discussed later.
After about 20 hrs of reaction time, a conversion of approximately 60% was reached.
Precipitation in methanol yielded the final product, which was an orange colored solid
material with a molecular weight of 1.1ּ104 gּmol-1, close to the predicted value of 1.2ּ104
gּmol-1. Note that the target Mn value is calculated from Mn,PEB-PSMA = Mn,PEB-RAFT +
Mn,PSMA , where Mn,PEB-RAFT = 6.5ּ103 gּmol-1 and Mn,PSMA is calculated from Eq. (5-1),
where all molecular weights are given in PS equivalents. Despite the high average kp of the
Sty/MAh monomer system (kp ≈ 3ּ103 Lּmol-1ּs-1 at 60oC for fMAh = 0.5 26), the control of
polymerization is maintained throughout the complete reaction time as the polydispersity
index increases only slightly from 1.04 to 1.12. Note that lowering the initiator
concentration would reduce the amount of termination events relative to propagation, which
would result in even lower polydispersities, though the rate of polymerization would be
much lower as well.
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The obtained reaction products were analyzed by normal-phase gradient polymer
elution chromatography (NP-GPEC), where a cyano-functionalized HPLC column and a
gradient from heptane to THF+acetic acid (95/5 v/v) (at 4%/min) to methanol (at 10%/min)
was applied in order to separate the PEB-PSMA block copolymers from residual PEB. The
results are depicted in Figure 5.3, where the signal obtained from the evaporative light
scattering detector (ELSD) is plotted as function of elution time for several reaction
samples.
Figure 5.3 shows that the residual PEB-RAFT ‘R’ eluting at about 3.3 minutes
decreases with increasing monomer conversion, while the main peak ‘M’ representing the
growing PEB-PSMA block copolymer shifts to longer elution times as the PSMA block
increases in size. These results clearly demonstrate the formation of block copolymer. The
secondary peak ‘S’ eluting at 30 minutes is most probably PSMA homopolymer, although
the presence of this material was not clearly indicated from the SEC measurements.
Stability Issues

Though it has been shown that the use of a cyano-functional dithiobenzoate RAFT
agent allows the copolymerization of a very reactive monomer system like Sty/MAh to be
effectively controlled, the important disadvantage of using such highly reactive transfer
agents is the increased sensitivity towards degradation. From the following it is shown that
this stability issue of RAFT agents is an important aspect to be considered when using the
RAFT process, especially when these processes are designed for commercial purposes.
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Figure 5.4 Molecular weight distributions
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After being stored for about a year and a half at -20oC in the dark, the PEB-RAFT
agent was subjected to a Sty/MAh chain extension similar to the experiment previously
described. For this particular RAFT polymerization, however, the results were significantly
different from those previously obtained. The evolution of the MWD in monomer
conversion is plotted in Figure 5.4.
When the results depicted in Figure 5.4 are compared with those given in Figure 5.2 on
page 114, a number of differences catch the eye. With increasing monomer conversion, the
MWD clearly becomes bimodal. It seems from Figure 5.4 as if a substantial number of
PEB-RAFT chains, indicated by ‘a’, is incapable of undergoing chain extension. When
scaling the MWD to monomer conversion it becomes clear that roughly 60% of the initial
PEB chains is not growing, meaning that only 40% is transformed into PEB-b-PSMA
species (indicated by ‘b’), which grow steadily towards higher PSMA block lengths while
polydispersities stay well below 1.1. Furthermore, the high molecular weight shoulder ‘c’ of
the added PEB-RAFT agent (solid trace in Figure 5.4) is much larger than originally was
the case (solid trace in Figure 5.2). Subjecting the PEB-RAFT agent to 1H NMR analysis
revealed that the RAFT functionality of the PEB polymer, based on the total number of
chains, decreased from 80% (see page 114) to only 50%, indicating that a considerable
number of RAFT moieties were destroyed during storage for a long period of time. With
half of the added PEB-RAFT agent being chain extendable, the effective initiator
concentration becomes about half the PEB-RAFT concentration, instead of one fifth.
Though the control of polymerization is not affected by this relatively high initiator
concentration, the amount of terminated chains is higher than in the previous experiment, as
is indicated by the appearance of the termination shoulder ‘d’ in Figure 5.4. An estimation
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of the molecular weight of the PEB-PSMA block copolymers is obtained through peak
deconvolution of the MWD traces. Figure 5.5 shows that the estimated Mn values for the
PEB-PSMA block copolymers are somewhat higher than predicted when taking into
account that only 50% of the initially added PEB-RAFT is able to add monomer. The
deviation towards higher molecular weight is in accordance with the increased number of
termination events of the growing PEP-PSMA species due to the relatively high ratio of
added initiator to RAFT agent. Note, however, that this higher ratio results in a larger
number of growing chains as well, i.e. more PSMA ‘homopolymer’ formation. Although
this should lead to a decrease in Mn, it has to be mentioned that the low molecular weight
‘homopolymer’ material is not included in the determination of Mn.
In order to have a better understanding of the mechanisms involved in the degradation
of the PEB-RAFT agent, it is useful to relate the instability to the effect of UV light on
RAFT agents. For example, it was found that a few hours of UV irradiation of a PEB-PS
block copolymer prepared from the PEB-RAFT agent resulted in the formation of
termination products having double and triple molecular weights.1 Although the polymer
maintained its characteristic red color upon UV irradiation, the compound responsible for
this color was no longer covalently connected to the polymer chain-end. After the UV
irradiated product was passed through a short silica column using heptane/DCM (90/10 v/v)
as eluent, the collected polymer was colorless while the red color from the product turned
into an immobile brown compound, most probably corresponding to dithiobenzoate salts.
The same type of degradation products were found when the degraded PEB-RAFT agent
was subjected to column chromatography, indicating that the degradation of PEB-RAFT
involved a similar type of C-S bond cleavage as was the case in the UV irradiation
experiment. Since the PEB-RAFT agent was stored in the dark, it can be expected that
degradation of the RAFT moieties not only occurs under the influence of UV light, but also
in the presence of impurities that may have remained in the product after the PEB-OH
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Figure 5.6 Proposed reaction scheme explaining the degradation of PEB-RAFT: (a) dissociation of the
PEB-RAFT (8) into a dithiobenzoate radical and a PEB radical (9); (b) the PEB radicals can recombine
to form a ‘diblock’ copolymer (10) or react with PEB-RAFT (8) to form an intermediate radical (11),
which can be (c) terminated by a PEB radical to form a three-armed star polymer (12).

modification (e.g. salts). Similar to the formation of termination products with double and
triple molar masses of the PEB-PS block copolymer upon UV irradiation,19 the degradation
of the PEB-RAFT agent is proposed to proceed according to the reactions depicted in
Figure 5.6. The formation of the high molecular weight shoulder in the MWD of the PEBRAFT agent, indicated by ‘c’ in Figure 5.4, can be explained by reactions (b) and (c), where
the PEB radicals (9) formed through cleavage of the C-S bond either self-terminate or react
with an intermediate radical species (11) that is formed from the addition of a PEB radical
to a PEB-RAFT agent. Since the concentration of the intermediate radical species (11) is
much lower than that of the PEB radicals (9), the formation of termination products mainly
proceeds through reaction ‘b’.
It is important to note that the amount of degradation taking place strongly depends on
the type of RAFT agent that is applied. Most probably, a more reactive RAFT agent is also
more sensitive towards degradation. Although the UV sensitivity of RAFT agents is
detrimental for their long-term stability, one could also think of utilizing UV irradiation in
combination with column chromatography for the facile removal of the colored end group
from the final polymer product.
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5.3.2

Poly(ethylene-co-propylene)-Poly(styrene-co-(maleic anhydride))
Block Copolymers

The knowledge and practical experience gained from the previous experiments can be
utilized to extend the variety of MAh-containing polyolefin block copolymers to materials
that are specially designed for application purposes, i.e. for adhesion promotion. Similar to
the PEB-RAFT preparation, the OH-terminated poly(ethylene-co-propylene) (PEP-OH)
materials previously synthesized via anionic polymerization of isoprene (see chapter 4) can
be modified into macromolecular RAFT agents through esterification of the hydroxyl end
group with the acid-functional RAFT agent (7), as shown in Figure 5.1 on page 113. Once
the chain-end modification is realized, the obtained PEP-RAFT agents can be chain
extended with Sty/MAh.
Preparation of PEP-RAFT precursors

The polyolefin precursors of interest are: PEP3-OH (Mn = 27.8 kgּmol-1, Mw/Mn =
1.04, fOH = 0.91), PEP4-OH (Mn = 12.8 kgּmol-1, Mw/Mn = 1.04, fOH = 0.96), and PEP5-OH
(Mn = 7.6 kgּmol-1, Mw/Mn = 1.07, fOH = 0.98). In order to esterify the PEP-OH precursors
with the acid-functional RAFT agent (7)* using 1,3-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide as coupling
agent (see experimental section 5.6), a proper solvent is required. Since the acid-functional
RAFT agent hardly dissolves in toluene, and because dichloromethane is a very poor
solvent for PEP3-OH, the modification of the PEP precursors was attempted in THF at
30oC. Apparently, the presence of THF impurities like e.g. peroxides in combination with
UV light resulted in the destruction of the RAFT agent as the originally purplish red colored
reaction mixture showed decoloration after several days of stirring.27
In a second attempt to functionalize the PEP-OH precursors with the cyano-functional
dithioester, DCM was used as solvent for PEP4-OH and PEP5-OH, while toluene was used
for PEP3-OH. To minimize the amount of degradation, the esterifications were performed
in the dark. Because of the low concentration of end groups, especially in the PEP3
modification, it took several days to convert at least 70% of the hydroxyl groups into the
RAFT ester. 1H NMR analysis revealed a percentage of RAFT-functionalized chains of only
65(±15)%, 50(±15)% and 50(±10)% for PEP3-RAFT, PEP4-RAFT and PEP5-RAFT,
respectively.28 It has to be kept in mind that these poor results are resulting from the small
number of hydroxyl groups available for esterfication, and from the partial degradation of

*

Note that the amount of degradation of the acid-functional RAFT agent was checked by 1H NMR and found
to be less than 10%.
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the RAFT groups during the time-consuming modification and extensive purification
procedures.
Chain extension with styrene / maleic anhydride

Since only a small fraction of PEP chains is RAFT-functional, the PEP-PSMA block
copolymer products to be prepared will be contaminated with a considerable amount of
dead PEP chains. Although this non-functional PEP fraction can be removed using
chromatographic techniques or via selective precipitation in a polar solvent, the presence of
this material is not expected to interfere with application studies as the PEP chains have no
affinity for the polar metal surface.
Compared to the chain extension of the low molecular weight PEB-RAFT agent, the
polymerizations involving the relatively high molecular weight PEP3 and PEP4 RAFT
agents require the use of much larger amounts of solvents, resulting in very low
concentrations of monomer and free radical initiator. In order to maintain reasonable
reaction rates, the polymerizations were performed at 70oC instead of 60oC. From previous
experiments performed with the PEB-RAFT agent at higher temperatures (70oC and 80oC)
no substantial loss in control over chain growth was observed, despite the increased
propagation rate. The reaction time was further limited by calculating the target degree of
polymerization on reaching 30-40% monomer conversion. In order to obtain homogeneous
reaction mixtures at the reaction temperature of 70oC, a BuAc/p-xylene mixture was used of
60/40 (v/v) for PEP3-RAFT, 70/30 (v/v) for PEP4-RAFT and 80/20 for PEP5-RAFT.
Furthermore, 1,1’-azobis(1-cyclohexanecarbonitrile) (ACHCN) was selected as initiator in
order to maintain a certain radical flux throughout the complete reaction time. Whereas
more than 95% of AIBN is consumed within one day at 70oC,29 the half-life of ACHCN is
estimated at about 6 days.30 The applied concentration of ACHCN is therefore adjusted from
the usual one fifth to a maximum of 1.5 times the effective RAFT concentration.
The reactions were monitored for several days by analyzing reaction samples with
SEC. Only after about 48hrs, some changes in the SEC traces were observed. Besides a very
small shift of the PEP-RAFT agent peak, some additional SMA ‘homopolymer’ material of
low molecular weight appeared. With increasing reaction time, it was clear that part of the
SMA homopolymer was growing in an uncontrolled manner while only a very small
amount of PEP-RAFT was adding monomer. Furthermore, it is important to mention that
the color of the reaction mixtures turned from reddish pink to orange in a few days.
Although some electronic effects might be at play, the fact that the mixtures became nearly
colorless after reacting for several days while being excluded from visible light most
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Figure 5.7 UV (254 nm) and refractive index (DRI) signal from the SEC analyses of the PEP-RAFT
agents (—), the final reaction products from the chain extensions with Sty/MAh (---) and the final
product for PEP3 after precipitation in acetone (–ּ–). b and h represent the position of the PEB-PSMA
block copolymer and the SMA homopolymer in the SEC trace, respectively.

probably indicates the destruction of RAFT agent. It is possible that the tolerance of the
dithiobenzoate moieties to maleic anhydride is much less on a long reaction time scale.
After about four (PEP5) to six (PEP3 and PEP4) days of reaction, the mixtures became
somewhat turbid as a result of precipitation of the SMA homopolymer. The resulting SEC
analyses are depicted in Figure 5.7, where both the UV and refractive index trace signal are
plotted for the initial PEP-RAFT agents and for the final reaction products obtained from
precipitation in methanol. All traces are normalized on the peak area of the PEP-RAFT
agent in the refractive index trace signal.
The results in Figure 5.7 clearly show that, especially for PEP3 and PEP4, only a small
number of chains is chain extended with Sty/MAh, while a considerable amount of SMA
homopolymer is formed. Although the certain decoloration of the reaction mixtures
suggests the destruction of some RAFT agent, the fact that a significant amount of SMA
homopolymer is formed while the PEP-RAFT chains have barely started to grow suggests
the existence of local inhomogeneities in the reaction mixture. The SMA propagating chains
are more readily dissolved by BuAc molecules, whereas the PEP chains are preferably
surrounded by xylene. Because of this inhomogeneity, the addition of propagating SMA
chains to the PEP-RAFT agent is hampered and, subsequently, the number of PEP chains
that is able to add monomer is very small. This effect becomes more significant with
increasing molecular weight of the PEP-RAFT agent, as is shown in Figure 5.7. It is
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Table 5.1 Results for the prepared PEP-PSMA block copolymers via RAFT polymerization
using PEP3-RAFT (27.8 kgּmol-1), PEP4-RAFT (12.8 kgּmol-1) and PEP5-RAFT (7.6 kgּmol-1):
degree of polymerization for the SMA block (DPSMA) and polydispersity of PEP-b-PSMA
(Mw/Mn), as estimated from SEC, and the calculated anchor block fraction νA.
Block copolymer

DPSMA × 10-2

a

M w / Mn

νA

b

PEP3-PSMA

4.4

< 1.1

0.3

PEP4-PSMA

1.9

< 1.1

0.3

PEP5-PSMA

1.3

≈ 1.1

0.4

a

b

Assuming an equal incorporated ratio of Sty and MAh,5 DPSMA is estimated from the difference in Mpeak
of PEP-PSMA and PEP obtained from SEC, divided by an average monomer molar mass of 100 gּmol-1.
Calculated from NA/(NA + NB), where NA = DPSMA and NB equals 800, 360 and 220 for PEP3, PEP4, and
PEP5, respectively (see chapter 4, Table 4.3 on page 98).

probable that better results can be obtained when the recipe design is optimized, especially
regarding the solvent composition.
Figure 5.7 shows that especially in the PEP3-RAFT chain extension experiment, only a
very small amount of PEP-RAFT agent is transformed into block copolymer species while
there is significant formation of SMA homopolymer. When using this polymer product for
adhesion promotion studies, it is very important that the amount of SMA homopolymer is
minimized as this fraction readily adsorbs onto the metal surface. Fortunately, the SMA
homopolymer is removed from the polymer product by selective precipitation in acetone, as
is shown in Figure 5.7 from the changes in the UV signal for the PEP3 final product,
although it should be mentioned that a small amount of PEP-PSMA block copolymer is lost
as well.
The molecular weight of the prepared block copolymers is estimated from the SEC
measurements and depicted in Table 5.1 together with the estimated polydispersity and the
calculated fraction of the anchor block, νΑ. Although the actual value for νΑ is higher than
the target of νΑ ≈ 0.1, the prepared block copolymers are asymmetric of structure and of low
polydispersity. Providing that the SMA homopolymer fraction is removed from the product
as was done for the PEP3 reaction product by selective precipitation in acetone, the
prepared block copolymers are well suited for further adsorption and adhesion promotion
studies. Although the polymer products contain a considerable amount of non-SMA
containing PEP (> 60 wt%), the presence of this fraction, as stated earlier, is irrelevant for
further application studies as the PEP chains have no affinity for the polar metal surface.
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5.4

Block Copolymer Synthesis: RAFT versus ATRP
Now that both ATRP and RAFT polymerization have been utilized in the synthesis of

functional polyolefin block copolymers, it is interesting to compare the efficiency of chain
growth that is achieved. Principally, for both processes, the block copolymer synthesis
involves the activation of a preformed chain-end functionalized polyolefin, subsequent
monomer addition and the reversible deactivation through end-capping with a dithioester, as
in RAFT polymerization, or with a halogen atom, as in ATRP. An important aspect
regarding the control of chain growth in the synthesis of polyolefin block copolymers is the
initiation process, where the polyolefin chain is converted into a block copolymer radical
species. Although there are other important features to be considered as well, such as fast
exchange dynamics between active and dormant species, in this section the focus is placed
on the consumption rate of the polyolefin RAFT agent.
In chapter 3 was described how NP-GPEC in combination with quantitative evaporative light scattering detection (ELSD) can be applied to determine the conversion rate of a
bromide-functional PEB macroinitiator when performing ATRP of MMA. In order for this
method to be successful, it was shown that a clear separation is required between the PEBPMMA block copolymer and the residual PEB-Br. Similarly, when using this procedure for
investigating kinetic aspects of the RAFT process involved, the PEB-PMMA block
copolymers have to be separated from the residual PEB-RAFT agent.
The MMA chain extension experiments of the PEB-RAFT agent were performed at
60oC and at 80oC in p-xylene using AIBN as initiator, where dead polystyrene was added as
internal standard in order to normalize the ELSD signal. Recipe concentrations and reaction
procedures are given in section 5.6.
The conversion-time plots for both RAFT polymerizations are given in Figure 5.8. The
curves represent the predicted MMA conversion from simulations performed with Predici

reaction time during RAFT polymerization at
60oC () and 80oC (U) in the presence of
the PEB-RAFT agent. The lines represent the
corresponding simulations according to conventional free radical kinetics (Eq. (5-3)).

MMA conversion (-)

Figure 5.8 MMA conversion as function of
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Figure 5.9 NP-GPEC chromatograms of dried reaction samples taken before heating (0 min reaction
time) and after various reaction times, where the arrows indicate increasing monomer conversion. The
chromatograms obtained from ELS detection are normalized on the PS peak area of the sample at 0 min.
The inset shows the corresponding end-group sensitive UV response signal at 320 nm.

according to conventional free radical kinetics, for which Eq. (5-3) applies. The values for
the various rate coefficients as well as the concentrations of the reacting species are given in
Table 5.2 on page 128. As was discussed in section 5.2, termination of the intermediate PEB
radical that is formed upon addition of a propagating radical to the PEB-RAFT agent is
believed to be the cause for the observed retardation. Note that despite the observed
retardation in reaction rate, the polymerizations were controlled as the polydispersity
remained below 1.15.
The reaction samples were analyzed with NP-GPEC, where a polyamine-functionalized
DVB column (‘PA column’) was used to separate residual PEB-RAFT agent from the
formed PEB-PMMA block copolymers. The applied gradient was as follows: (100:0:0, v/v
heptane:DCM:THF) to (40:60:0) in 30 minutes, then in 2 minutes to (0:100:0) and
subsequently in 5 minutes to pure THF. Note that in order to shorten the analysis time, this
gradient is a slightly modified version of the one used for determining the PEB-Br
conversion in ATRP (described in section 3.4.4 on page 58).
Figure 5.9 represents typical NP-GPEC chromatograms of reaction samples for
increasing reaction time, where the ELSD response signal as well as the UV response signal
at 320 nm (inset) is plotted as function of elution time. Whereas the ELS detector detects all
polymeric compounds, the UV detector selectively observes the dithiobenzoate moieties at
320 nm.
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The PEB-RAFT conversion

(based on active material) during RAFT
polymerization of MMA at 60oC (,—) and
80oC (U,---) as function of reaction time,
determined via ELSD in NP-GPEC. The lines
serve as a guide to the eye.
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Apparently, the PEB-RAFT agent shows significant interaction with the column
material as it has the same retention time as PEB-OH. This adsorption behavior is attributed
to interaction of the cyano-group of the RAFT agent attached to the PEB chain to the
amine-functional column material, and is expected to hamper the separation of the PEBPMMA block copolymers from the PEB-RAFT agent since the column interactions of the
ester moieties in the PMMA block are much weaker. Note that for all reaction samples, as
well as for the pure PEB-OH and PEB-RAFT agent, a small second ELSD peak appears at
the left side of the main ‘PEB-RAFT + PEB-OH’. When comparing the end-group sensitive
UV signal (inset in Figure 5.9) with the polymer sensitive ELSD response, it becomes clear
that this second peak eluting either at 12 or 13 minutes (depending on the injection volume)
corresponds to non-RAFT functional polymeric materials, most probably being PEB-OH
and/or PEB-RAFT termination products such as the PEB ‘diblock’ ((10) in Figure 5.6).
In order to determine the amount of the residual PEB-RAFT agent (eluting at 14
minutes), an ELSD calibration curve was constructed: A=63C1.73 (R=0.9984, 8 data
points),31 where A represents the area underneath the ELSD peak and C denotes the
concentration of PEB-RAFT agent in DCM. The calibration curve for PS eluting at 27
minutes is given in Figure 3.14 on page 59 (A=248C1.58).
The calculated PEB-RAFT conversion, corrected for the amount of non-RAFT
functional material (about 20% PEB-OH and 30% degraded PEB-RAFT), is plotted in
Figure 5.10 as function of reaction time for the RAFT polymerizations of MMA performed
at 60oC and 80oC. Clearly, the calculated PEB-RAFT conversion data show a considerable
amount of scatter, which is believed to be a direct result from the poor separation that is
attained between the PEB-PMMA block copolymers and the PEB-RAFT agent, especially
at low reaction times when the length of the PMMA block is small. As a result of this poor
separation, the observed concentration of residual PEB-RAFT in GPEC is expected to be a
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severe overestimation. Although the conversion of the PEB-RAFT agent is faster at 80oC,
one should relate these data to the monomer conversion as the rate of initiator decomposition and monomer propagation both increase with increasing temperature. The conversion
of PEB-RAFT as function of MMA conversion is plotted in Figure 5.11.
Despite the large scatter in the PEB-RAFT conversion data, it is clear from Figure 5.11
that the conversion rate of the PEB-RAFT agent is very high. Considering the fact that the
separation between the PEB-PMMA block copolymers and the residual PEB-RAFT agent is
very poor, the calculated PEB-RAFT conversion data may be a severe underestimation. It is
therefore safe to conclude that a complete conversion of the PEB-RAFT agent occurs within
10% monomer conversion at most, which is in agreement with results previously reported.19
Although the scatter in the calculated PEB-RAFT conversion data is quite large, the rate of
PEB-RAFT conversion does not seem to be affected by an increase in reaction temperature.
When the results in Figure 5.11 are compared with the rate of PEB-Br conversion
attained in copper-catalyzed ATRP of MMA, plotted in Figure 5.12, it is evident that the
transformation rate of the ‘initiating’ PEB species into dormant chains in RAFT
polymerization is at least as fast as, or probably even faster than in ATRP, as the PEBRAFT conversion data are surely underestimated. This fast transformation found in RAFT
polymerization originates from the high transfer constant of the cyanoisopropyl dithio126
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benzoate moieties, and allows to effectively control the chain extension of the polyolefin
block with very reactive monomers like the styrene/maleic anhydride monomer system. On
the other hand, compared the PEB-Br macroinitiator applied in ATRP, the PEB-RAFT
agent is much less easily prepared and rather unstable. Furthermore, the formation of
homopolymer in RAFT polymerization, although depending on the amount of added free
radical initiator, is inevitable which may be a problem when aiming at pure block
copolymers.
Another aspect that is important when making the choice between the RAFT process
and ATRP for the synthesis of polyolefin block copolymers concerns the polymerization
rate in relation to the control over chain growth that is achieved. Ideally, optimal control is
combined with short polymerization times. Especially in RAFT polymerization, where the
stability of the applied RAFT agent might be an important issue, a prolonged subjection to
higher temperatures should be avoided. In practice, however, control over the polymerization requires a low stationary concentration of radical species and is, therefore, mostly
accompanied by a low reaction rate. Clearly, it is interesting to compare the reaction rate for
the RAFT polymerizations of MMA performed at 60oC and 80oC with that for the corresponding ATRP reaction at 90oC.
Assuming a steady state concentration of radicals, the polymerization rate can be
estimated from the product of the propagation rate coefficient with the monomer and radical
concentration. In ATRP, the radical concentration is estimated from Eq. (3-3) (page 42)
using the values for the activation (kact) and deactivation (kdeact) rate constants reported in
chapter 3 (see Table 3.3 on page 73). For the RAFT polymerizations, the radical concentration is estimated from Eq. (5-3). In Table 5.2, the values for the various rate coefficients
and their respective errors are given. From these values together with the reactant concentrations, a rough estimation of the radical concentration [R] is obtained. The uncertainty in
the calculated value for [R] in ATRP is determined by the errors in kact and kdeact, and
especially by the error in the ratio of [Cu(I)] to [Cu(II)]. With these variations, [R] lies
within the range of 3ּ10-10 to 7ּ10-9 molּL-1. For the RAFT polymerizations, the variations
in the termination rate coefficient (kt) result in a radical concentration of 7ּ10-9 to 7ּ10-8
molּL-1 at 60oC, and 2ּ10-8 to 2ּ10-7 molּL-1 at 80oC. Clearly, in the RAFT polymerizations
[R] is an order of magnitude higher than in ATRP. While the RAFT polymerizations were
performed at lower temperatures, the calculated rate of polymerization (Rp) is considerably
higher than that in ATRP. Looking at the conversion time data for the RAFT experiments
given in Figure 5.8, however, it is found that after 4 hours of reaction time the MMA
conversion is only 10% at 60oC and 40% at 80oC, whereas this is about 40% for the ATRP
experiment at performed at 90oC. Within the two RAFT experiments, the increase in
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Table 5.2 Reactant concentrations and average values for the various rate coefficients used in the
calculation of the radical concentration ([R]) and the rate of polymerization (Rp) in the ATRP and
RAFT reactions.
ATRP of MMA

RAFT polymerization of MMA

o

60oC

80oC

kd (s-1) 29

1.2ּ10-5

1.7ּ10-4

kt (Lּmol-1ּs-1)

107 - 109

107 - 109

kp (Lּmol-1ּs-1) 32

8.3ּ102

1.3ּ103

1.75

1.34

90 C
Rate coefficients

Rate coefficients

kact (Lּmol-1ּs-1) a

0.015 (± 0.0023)

kdeact (Lּmol-1ּs-1) a

4ּ106 (± 2ּ106)

kp

(Lּmol-1ּs-1) 32

1.6ּ103

Concentrations

Concentrations

[MMA] (molּL-1)

1.75

[PEB-Br] (molּL-1)

1.6ּ10-2

[PEB-RAFT] (molּL-1)

7.7ּ10-3

1.2ּ10-2

1.4ּ10-2

[AIBN]

(molּL-1)

3.4ּ10-3

2.6ּ10-3

Calculations

d

[CuBr]

(molּL-1) b

[Cu(I)] / [Cu(II)]
Calculations

(molּL-1)

[MMA]

0.98/0.02 – 0.90/0.10

c

[R]

(molּL-1)

3ּ10-10 – 7ּ10-9

[R]

(molּL-1)

7ּ10-9 - 7ּ10-8

2ּ10-8 - 2ּ10-7

Rp

(molּL-1ּs-1)

9ּ10-7 – 2ּ10-5

Rp

(molּL-1ּs-1)

1ּ10-5 - 1ּ10-4

4ּ10-5 - 4ּ10-4

a

See chapter 3, Table 3.3; b [CuBr] is estimated from 0.8 times the CuBr recipe concentration, see chapter 3
Figure 3.19; c Calculated from Eq. (3-3); d Calculated from Eq. (5-3).

monomer conversion by a factor of 4 when increasing the reaction temperature from 60oC
to 80oC is in accordance with the increase in the calculated value for Rp. On the other hand,
the actual rate of polymerization in the RAFT polymerizations is far lower than predicted.
Apparently, the radical concentration is much lower than expected, which implies that for
the studied system the effect of the intermediate radical termination is significant.
The implication of the foregoing discussion is that compared to ATRP, the use of
RAFT polymerization for the chain extension of a rather long polyolefin block with a short
block consisting of functional monomers may result in exceptionally long polymerization
times, which is undesirable considering the sensitivity of the applied RAFT agent to degradation. Furthermore, the choice of solvent is detrimental when strongly polar monomers are
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to be incorporated in the polyolefin block copolymer structures, for it should enable the
propagating chains to add to the polyolefin RAFT agent. This can be rather problematic, as
was shown for the PEP-PSMA block copolymer synthesis in section 5.3.2. Although this
situation is more or less similar for ATRP, namely that the copper complex needs to
approach the polyolefin chain end for halogen abstraction, ATRP is favored by the fact that
the chains will only start to grow at the polyolefin chain end.

5.5

Conclusions
The RAFT process offers the possibility to prepare a seemingly unlimited range of

functional polymers with predetermined molecular weight and controlled polymer
architecture. This has been demonstrated by the successful preparation of maleic anhydride
containing polyolefin block copolymers of well-defined molecular weight and low
polydispersity using pre-synthesized RAFT-functionalized polyolefins, something that has
not been realized via ATRP so far. It has been shown with normal-phase gradient polymer
elution chromatography that full transformation of the polyolefin RAFT agent into dormant
species is attained within 10% monomer conversion, indicating that the transfer process is
very effective. Although the RAFT process can be performed under reaction conditions that
approach those for conventional free radical polymerization, the instability of the added
RAFT agent in combination with the relatively long polymerization times may be one of the
main problems involved when using RAFT polymerization in industrial processes.

5.6

Experimental

Preparation of PEB-RAFT (8) and PEP-RAFT agents
Kraton L-1203 (PEB-OH (6)) (Mn = 3.8 kgּmol-1, OH-functionality ≈ 0.98, Mw/Mn = 1.05) was
provided by Shell Chemicals and dried under reduced pressure for several days. 4-cyano-4((thiobenzoyl)sulfanyl)pentanoic acid (7) was prepared according to literature procedure.33,19
Anhydrous dichloromethane (DCM) was prepared by distillation from lithium aluminum hydride,
and stored over dried molecular sieves.
The preparation of the PEB-RAFT agent (8) proceeded through esterification of PEB-OH with the
acid-functional RAFT agent (7) using 1,3-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC). PEB-OH (29.5 g, 8
mmol), p-toluenesulfonic acid (0.30 g, 1.6 mmol, Aldrich, 98.5%), 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (0.29
g, 2.4 mmol, Aldrich 99+%) and DCC (3.9 g, 19 mmol, Aldrich, 99%) were dissolved in anhydrous
DCM in a 1 L three-necked round bottom flask equipped with magnetic stirrer. A solution of
4-cyano-4-((thiobenzoyl)sulfanyl)pentanoic acid (7) (2.5 g, 9 mmol) in anhydrous DCM was
dropwise added to the reaction mixture at ambient temperature. The reaction mixture was then
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heated to 30oC and allowed to stir for 48 hours. Water was added to convert the remaining DCC into
the insoluble dicyclohexylurea, where after the mixture was filtered and washed with water. The
solution was dried with anhydrous magnesium sulfate, filtered and concentrated under reduced
pressure, and subsequently passed over a silica column using heptane:ethyl acetate (9:1) as eluent.
The purified product was dried under high vacuum yielding a purplish red viscous liquid (29.4 g,
92% yield, based on PEB-OH). 1H NMR analysis revealed that ≈ 80% of the hydroxyl groups was
esterified.
The preparation and subsequent purification of the PEP-RAFT agents proceeded according a similar
procedure, using DCM as solvent for PEP4 and PEP5, and toluene for PEP3. All solvents were
distilled from LiAlH4.
RAFT polymerizations using PEB-RAFT (8) and the PEP-RAFT agents
Materials: Styrene (Sty, Aldrich, 99%) and methyl methacrylate (MMA, Aldrich, 99%) were
distilled prior to use. Maleic anhydride (MAh, 98%), p-xylene (99+% HPLC grade), butyl acetate
(BuAc, 99.7% HPLC grade) and 1,1’-azobis(1-cyclohexanecarbonitrile) (ACHCN, 98%) were
obtained from Aldrich and used as received. 2,2’-Azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN, >98%) was
purchased from Merck and used without purification.
PEB-RAFT + Sty/MAh: Recipes for the Sty/MAh copolymerizations were calculated on [Sty] =
[MAh] ≈ 0.5 molּL-1, [RAFT] ≈ 0.01 molּL-1, and [RAFT]:[initiator] = 5:1. The PEB-RAFT agent,
monomers and solvent (BuAc) were added together with initiator (AIBN) in a 100 mL three-necked
round bottom flask equipped with magnetic stirrer. The mixture was degassed using three freezepump-thaw cycles and polymerized under argon at 60°C. Periodically, samples were taken for
conversion and SEC analysis.
PEB-RAFT + MMA: The procedure for polymerization at 60°C was as follows. PEB-RAFT agent
(1.7 g, 0.43 mmol), MMA (5 g, 50 mmol), PS standard (Mn = 68 kgּmol-1, Mw/Mn = 1.07: 0.75 g,
0.011 mmol), AIBN (16 mg, 0.097 mmol) and p-xylene (15 g) were mixed in a 100 mL threenecked flask with magnetic stirrer. The reaction mixture was subsequently purged with argon for 30
minutes. Before immersing the flask in a preheated oil bath, a sample was taken as reference for the
GPEC analysis. A similar procedure was applied for the reaction performed at 80oC, where only
different amounts of PEB-RAFT and p-xylene were applied (4.3 g and 20 g, respectively). At timed
intervals, samples were taken for conversion, SEC and GPEC analysis.
PEP-RAFT (3,4 and 5) + Sty/MAh: A typical recipe consisted of 0.15-0.40 g PEP-RAFT, where the
added amounts of monomers and initiator (ACHCN) were calculated from DPtarget= 2[Sty]/[RAFT],
[MAh]:[Sty]=1:1, and [initiator]:[RAFT] = 1:1. The RAFT agent, maleic anhydride and solvents
(BuAc/p-xylene (v/v) = 60/40 for PEP3-RAFT, 70/30 for PEP4-RAFT and 80/20 for PEP5-RAFT)
were added to 20 mL closed glass vials with magnetic stirrer, and the mixtures were purged with
argon for about 15 min. Subsequently, the weighed amounts of deoxygenated styrene and deoxygenated initiator solution (10 mg ACHCN/g BuAc) were added and the samples were polymerized at
70oC in the dark. The reaction was monitored at regular intervals over several days with SEC. The
obtained polymer products were isolated by precipitation in cold methanol. For further application
studies, the PEP3-PSMA block copolymer product was purified from SMA ‘homopolymer’ by
precipitation in cold acetone.
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Size exclusion chromatography
The SEC analyses were performed with a Waters Model 510 pump and a Waters Model WISP 712
autoinjector. The maleic anhydride containing polymers were dissolved in THF at 1 mgּmL-1 and
analyzed using a PLgel guard precolumn (5 mm, 50 × 7.5 mm) and two PLgel mixed-D columns (10
mm, 300 × 7.5 mm, Polymer Laboratories) set at 40oC. Injection volume was 50 µL. Stabilized THF
(BioSolve) + acetic acid (5 %v/v) (Aldrich) was used as eluent at a flow rate of 1.0 mLּmin-1. A
Model 410 refractive index detector and a Model 486 UV detector operating at 254 nm were used
for detection. Calibration was performed using polystyrene standards (Polymer Laboratories).
Normal-phase gradient polymer elution chromatography
The NP-GPEC analyses were performed using an Alliance Waters 2690 Separation Module.
Detection was done using a PL-EMD 960 ELS detector (Polymer Laboratories) and a 2487 Waters
dual UV detector set at 254 and 320 nm. The SMA-containing samples were analyzed on a
NovaPak® CN column (3.9 × 150 mm, Waters) thermostatted at 35oC with an applied gradient from
(100:0:0, v/v heptane:THF + 5v% acetic acid:methanol) to (0:100:0) in 25 minutes, then to (0:0:100)
from 25 to 35 minutes. For the determination of the PEB-RAFT conversion, a Jordi Gel DVB
polyamine column (250 × 4.6 mm, Alltech) set at 35oC was used with a gradient from (100:0:0, v/v
heptane:DCM:THF) to (40:60:0) in 30 minutes, then within 2 minutes to (0:100:0) and within 5
minutes to pure THF. All systems were stepwise reset to initial conditions via THF and then DCM,
after which the column was re-equilibrated in 30 minutes with heptane. Typically, 10 µl was
injected of dried reaction samples dissolved in acidic THF at 5 mgּmL-1 (SMA-containing samples)
or DCM (for PEB-b-PMMA). Data were acquired by Millennium 32 3.05 software.
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6
Application Studies of Block Copolymers
for Adhesion Promotion

Synopsis: In the previous chapters, the synthesis of various functional
polyolefin block copolymers has been described. The work presented in this
chapter investigates the applicability of the polyolefin block copolymers for
adhesion promotion of polyolefin coatings to metal substrates like aluminum
and chromium coated steel. Extra attention is devoted to studying the
adsorption behavior of the synthesized block copolymers onto aluminum in
terms of adsorption strength and monolayer characteristics. From
application of scanning electron microscopy and grazing angle FT-IR
spectroscopy it is demonstrated that the block copolymers are strongly
adsorbed onto the metal surface. The obtained layer thickness is estimated
from ellipsometry, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and atomic force
microscopy analyses, and is found to be in the range of 3-6 nm, which
corresponds to a mushroom-like conformation of the non-adsorbing
polyolefin blocks. Furthermore, from tapping mode atomic force microscopy
measurements is revealed that the adsorbed block copolymers have a marked
phase morphology. Finally, attempts are made to quantify the adhesion
strength of polyolefin coating materials to block copolymer coated metal
substrates in order to evaluate the adhesion promoting properties of the
synthesized polyolefin block copolymers.

6.1

Introduction
The fields of application for block copolymers that are specially designed for adhesion

promotion are typically divided into polymer-polymer interfaces, viz. polymer blends, and
polymer-solid interfaces, as in coatings. Although the use of diblock copolymers for
polymer-polymer adhesion promotion has been studied extensively,1 their application as
adhesion promoters for polymer-solid interfaces is a rather new concept. Numerous studies
have been devoted to describing the theoretical aspects of tethered polymer chains.2
Tethered chains are considered a special class of polymer chains that are anchored by only
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one end to a surface or interface, like e.g. chain-end functional polymers and block
copolymers. Although the adsorption behavior of block copolymers onto solid substrates
has been extensively investigated,3 very few studies are aimed at the actual use of such
block copolymer structures for enhancement of the adhesion of non-polar polymer coatings
to polar substrates. Recently, Duchet et al.4 studied the use of chlorosilane-terminated
polyethylene (PE) for promoting the adhesion of PE coatings to glass. It was shown from
these studies that the adhesion strength of polyolefin coatings to polar substrates can indeed
be improved by making use of chain-end functional polyolefins that are anchored to the
substrate surface. The interfacial adhesion between the tethered polyolefin chains and the
coating material is attained by entanglement formation and, to a lesser extent, by segmental
interactions and cocrystallization, and was found to increase strongly with increasing
tethered chain length. As discussed in section 1.3, attachment of chain-end functionalized
polyolefins to a polar substrate often involves multi-step reaction schemes and requires
special experimental conditions like casting from solvents at very high temperatures.4,5,6
Carefully designed polyolefin block copolymers, on the other hand, are rather easily
adsorbed onto polar substrates from dilute solution at ambient temperature as a result of
their high adsorption energy.7
In the preceding chapters, numerous well-defined functional polyolefin block
copolymers have been designed using anionic polymerization and subsequent living radical
polymerization techniques. In this chapter, the application of the synthesized polyolefin
block copolymers as adhesion promoting agents for polyolefin coatings on metal substrates
is investigated. The metals of choice are aluminum and electrolytically chromium coated
steel (ECCS*); both being of significant importance in industrial applications.
In order for the synthesized polyolefin block copolymers to promote the adhesion of
polyolefin coatings to polar metal substrates, they need to fulfill two requirements. First, the
polar block should have a strong interaction with the metal surface. The most extensive part
of this chapter, therefore, is concerned with the adsorption characteristics of the block
copolymers from solution. Some important considerations regarding the adsorption
conditions are made, and the adsorption strength of various types of synthesized polyolefin
block copolymers onto the metal substrate is investigated. Since the morphology of the
adsorbed block copolymer layer is expected to affect the adhesion promotion process as
well, extra attention is devoted to the determination of the characteristics of the adsorbed
block copolymer layer. The second condition for adhesion promotion is a strong interaction
at the block copolymer - coating interphase. Given the knowledge that mutual polyolefin

*

Electrolytically Chromium Coated Steel is a product of Corus (The Netherlands).
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chain interactions are solely dependent on segmental interactions, cocrystallization and
entanglement formation, a certain degree of compatibility of the polyolefin block with the
coating material is required to ensure sufficient chain interdiffusion. The last part of chapter
6, therefore, is focused on the interactions between the polyolefin block and some selected
polyolefin-based coating materials. Furthermore, the adhesion promoting properties of
various synthesized polyolefin block copolymers are investigated by means of peel tests.
Finally, the applicability of the prepared materials in adhesion promotion of polyolefin
coatings to metal substrates is evaluated.

6.2

Adsorption Studies of Polyolefin Block Copolymers
A key element in the process of adhesion promotion is the adsorption behavior of the

functional polyolefin block copolymers from solution onto the metal substrate. In section
4.5.1, particular attention was paid to the relation between the design of the polyolefin block
copolymers and their adsorption behavior from a non-selective solvent, i.e. a solvent that
dissolves both blocks. For block copolymers consisting of an adsorbing anchor block A
having NA anchoring segments and a non-adsorbing buoy block B with NB buoy segments,
it was shown both from theoretical8,9,10 and experimental11 studies that the structure of the
formed block copolymer layer is strongly affected by the ratio of block lengths,
νA=NA/(NA+NB). In order to maximize the adsorbed amount of block copolymer onto the
metal substrate, the prepared polyolefin block copolymers were designed to be asymmetric
in structure with νA ≈ 0.1 (see Table 4.3 on page 98).
Apart from the block copolymer design, there are several other important factors that
influence the adsorption process from solution, such as the nature of the metal surface and
the type of solvent the block copolymer is coated from. The implications of these aspects on
the block copolymer adsorption process are discussed in section 6.2.1. Furthermore, studies
regarding the block copolymer adsorption behavior and the monolayer characterization are
presented in sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3.

6.2.1

Factors Influencing Adsorption from Solution

In principal, the formation of a block copolymer monolayer on a solid substrate
proceeds as a two-stage process:12 an initial fast process concerning the diffusion of the
polymer chains or aggregates from the solution to the uncovered substrate, and a subsequent
slow build-up process where the polymer chains penetrate through the existing monolayer.
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In these processes, the mutual interactions between polymer, solvent, and metal substrate, as
well as the conformation of the polymer chain adsorbed on the metal surface are important
aspects that need to be considered.
Chemical nature of the outer metal surface layer

The reactivity of the aluminum and chromium coated steel (ECCS) substrates that are
used in the application studies strongly relies on their respective surface chemistry. It is,
therefore, essential to characterize the chemical nature of the outer surface layer of the
applied metal substrates and to obtain an understanding of the factors that determine their
surface reactivity. Detailed information about the chemical structure of the surface layer can
be obtained from a spectroscopic technique like X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)*.
For example, it is known from several XPS studies that for aluminum a number of oxide
(Al2O3), oxyhydroxide (AlOOH) and hydroxide (Al(OH)3) crystal structures exists.13
Depending on the oxidation conditions (e.g. humidity), the thickness of the aluminum oxide
layer typically varies between 5 and 10 nm. Similarly, XPS characterization of freshly
produced ECCS revealed that the chromium layer formed via electrolytic deposition is only
about 11-14 nm thick, of which the oxide layer is about 4 nm thick and consists of a mixture
of amorphous chromium oxide (Cr2O3) and chromium hydroxide (Cr(OH)3). Depending on
the ambient conditions, both aluminum hydroxide and chromium hydroxide show
dehydration into the corresponding oxyhydroxides or oxides, resulting in a decrease of
surface reactivity. On average, the number of hydroxyl groups per nm2 is about 15 for an
aluminum oxide surface and 13 for a chromium oxide surface.14
In order for the metal surface to be reactive for polymer adsorption, it needs to be free
from weak boundary layers like adsorbed water, grease and oil. Furthermore, the surface
preferably contains a high concentration of metal (oxy)hydroxides as these are more acidic
and therefore much more reactive towards acid-base interactions than the common metal
oxides.15 Although the removal of weak boundary layers is generally achieved using various
cleaning procedures (e.g. rinsing with acetone and subsequent drying), a strong increase in
surface reactivity generally requires the use of chemical treatments (e.g. strong acids or
alkalines), or involves the use of physical methods like corona, flame or plasma treatment16.
An alternative method to increase the surface reactivity of aluminum concerns the hydration
of the aluminum oxide layer by immersing it in boiling water, as reported by Strålin and
Hjertberg.17 They studied the adhesion of several functional ethylene copolymers onto

*

For a solid material, the depth resolution of XPS is 2 - 20 atomic layers, depending on the material, the
energy of the photoelectron concerned, and the angle (with respect to the surface) of the measurement.
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aluminum foil and found that the strength of adhesion was twice as high when the foil was
hydrated for about 1 minute in boiling water. Apparently, the hydration of the aluminum
surface involves the formation of a rather porous pseudo-boehmite layer composed of
aluminium oxyhydroxides (AlOOH) with physically adsorbed water.13 The stronger
adhesion was attributed not only to an increased amount of mechanical interlocking, but
also to a higher chemical reactivity of the aluminum surface. It is important to note that,
although being relatively stable, the hydrothermally formed boehmite layer slowly
dehydrates to produce aluminum oxide.18
A relatively simple measure of the reactivity of the outer atomic surface layer is the
surface tension, γ, which can be determined from contact angle measurements using Eq.
(6-1), representing a combination of the Young’s equation and the geometric mean equation of Owens and Wendt19:
γ L (1 + cos θ L )
= ( γ Sd ) 0.5 + ( γ Sp ) 0.5 ⋅
2( γ dL ) 0.5

 γ pL
 d
 γL





0.5

(6-1)

In Eq. (6-1), γd and γp are the dispersion and polar components of the surface tension,
respectively, and θL represents the contact angle of the liquid droplet that is placed on the
surface. The subscripts L and S refer to the wetting liquid and the solid surface,
respectively. With known values of γd for the two wetting liquids (distilled water and
methylene iodide), the unknown parameters γ Sd and γ Sp are obtained from the intercept and
the slope, respectively, when plotting the left hand side of Eq. (6-1) versus ( γ pL / γ dL ) 0.5 . The
obtained surface fee energy ( γ S = γ Sd + γ Sp ) provides an indication of the relative surface
polarity and is a measure of the surface reactivity. For example, it was found that a freshly
produced ECCS substrate, being rich in chromium hydroxides, has a surface tension of
about 70 mNּm-1, whereas it decreases to a value of about 40 mNּm-1 upon storage for
several months as a result dehydration and the formation of weak boundary layers.
The effect of several cleaning and pretreatment methods on the reactivity of the ECCS
and the aluminum substrate was investigated by contact angle measurements. Prior to
cleaning, both the ECCS and the aluminum surface had a relatively low surface tension (γ ≈
35-40 mNּm-1). Various cleaning procedures were applied, such as ultrasonic cleaning with
organic solvents (isopropanol (IPA), acetone, 2-butanone (MEK)), or more intensive
methods like soxhlet extractions (IPA, MEK) and a subsequent short heat treatment (1-10
minutes at 200oC). Apparently, these procedures did not result in a significant increase in
surface tension (∆γ < 3 mNּm-1), indicating that the low surface tension of the untreated
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substrate was not caused by the presence of weak boundary layers like adsorbed oil or
grease. Although the use of flame and plasma treatment of the ECCS substrate resulted in a
strong increase of the surface tension (γ > 55 mNּm-1), these methods were found to be
irreproducible when performed on lab scale. Furthermore, it is not exactly clear what
happens to the composition of the chromium oxide layer and if it remains intact during the
plasma treatment, especially regarding its low thickness. With respect to the aluminum
surface, a very strong increase in surface tension was attained when immersing the substrate
in boiling water for one minute after the existing oxide layer had been removed via etching
in a sodium hydroxide solution. In fact, complete wetting was observed when placing a
water droplet on the freshly hydrated aluminum surface, indicating a high concentration of
reactive aluminum hydroxides.
Based on the obtained results, a uniform cleaning/pretreatment method was constructed for the ECCS and the aluminum substrates, see experimental section 6.5. For ECCS, this
method involves ultrasonic cleaning with various organic solvents, whereas for aluminum,
depending on the type of study to be conducted, the substrates are reactivated by etching
and subsequent hydration of the oxide layer by immersion in boiling water.
Solvent and Deposition Time

In principle, the solvent should obey a number of criteria in order to be appropriate for
the polyolefin block copolymer adsorption. First, the solvent needs to be non-selective, i.e.
a good solvent for both blocks. Considering the polyolefin-polymethacrylate block
copolymers, the use of a selective rather non-polar solvent like heptane would result in the
formation of micelles20 where adsorption of the hidden anchor block involves the disruption
of micelles21; a process which is rather slow and can even prevent the anchor block from
being adsorbed. On the other hand, the use of a rather polar solvent that is selective for the
anchor block would result in the adsorption of complete block copolymer micelles onto the
surface,22 which is undesirable when a homogenous block copolymer monolayer is aimed
for. Second, once the sub-monolayer of block copolymer chains is formed, additional
adsorption requires some mobility of the buoy blocks that form a brush-like layer of ‘freely
dangling chains’. The solvent, therefore, should preferably be a good solvent for the buoy
block. A third aspect concerns the basicity or acidity of the solvent relative to that of the
block copolymer adsorbed. For example, it was found that the adsorption of PMMA onto
the acidic surface of silica is maximized when using a neutral solvent as carbon
tetrachloride, whereas the use of a relatively strong base like THF results in very little
polymer adsorption as the acidic SiOH sites of the silica surface are more readily occupied
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by the solvent molecules than by the less basic PMMA.23 On the other hand, the use of
relatively acidic solvents like chloroform results in little adsorption as well, because the
strong acid-base interactions between polymer and solvent prevent the polymer from being
adsorbed. Reasonable amounts of adsorbed PMMA are attained when applying solvents
with less strongly basic or acidic solvents like benzene or dichloromethane, respectively.
Compared to the silica surface, both the ECCS (Cr2O3, CrOOH Cr(OH)3) and the
aluminum surface (Al2O3, AlOOH, Al(OH)3) may be considered to be neutral or either
weakly acidic or basic of nature.24 Nevertheless, it is probably better not to use THF as
solvent, since its strong basicity might result in preferential adsorption of THF to the outer
metal surface layer and thereby hamper the adsorption of block copolymer. DCM, on the
other hand, does not strongly coordinate to the metal surface and is a good solvent for most
of the prepared polar blocks. The solvent quality of DCM regarding the polyolefin block,
however, strongly depends the molecular weight. For example, the PEB block (Mn = 3.8
kgּmol-1) is well dissolved in DCM, and so are PEP5 (7.6 kgּmol-1) and, to a lesser extent,
PEP4 (12.8 kgּmol-1). In contrast, DCM is a very poor solvent for PEP3 (27.8 kgּmol-1).
Alternative solvents for the polyolefin block are heptane, which is clearly a selective solvent
and for this reason unsuited, and xylene, which is obviously not the best solvent for the
polar block but can at least be considered a moderately good solvent for most polar blocks.25
An important parameter in the block copolymer adsorption process is the deposition
time, i.e. the time that the substrate is exposed to the block copolymer solution. Since the
prepared polyolefin block copolymers are designed to have a high affinity for the metal
surface, it is expected that the diffusion of the block copolymers towards the metal surface
is the rate-determining step in the adsorption of the first polymer chains. In the early stages
of the adsorption process, the adsorbed amount of block copolymer as function of time
(A(t)) is estimated from Eq. (6-2) which is derived from Fick’s second law:12
A(t) =

2 ⋅ C0
π

⋅ D ⋅t

(6-2)

where C0 and D represent the initial concentration of the block copolymer in the solution
and its corresponding diffusion coefficient, respectively. In Figure 6.1, the adsorbed amount
of block copolymer calculated from Eq. (6-2) is plotted as function of the deposition time
for different concentrations, where D is taken as 10-7 cm2ּs-1.12 The rate of block copolymer
adsorption is represented by the derivative of A(t). Clearly, the initial process comprising
the adsorption of the monolayer is very fast and completed within a few minutes. The same
has been found from neutron reflectivity studies performed on imidazole-functionalized
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block copolymers of 30 kgּmol-1 adsorbed from solution (≈ 0.2 mgּmL-1) onto copper
mirrors; within 5 minutes a homogeneous monolayer of about 4 nm was formed.26
Depending on the expansion of the buoy blocks and the residual number of surface sites that
are available, the density of the formed monolayer may further increase upon diffusion of
block copolymer molecules through the monolayer. This process, however, takes much
more time than the monolayer formation as rearrangement of the adsorbed chains involves
some stretching of the buoy blocks.
6.2.2

Adsorption Characteristics of Polyolefin Block Copolymers onto
Aluminum

Obviously, a strong interaction between the functional groups incorporated in the
anchor block and the outer metal surface layer is a prerequisite for optimal adhesion
promotion. The aim of the adsorption studies, therefore, is not only to verify the presence of
block copolymer on the surface, but also to obtain information on the adsorption strength
and on the type of the interactions taking place at the interface.
Proper characterization of the block copolymer-metal interface using microscopic or
spectroscopic techniques required the use of substrates of an extremely low surface
roughness. The aluminum substrates were polished mechanically, while ECCS substrates of
low surface roughness were prepared via electrolytic deposition of a chromium layer onto
small polished steel plates. However, since these polished ECCS substrates are more
difficult to prepare and exhibited a somewhat higher surface roughness (≈25 nm for ECCS
versus ≈15 nm for aluminum), the adsorption studies were concentrated on the polished
aluminum samples. It should be mentioned though, that preliminary adsorption experiments
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Table 6.1 Characteristics of the block copolymers selected for the application studies, where
the buoy block is poly(ethylene-co-butylene) (PEB, Mn = 3.8ּ103 gּmol-1, Mw/Mn = 1.07).
Mn (A) × 10-3

Block copolymer

a

νA

b

M w / Mn

c

Fadh.mon

(gּmol-1)

(-)

(-)

(-)

PEB-b-P(MMA-co-MAA)

1.1

0.08

1.10

0.24

PEB-b-P(MMA-co-DMAEMA)

1.6

0.12

≈ 1.1

0.28

PEB-b-P(MMA-co-GMA)

1.3

0.08

1.10

0.23

0.9

0.07

1.05

0.50

PEB-b-P(Sty-co-MAh)
a

b
c
d

d

a

Mn(A) = average molecular weight of the anchor block, and Fadh.mon = mole fraction of the
adhesive monomer in the anchor block, both determined with 1H NMR spectroscopy.
Calculated from νA = DPA/[DPA + DPB], where DPB is calculated from 2 × Mn(PEB)/MW0 = 135.
Polydispersity of the block copolymer determined with size exclusion chromatography (SEC).
Contains about 50wt% non-SMA functional PEB. Polydispersity given for pure block copolymer.

performed with the polished ECCS substrates resulted in comparable results as those
obtained for aluminum.
The adsorption studies were performed with a series of poly(ethylene-co-butylene)
(PEB) based block copolymers, where the anchor block contains various functional
monomers, such as methacrylic acid (MAA), 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacylate
(DMAEMA), glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) and maleic anhydride (MAh). The preparation
of these block copolymers is described in sections 4.2 and 5.3.1, and their characteristics are
depicted in Table 6.1. All block copolymers were adsorbed onto cleaned* aluminum
substrates by dip-coating from DCM solution at 1 mgּmL-1 in 30 minutes. The MAAfunctional block copolymer was adsorbed from a DCM/isopropanol (70/30 v/v) solution as
it dissolved only partially in DCM. After coating, the substrates were dried at 170oC for 15
minutes to fixate the block copolymer layer, and subsequently placed in an ultrasonic THF
bath for 15 minutes to remove non-adsorbed polymer chains. Experimental details are given
in section 6.5.
In order to investigate the adhesion of the adsorbed block copolymers onto aluminum,
the coated substrates were rinsed in a soxhlet extractor with THF for about 48 hours. This
method is typically applied to remove non-grafted or physically adsorbed polymer chains in
*

Although the surface reactivity of aluminum is enhanced by etching and subsequent immersion in boiling
water, this procedure was not applied for the polished substrates as even after very short treatment times the
surface roughness was found to increase tremendously (> 100 nm) due to pore formation.
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Table 6.2 Results for the static contact angle measurements of the polyolefin block copolymers
adsorbed onto aluminum before (1) and after (2) about 48hrs of soxhlet extraction with THF.
contact angles (o)

coating information
1/2

a

surface tensions (mNּm-1)

θ (H2O)

θ (CH2I2)

γS

γ Sd

γ Sp

Al substrate as received,
non-coated

-

90

51

34.8

33.9

0.9

cleaned Al substrate, non-coated

-

83

46

38.8

36.6

2.2

cleaned Al substrate, non-coated
(duplicate sample)

1
2

78
70

44
42

40.8
44.6

37.4
38.4

3.4
6.2

PEB-b-P(MMA-co-MAA)

1
2

95
90

59
55

29.8
32.9

29.2
31.7

0.6
1.2

PEB-b-P(MMA-co-DMAEMA)

1
2

101
95

62
56

27.5
31.7

27.3
31.2

0.2
0.5

PEB-b-P(MMA-co-GMA)

1
2

101
91

56
54

30.8
33.4

30.7
32.3

0.1
1.1

PEB-b-P(Sty-co-MAh)

1
2

101
94

58
54

29.6
32.3

29.5
31.8

0.1
0.5

a
b

b

Average value is given (± 1o) for a minimum of five droplet measurements per wetting agent.
Calculated from Eq. (6-1). Wetting agents: distilled water γ = 72.8 mNּm-1, γd = 22.1 mNּm-1;
CH2I2 γ = 50.8 mNּm-1, γd = 44.1 mNּm-1.28

the preparation of polymer brushes.27 Application of this procedure therefore provides an
indication of the relative strength with which the polyolefin block copolymers are adsorbed
onto the aluminum surface. Analysis of the coated substrates before and after soxhlet
extraction was performed using static contact angle measurements and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). Furthermore, grazing angle Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) analyses
were performed to investigate the type of interactions taking place at the block copolymeraluminum interface.
The surface tension of the samples (γS) calculated from the contact angle measurements
before (1) and after (2) 48hrs of soxhlet extraction are depicted in Table 6.2. From these
results is obtained that the surface tension decreases from about 40 mNּm-1 to about 30
mNּm-1 upon coating the cleaned aluminum samples with the polyolefin block copolymers.
The value of 30 mNּm-1 corresponds to a low surface polarity and can be explained by
segregation of the polyolefin block towards the air interface. For comparison, polyethylene
(Mn = 2 kgּmol-1) has a surface tension of approximately 33 mNּm-1, whereas for PMMA
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before soxhlet extraction

after soxhlet extraction
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100 µm
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Figure 6.2 SEM pictures taken from coated aluminum samples near the coated/non-coated interface
before and after 48hrs of soxhlet extraction with THF.

γ ≈ 41 mNּm-1.28 Since the surface tension of the coated substrates remains low upon
soxhlet extraction with THF, at least a significant amount of block copolymer remains
anchored to the aluminum surface. Although a slight increase in the surface tension values
of about 4 mNּm-1 is obtained, a similar increase is found for the non-coated aluminum
sample that is exposed to THF extraction, which most probably means that the increase in γS
is caused by the presence of residual THF or other impurities.
Additionally, SEM analyses were performed on the surface of the coated samples near
the coated/non-coated border. Note that all substrates were coated up to a small surface
scratch applied on the polished aluminum sample in order to locate the coated/non-coated
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interface for further analysis. The results of the samples before and after soxhlet extraction
are depicted in Figure 6.2. For all coated samples, a clear border is visible between the
coated/non-coated interface, where the darkened surface area corresponds to block
copolymer. It seems from the SEM measurements that the block copolymer is distributed
homogeneously on the aluminum surface. Furthermore, as was already indicated from the
contact angle measurements, this ‘homogeneous’ block copolymer layer appears to be
hardly affected by the soxhlet extractions. Only for the sample coated with the MAAfunctional block copolymers, some desorption of polymer occurred after soxhlet extraction,
as is shown from the inset in picture 1b of Figure 6.2 representing the coated surface area.
It has to be mentioned as well that the border visible in Figure 6.2-2b might be caused by
contaminations as the sample was visibly dirty and damaged upon handling.
Obviously, it is desirable to obtain information about the type of bonding that is
occurring between the functionalities incorporated in the anchor block and the aluminum
outer surface layer. Grazing angle FT-IR spectroscopy is particularly useful in the
characterization of polymer surfaces and thin polymer films, like polymer monolayers.29
Moreover, grazing angle FT-IR has been frequently applied to study the chemical
interactions at polymer-metal interfaces.30,31,32
In Figure 6.3, the results for the grazing angle FT-IR analyses are shown for the coated
samples before (b) and after soxhlet extraction of about 2hrs (c) and 48hrs (d). In order to
compare the absorption bands with those characteristic for the pure block copolymer,
additional FT-IR spectra were recorded of a thin film of block copolymer on a ZnSe disk in
transmission mode (spectra (a) in Figure 6.3).
The transmission spectra of the block copolymer samples (a) all show absorption bands
at 1460 cm-1 and in the range 2850-2970 cm-1, which corresponds to the CH2 in-plane
deformation vibration and the C-H stretch vibration of the methyl groups attached to the
polymer backbone, respectively.33 The absorption band at about 1735 cm-1 appearing for the
methacrylate-containing block copolymers can be assigned to the carbonyl band of the
methacrylate moieties. The same absorption bands are found in the grazing angle FT-IR
spectra recorded for the coated aluminum samples (b), which demonstrates the presence of
block copolymer at the metal surface. Furthermore, the spectra recorded for the coated
aluminum samples after 2hrs (c) and 48hrs (d) of soxhlet extraction with THF show that
there is still block copolymer adsorbed, which is in accordance with the results previously
discussed. However, the strong decrease in the adsorption bands characteristic for the block
copolymer layer suggests either that part of the monolayer is removed upon extraction, or
that the layer prior to soxhlet extraction was more than a monolayer thick. The latter
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Figure 6.3 FT-IR spectra for (a) the pure block copolymers, (b) the coated aluminum samples before
treatment, and after about (c) 2hrs and (d) 48hrs of soxhlet extraction with THF. Spectrum (a) is
recorded from a thin film of block copolymer on a ZnSe disk in transmission mode. Spectra (b), (c) and
(d) are recorded in grazing angle mode.

explanation suggests that the THF rinsing procedure applied after fixation of the adsorbed
block copolymer layer is not sufficient to remove excess of block copolymer. Although the
results obtained from the SEM analyses are more in favor of the second explanation, there is
no conclusive evidence to exclude either one of the two proposed explanations.
The most important chemical bond information that can be deducted from Figure 6.3
concerns the results obtained for the carboxylic acid (MAA) and the maleic anhydride
(MAh) functional block copolymers. The bands at 1578 cm-1 and 1440 cm-1 (shoulder) in
the spectrum of the PEB-b-P(MMA-co-MAA) block copolymer are most probably due to
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symmetric and anti-symmetric carboxylate absorption, which means that the carboxylic acid
moieties are present in the form of carboxylate salts.31,33 Note that the carbonyl absorption
band of carboxylic acid should be present at 1760 cm-1 for a free (non-hydrogen bonded)
acid and at 1700 cm-1 for an acid dimer. For the maleic anhydride functional block
copolymer coated onto aluminum (b), the adsorption band at 1440 cm-1 originating from the
anhydride group (in (a)) is partly transformed into the absorption bands characteristic for
the carboxylate salts. This result is in agreement with FT-IR spectroscopic studies reported
in literature, where it is shown that the strong bond formation of the anhydride moieties
with the metal surface occurs through the formation of carboxylates.31,34 The interaction of
the maleic anhydride is proposed to follow a two-step reaction mechanism, involving the
opening of the anhydride ring upon reaction with water to form an acid group, which in turn
reacts with the metal hydroxide to form a carboxylate anion.31 The resulting bond is a strong
acid-base interaction between the carboxylate anion and the metallic cation. The finding that
the adsorption of an acid group onto the aluminum surface involves its reaction with the
aluminum hydroxide might also explain the relatively weak adsorption that was observed
from the SEM results for the soxhlet extracted MAA-functional block copolymer (1b in
Figure 6.2). Namely, the presence of carboxylate salts in the pure block copolymer (see (a)
in Figure 6.3) suggest that the reaction with the metal hydroxides can only partly take place,
or even not at all, resulting in lower adhesion strengths.
Although the characteristic absorption bands for the amine (DMAEMA) and epoxy
(GMA) functionalities are both visible (≈ 1150 cm-1 and 1264 cm-1, respectively), no
further information is obtained from the FT-IR spectra regarding the type of chemical
interactions with the aluminum surface. Most probably, the interactions between the aminefunctional polymer and the metal surface are of acid-base type as well. Note that the
possibility of covalent bond formation at the polymer-metal interface is an unresolved
issue.35 Although many authors have suggested the formation of covalent bonds, the
evidence supporting this suggestion is mostly indirect. In fact, conclusive and direct
evidence for covalent bonding is still lacking and obviously requires detailed and reliable
information from the interfacial coating-substrate layer, which is most difficult to obtain.
It is important to mention that the adsorption characteristics of the studied block
copolymers are not necessarily applicable to other metal substrates like chromium coated
steel. For example, on aluminum surfaces the acid groups resulting from anhydride
adsorption eventually turn into a physisorbed state, whereas on chromium surfaces this is
not the case as the adsorption involves very fast dissociation of the acid moieties into salts.36
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6.2.3

Monolayer Characterization Studies

Although it was shown from previous studies that the functional polyolefin block
copolymers are strongly adsorbed onto the aluminum surface, no information is yet obtained
about the structure of the adsorbed layer. The structural information to be obtained from the
monolayer concerns the following questions: is the block copolymer layer really a homogeneous monolayer? What is the conformation of the polymer chains adsorbed onto the
metal surface? And third, what is the thickness of the block copolymer layer?
Before attempting to answer these questions, it is wise to compare the studied system
with literature reported on block copolymer adsorption in order to have an idea of what can
be expected. As was discussed in section 6.2.1, the conformation of the block copolymer
layer is determined by many factors. Besides the chain composition, the type of solvent and
nature of the metal surface, another important parameter that determines the conformation
of the block copolymer layer is the grafting density, σ. From theoretical37,38,39 and experimental40,41 studies on tethered chains grafted onto solid substrates it is well-known that at
lower grafting densities the chains will have mushroom-like conformations, whereas they
will extend to form a brush-like layer at higher grafting densities. Both conformations are
schematically depicted in Figure 6.4 for adsorbing block copolymers.

2ּRg,B

a

b

Figure 6.4 Schematic representation of block copolymer adsorption: (a) mushroom and (b) brush
formation.

The amount of stretching taking place depends on the reduced surface density, σ*, which
represents the ‘degree of crowding’ of the adsorbed chains on the surface. Stretching of the
buoy blocks starts to occur for σ* = πּRg,B2ּσ ≥ 2,40 where Rg,B is the gyration of the buoy
block, although much higher values (> 20) are required to obtain a real polymer brush41. In
practice, very dense monodisperse brushes can be prepared by chemically grafting chainend functional polymers onto the surface,4 or by initiating polymerization from the surface,
for example via living radical polymerization42. For block copolymers, however, the
observed layer thickness is typically limited to approximately 2ּRg,B as further adsorption is
hindered by the entropic barrier created by the formation of the layer itself.43
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Monolayer Characterization Techniques

Nowadays, several techniques are available to determine the monolayer characteristics.
For example, an optical method like ellipsometry provides an estimate of the characteristic
layer thickness and the mean refractive index of the polymer layer adsorbed on reflective
substrates like metals.44 Ellipsometry is based on the fact that the state of polarization is
changed during reflection when the substrate is covered with an adsorbed polymer layer.
Neutron scattering and reflectivity have been frequently applied to study the polymer
segment density profiles of the adsorbed layer.26,45 Furthermore, spectroscopic methods like
grazing angle X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) have also been used to estimate the
layer thickness.46,47
Of all microscopic characterization tools available, atomic force microscopy (AFM)48
has developed into the most versatile and frequently applied technique for characterization
of polymer surfaces on micron to nanometer scale. In short, AFM analysis involves the
scanning of a surface with a probe consisting of a sharp tip that is connected to a cantilever.
While the sample is moved under the tip in a horizontal plane by a driving piezo element,
the displacement of the cantilever is monitored with a laser. The vertical motion of the
cantilever is controlled by a feedback mechanism. With respect to this feedback mechanism,
AFM can be performed in two distinctly different modes: contact and tapping mode. In
contact mode, the feedback mechanism moves the sample in a vertical direction for the
deflection to be at a constant value. In this mode, the tip is constantly positioned on the
surface of the sample, resulting in a topography or height image of the scanned surface.
Additionally, operating in contact mode allows to make friction force measurements by fast
scanning in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the cantilever, although it should be
mentioned that absolute friction force data requires careful calibration of the system. The
disadvantage of the contact mode operation is that it may be less suited for measuring soft
surfaces like polymer coatings for it can result in surface modification by the tip. In tapping
mode, the cantilever is oscillated near its resonance frequency. As the tip approaches the
surface, it senses an attractive force resulting in a change in oscillation. Upon detection of
this change in oscillation, the feedback mechanism adjusts the vertical motion, allowing the
profile of the surface to be determined with the tip touching the surface only during a small
fraction of each oscillation period. Tapping mode, therefore, is particularly suited for
scanning soft surfaces like adsorbed block copolymer monolayers.22,27,49,50 Furthermore,
AFM has been proven useful in determining the elasticity of single polymer chains51.
The characteristics of the block copolymers applied in the monolayer characterization
studies are depicted in Table 6.3. Although it is interesting to study the effect of block
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Table 6.3 Characteristics of the poly(ethylene-co-propylene) (PEP) based block copolymers
selected for the monolayer characterization studies (see also chapter 4, Table 4.4 on page 101).
Block copolymer

NA

a

b

NB

Fadh.mon

c

νA

3/5: PEP3-b-P(MMA-co-GMA)

94

800

0.26

0.11

4/5: PEP4-b-P(MMA-co-GMA)

52

360

0.23

0.13

5/5: PEP5-b-P(MMA-co-GMA)

25

220

0.22

0.10

a
b

c

NA corresponds to the degree of polymerization of the P(MMA-co-GMA) anchor block.
NB is calculated from 2ּMn,PEP/70, where Mn,PEP equals 27.8, 12.8 and 7.6 kgּmol-1 for PEP3, PEP4
and PEP5, respectively.
Overall GMA mole composition in the anchor block.

copolymer functionality and asymmetry on the obtained monolayer morphology, the
investigations are focused on polyolefin block copolymers that differ only in total chain
length. The block copolymers were adsorbed onto polished aluminum substrates by dipcoating from xylene solution at 1 mgּmL-1 in 30 minutes. After fixation of the block
copolymer layer for 15 minutes at 170oC, the non-adsorbed material was removed by
ultrasonic rinsing in THF for 15 minutes. Samples were analyzed by static contact angle
measurements, SEM, grazing angle XPS, ellipsometry and AFM.
Results and Discussion: Layer Thickness

As was the case for the PEB-based block copolymers, the aluminum samples coated
with the PEP-P(MMA-co-GMA) block copolymers all have relatively low surface tensions
of about 33-36 mNּm-1, which corresponds to that of polyolefins. A cross-section SEM
analysis of the coated aluminum samples is shown in Figure 6.5, where the luminous layer
in between the aluminum(bottom)-air(top) interface most probably represents the block

3/5

4/5

5/5
60 nm

0.5 µm

0.5 µm

1 µm

Figure 6.5 SEM cross-section analysis of the coated aluminum substrates. The total chain length of the
polyolefin block copolymer increases in the order of 5/5 < 4/5 < 3/5.
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copolymer layer. Although it seems from these pictures that the layer is homogeneous and
of a certain thickness that increases with higher chain length, these analyses do not allow
this layer thickness to be estimated as the visual thickness is strongly affected by the
position of the sample. A slightly tilted sample will result in a seemingly higher layer
thickness. Furthermore, the sample preparation (microtoming) strongly affects the
morphology of the elastic polyolefin block.
In principle, contact mode AFM can be used to determine the block copolymer layer
thickness either by scanning at the coated-non-coated interface region, or by making a
cross-section analysis for a scratch applied in the coating material. Unfortunately, neither of
the two methods are suitable for the studied substrates. Compared to mica or silicon wafers,
which are involved in most of the AFM studies, the aluminum surface is extremely soft and
of much higher surface roughness, which precludes the option of using the ‘scratching
method’. Furthermore, unlike with the SEM surface analyses where a clear contrast is
obtained between polymer and bare aluminum (see Figure 6.2), it is very difficult to locate
the coated/non-coated border in AFM within the scanning range of 100×100 µm. Moreover,
it is likely that a strong gradient in layer thickness exists near the coated/non-coated border
resulting in values that are not representative for the complete coating.
Estimations of the layer thickness of the coated substrates are obtained from
ellipsometry and grazing-angle XPS analyses (experimental details are given in section 6.5).
The results are given in Table 6.4. For the ellipsometry analyses, the layer thickness was
measured from the coated/non-coated interface to the end of the coated surface. The
minimum values correspond to the measured thickness near the coated/non-coated border,
whereas the highest values were mostly found at the end of the coated substrate. This
gradient in thickness is caused by the dip-coat procedure: as the substrate is drawn from the
block copolymer solution, it drags along a thin film of liquid, which concentrates at the
edges and especially at the lower end of the substrate due to gravity and forces resulting
from differences in surface tension. The average thickness obtained from ellipsometry lies
in the range of 3-6 nm and is in agreement with the values estimated from the single spot
XPS analysis. It should be mentioned though that for both methods the accuracy of the
estimated layer thickness is rather low due to the relatively high surface roughness in
combination with the very low layer thickness. Obviously, due to these uncertainties, no
clear trend is observed in the dependence of layer thickness on chain length.
For the adsorbed block copolymer, the radius of gyration of the PEP buoy block in its
dry (collapsed) state is roughly estimated from Rg,PEP = (3Mw/(4πּρ ּNAv))1/3, where ρ and
NAv represent the density of PEP (0.854 gּcm-3 at 23oC)52 and Avogadro’s number,
respectively.53 Apparently, the order of magnitude for the layer thickness more or less
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Table 6.4 Estimation of the block copolymer layer thickness (in nm).
Block copolymer

a
b

c
d

a

Rg,PEP

b

Ellipsometry

c

XPS

min.

average

max.

3/5: A94B800

2.4

2.4

3.3

4.8

5.2

4/5: A52B360

1.8

1.9

3.0

3.6

5.2

5/5: A25B220

1.5

1.7

3.5

5.3

4.4

d

AxBy denotes: A = anchor = P(MMA-co-GMA), x = NA; B = buoy = PEP, y = NB.
Estimated from Rg,PEP = (3Mw/(4πּρ ּNAv))1/3, where ρ and NAv represent the density of PEP (0.854
gּcm-3 at 23oC)52 and Avogadro’s number, respectively. Mw ≈ 1.05ּMn, where Mn is given in Table 4.2.
Reported values are measured from coated/non-coated border (min.) to the end of the substrate (max.).
Calculated from ‘the thickogram’ model.47

corresponds to 2ּRg,PEP, and suggests a mushroom-like conformation of the non-adsorbed
PEP chains. For comparison, Yamamoto et al.27 reported a dry state layer thickness of 12
nm for densely grafted PMMA brushes (≈ 0.4 chains/nm2) composed of about 60 nm
chains, which corresponds to the length of the PEP5 chain.*
Results from Atomic Force Microscopy: Monolayer Morphology

Both contact mode and tapping mode AFM are applied to study the morphology of the
adsorbed block copolymer layer. Contact mode AFM measurements provide information on
the topography of the coated and non-coated aluminum surface. Furthermore, friction force
measurements are performed to investigate whether any differences in surface properties
arise upon coating the aluminum. Information about the morphology of the adsorbed block
copolymer layer is acquired from tapping mode AFM analyses. Apart from the topography,
operation in tapping mode allows the construction of a phase image to be made through
recording the amount of damping of the cantilever oscillation that occurs when the tip
interacts with the surface. As the amount of damping increases with decreasing surface
hardness, phase imaging allows to detect certain coating characteristics that are not always
visible from height images, like e.g. phase separations or incomplete coating.

*

The extended chain length of the block copolymer is calculated from L = 2ּlbּsin(θ/2)ּ(NA + NB), where lb
and θ represent the C-C bond length (1.54 Å) and angle (109.5o), respectively. The values for the number of
repeating units in the methacrylate block (NA) and the PEP block (NB) are given in Table 6.3. Substitution of
the NB values results in lengths of 225, 90 and 55 nm for the PEP3, PEP4 and PEP5 block, respectively.
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a

b

Figure 6.6 Contact mode AFM images (40 × 40 µm) for (a) the non-coated aluminum substrate and (b)
the 3/5 (A94B800) coated substrate.

The contact mode AFM images obtained for the non-coated aluminum and 3/5(A94B800)coated aluminum are depicted in Figure 6.6. Obviously, there is no distinct difference
between the two images, which is as expected since the surface roughness of the aluminum
is nearly an order of magnitude higher than the adsorbed block copolymer layer thickness.
However, the friction force measurements performed during the contact mode scanning
revealed a clear difference in friction between the coated and non-coated areas. For the
uncoated surface, values of about 100 mV (± 20) were obtained, while the values for the
coated areas were in the range of 150 to 200 mV. Note that these are relative data since the
system was not calibrated. Although the observed trend opposes the general thought that the
polyolefin block copolymers have a lower friction than the aluminum surface, the results
from these measurements show that the properties of the surface have been altered as a
result of block copolymer adsorption.
Much more interesting results were obtained from the tapping mode AFM measurements. In Figure 6.7, the results are shown for a non-coated aluminum substrate with the
height image on the left and the phase image on the right side. The height image indicates a
surface roughness of about 15 nm on a 400 × 400 nm surface area scale. Apart from some
randomly distributed spherical inclusions of about 20 nm in size, the phase image of the
aluminum substrate does not show any noticeable features. However, when looking at the
images obtained for the coated samples depicted in Figure 6.8 to Figure 6.10, the adsorbed
block copolymer layer has a marked morphology that is not only very different from that of
the bare aluminum substrate, but differs within the series of adsorbed block copolymers as
well. For the 3/5(A94B800)-coated substrate (Figure 6.8), the height image does not give much
information other than that the block copolymer seems to flatten the surface (5 nm height
scale compared to 15 nm of bare aluminum). On the contrary, the phase image is striking,
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Figure 6.7 Height (left) and
phase (right) images (400 × 400
nm)

obtained

from

tapping

mode AFM analysis of a noncoated

aluminum

substrate.

Height range: 15 nm; phase
range: 20 degrees.

with a clear distinction between the background and an even distribution of spherical
domains, the majority of them about 20-25 nm in diameter.
For the sample coated with block copolymer 4/5(A52B360) (Figure 6.9), there is a clear
matching between the height and phase image. The light spherical domains in the phase
image are about 25-30 nm in size and differ approximately 7 nm in height with the
‘background’ (dark) phase. Furthermore, the distance between the micro-domains is very
small (≈ 10-15 nm). Upon a further decrease in block copolymer total chain length, the
morphology changes from more or less spherical domains into a nearly worm-like structure,
as is shown for the sample coated with 5/5(A25B220) in Figure 6.10.
Obviously, the obtained block copolymer morphologies do not resemble the common
mushroom structure that is schematically depicted in Figure 6.4. Although the height of the
spherical domains seems to be in the order of the previously estimated monolayer thickness
(< 10 nm), both the height and phase images show that the width of the domains is an order
of magnitude higher than Rg,B.
In order to explain the observed results in more detail, some background information on
the micro-phase separation behavior of the applied block copolymers is useful. From a
thermodynamic point of view, the phase behavior of AB diblock copolymers in bulk can be
correlated to the product of the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter χΑΒ and the number of
monomer units N.54,55 For χΑ,ΒּN < 10, i.e. the weak segregation regime, the blocks mix and
the chain conformation is Gaussian. However, for χΑΒּN >> 10, i.e. strong segregation
regime, the morphology is characterized by the formation of nearly pure micro-domains that
are separated by narrow interfaces.56 An estimation of χΑ,Β is obtained from the difference in
solubility parameters of the pure components, δ:57
χ A ,B = Vr (δ A - δ B ) 2 / RT

(6-3)

where Vr is the reference volume (≈100 cm3ּmol-1).
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Figure 6.8 Height (left) and phase
(right) images (400 × 400 nm)
obtained from tapping mode AFM
analysis of an aluminum substrate
coated

with

block

copolymer

3/5(A94B800) from xylene solution.
Height scale: 5 nm; phase scale:
10 degrees.

Figure 6.9 Height (left) and phase
(right) images (400 × 400 nm)
obtained from tapping mode AFM
analysis of an aluminum substrate
coated

with

block

copolymer

4/5(A52B360) from xylene solution.
Height scale: 7 nm; phase scale:
15 degrees.

Figure 6.10 Height (left) and
phase (right) images (400 × 400
nm) obtained from tapping mode
AFM analysis of an aluminum
substrate
copolymer

coated

with

block

5/5(A25B220)

from

xylene solution. Height scale: 7
nm; phase scale: 10 degrees.

Figure 6.11 Height (left) and
phase (right) images (400 × 400
nm) obtained from tapping mode
AFM analysis of an aluminum
substrate

coated

with

block

copolymer 3/5(A94B800) from THF
solution. Height scale: 12 nm;
phase scale: 20 degrees.
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aggregate of
PEP blocks

monolayer of
P(MMA-co-GMA) blocks

Figure 6.12 Schematic representation of the proposed block copolymer morphology, where the anchor
block strongly adsorbs onto the aluminum surface and the PEP buoy chains are segregated from the
surface to form island-like (or worm-like) micro-domain structures.

Assuming that the anchor block consists of pure PMMA, the solubility parameter for the
adsorbing block is δA ≈ δPMMA = 18.58 J1/2ּcm3/2.58 The solubility parameter of the PEP
block is estimated at δΒ ≈ 17 J1/2ּcm3/2.59 Substitution in Eq. (6-3) results in χA,B (20oC) ≈
0.1, which is similar to the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter of styrene and 2-vinylpyridine.60 Since N ≈ 250 – 900, the polyolefin block copolymers are in the strong
segregation regime and micro-domain formation by the adsorbed polyolefin block
copolymers can be expected to occur from thermodynamic reasons.
The micro-phase separation behavior of the polyolefin block copolymers seems to
resemble the extensively studied nano-patterning of polystyrene-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PSP2VP) block copolymers adsorbed on mica substrates.61,62,63 The phase morphology of the
adsorbed PS-P2VP block copolymers arises from aggregation of the non-adsorbing PS buoy
blocks that are incompatible with the adsorbed P2VP anchor block layer and the air
interface. From theoretical64,65 and experimental63,65 studies it has been shown that the
formation of the nano-patterned structure strongly depends on the block length ratio (νA).
For symmetric type of block copolymers, the dewetting buoy blocks typically form islandlike structures (surface micelles), whereas these patterns tend to transform into worm-like
structures at low values of νA, i.e. for NA<<NB. With this knowledge, the nano-patterned
structures of the adsorbed polyolefin block copolymers shown in Figure 6.8 to Figure 6.10
can be explained by the formation of a P(MMA-co-GMA) monolayer and the segregation of
the non-adsorbing PEP blocks into separate rather flat (< 10 nm) micro-domains or ‘surface
micelles’, as is schematically depicted in Figure 6.12. Furthermore, the obtained
morphology seems to be dependent on the total chain length as the island-like structure
found for block copolymer 3/5(A94B800) and 4/5(A52B360) turns into a near worm-like pattern
for block copolymer 5/5(A25B220). Although it appears that this change in morphology is in
agreement with theoretical predictions recently reported for PS-P2VP block copolymers,65
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Figure 6.13

Contact mode AFM images (1×1µm) for the aluminum substrate coated with block

copolymer 3/5(A94B800) from THF solution.

further detailed investigation of the parameters governing the morphology of the polyolefin
block copolymer monolayer lies beyond the scope of this thesis.
One aspect that has not been discussed so far concerns the effect of solvent. When
comparing the obtained morphology of bock copolymer 3/5(A94B800) that is adsorbed in 30
minutes from THF (Figure 6.11) with the pattern formed upon coating from xylene (Figure
6.8), it is evident that the solvent has a strong influence on the final monolayer morphology.
Note that the corresponding contact mode image is given in Figure 6.13 and confirms the
morphology that is obtained in the tapping mode analysis. The PEP domains are much
larger and more separated when THF is used as solvent. A cross-section analysis revealed
that these PEP domains are approximately 70 nm in width and only 8 nm in height, as is
shown in Figure 6.14. From ellipsometry, a somewhat higher average layer thickness of 4.4
nm was found for this particular sample compared to the observed 2.8 nm when coated from
xylene. An increase in deposition time of the aluminum substrate in the 3/5-xylene solution
from 30 minutes to 2 hrs resulted in a higher PEP domain concentration and an increase in
the average size of the PEP domains from 15-30 nm (Figure 6.8) to 30-45 nm (not shown).
The PEP domain shape, however, remained about the same. Most probably, the high PEP
domain size is a combined result of faster adsorption and a decreased stability of the
adsorbed PEP chains. Apparently, the expected preferential adsorption of THF onto the
aluminum surface (as discussed in section 6.2.1) is not significant or does not prevent the
methacrylate block from being adsorbed. Since THF is a better solvent for the anchor block
than xylene is, it might be speculated that the anchor blocks have less difficulties
approaching the aluminum surface when they are surrounded by THF solvent molecules. On
the other hand, compared to xylene, THF might be less a good solvent for PEP, resulting in
a decreased stability of the PEP domains observed and hence larger domains.
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h2

d1

d2
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Figure 6.14 Cross-section analysis for the aluminum sample coated with 3/5(A94B800) from THF solution
(tapping mode AFM images are given in Figure 6.11). Horizontal distance: d2-d1 = 46 nm, h2-h1 = 35 nm;
vertical distance: h2-h1 = 8.3 nm, angle 13o. The roughness of the 3/5-THF block copolymer layer, when
defined as the root-mean-square of height deviations from the mean data plane, is only about 2.8 nm.

Although the stability of the nano-patterned structures has not been investigated, for
similar type of strongly segregating block copolymers such as PS-b-P2VP it has been
reported that no morphological changes were observed after annealing the monolayer above
the glass transition temperature for several days.66 Obviously, it is tempting to further
investigate the driving forces behind the formation of the nano-patterned structures and to
compare the obtained results with theoretical predictions. However, regarding the rather
complex dependence of the tapping mode AFM results on the measuring parameters,67,68
more extensive surface analyses are required in order to obtain highly reliable results that
allow to be quantified in more detail. Note that the consequences of the obtained
morphologies on the adhesion promotion process are briefly discussed in the following
section.

6.3

Application of Polyolefin Block Copolymers for Adhesion Promotion

6.3.1

Adhesion Promotion Studies: Strategy and Problems Involved

The success of polyolefin block copolymers in promoting the adhesion of polyolefin
coating materials to metal substrates relies on two aspects: 1) strong adsorption of the
anchor block on the metal substrate, and 2) strong interaction of the polyolefin block with
the applied coating material. The adsorption studies presented in this chapter have
demonstrated that the incorporation of functional groups like e.g. carboxylic acid and
anhydride ensures strong adhesion to metals like aluminum. The second requirement, on the
other hand, has not been investigated so far.
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General Considerations: Entanglements and Compatibility

The interactions between polyolefin materials are dependent on segmental interactions,
entanglement formation and the possibility of (co-)crystallization when semi-crystalline
materials are involved. However, since the PEP blocks of the synthesized block copolymers
are amorphous rubber-like materials, their interaction with the matrix chains of the coating
material is based primarily on the formation of entanglements. An important parameter in
the formation of entanglements is the critical entanglement molecular weight, Me, which
represents the average molecular weight between two adjacent entanglements. In order for
the polyolefin (PEP) block to entangle with the matrix free chains, its molecular weight
needs to be above the Me value that is characteristic for the polyolefin coating material.
Although theoretically the formation of entanglements is possible for MPEP ≥ Me, in practice
the molecular weight needs to be about 3 to 5 times Me.4,69, For common polyolefin coating
materials like polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP), Me has been determined at about 4
and 7 kgּmol-1, respectively.69 For hydrogenated 1,4-cis-polyisoprene (PEP), Me ≈ 5-6
kgּmol-1. The molecular weight of the PEP block of the synthesized block copolymers
varies from 7.6 (PEP5) to 12.8 (PEP4) to 27.8 (PEP3) kgּmol-1, which implies that from a
molecular weight point of view the PEP3 and PEP4-based block copolymers are considered
appropriate for entanglement formation with most polyolefin coating materials.
In order for the entanglements to take place, the PEP block needs to diffuse from the
surface interface into the polyolefin coating material. Obviously, the more the polyolefin
block resembles the chemical nature of the matrix free chains of the coating material (i.e.
the closer the solubility parameters), the faster the polymer/polymer interdiffusion will be.70
The formation of entanglements is therefore strongly related to the compatibility of the PEP
blocks with the polyolefin material.
The blend miscibility of polyolefins has been investigated both theoretically71 and
experimentally.52,72,73,74 For example, it has been found that atactic PP is miscible with PEP
only for low MW PP (< 45 kgּmol-1).74 Atactic head-to-head (hh) PP, on the other hand,
appears to be fully miscible with both PEP and hydrogenated polybutadiene (PEB). In turn,
blends of PEP and PEB are fully miscible as well. These brief considerations suggest that
the adhesion promotion studies are best performed with coating materials that (partially)
consist of PEP, PEB or hhPP.
Strategy for Adhesion Determination

For testing thin film or coating adhesion, many different types of adhesion tests can be
applied.75 These methods range from simple qualitative tests like the use of Scotch tape or a
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F

Figure 6.15 Schematic representation of a
90o peel test performed on a metal-

Peel strength:

polyolefin-metal laminate. Ga represents

Ga = F / w

the work of adhesion, and F and w are the
peel force and the width of the laminate,
w

respectively.

scratch test to more quantitative tests as e.g. peel tests76 and double cantilever beam tests4,77.
The peel test, of which the pull-off test at 90o is one of the most common test modes,
constitutes an experimentally rather straight forward technique for measuring adhesion
strengths. A schematic representation of a 90o peel test performed on a metal-polyolefinmetal laminate is shown in Figure 6.15. In this test method, the peel force F is measured
while a metal strip or foil is peeled from a coated metal substrate at a slow constant speed
and at a constant peel angle of 90o. Note that the coating material itself can be peeled as
well, however, this usually requires some corrections on the obtained adhesion energies to
be made as part of the peel energy is lost in the deformation of the coating material.
Some preliminary adhesion studies were performed on a prepared laminate of an
aluminum plate and aluminum foil both coated with block copolymer 3/5 (PEP3-P(MMAco-GMA)), and a foil of linear PP (MW > 100 kgּmol-1) in between. From a simple peel test
it was observed that the PP foil hardly showed any adhesion to the block copolymer coated
aluminum sample. The locus of failure was easily identified by observing the wetting
behavior of a water droplet on the peeled surface area. As is shown in Figure 6.16,
compared to the non-coated aluminum surface area, the water droplet poorly wets the
peeled surface, suggestion failure at the PEP-PP interphase. This result is however not
surprising: as PP is known to be miscible with PEP only for lower molecular weights,74 it is
likely that the weak interaction results from poor diffusion of the PEP blocks into the PP

Alu foil

PP foil

coated with PEP-block-P(MMA-co-GMA)

bare aluminum

Figure 6.16 Wetting behavior of a water droplet on the partially coated aluminum
substrate after peeling.
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matrix. The same type of compatibility problems occurred with various other polyolefin
coating materials, like linear low density polyethylene (5-12 wt% butylene) and a random
copolymer of ethylene and propylene (EP rubber, 1-3 wt% ethylene).
As was previously discussed, for investigating the adhesion promoting properties of the
synthesized polyolefin block copolymers, one preferably uses compatible coating materials
consisting of PEP or PEB materials. Unfortunately, these type of polymer materials are not
particularly suited for adhesion tests due to their poor mechanical strength (low Tg).
Alternatively, we investigated the use of commercially available hydrogenated styrenebutadiene-styrene triblock copolymers (SEBS rubbers) as coating materials. Although these
materials are still elastic, the styrene blocks provide a proper mechanical strength of the
coating.

6.3.2

Effect of Block Copolymer Design on Adhesion Promotion

The effect of block copolymer design aspects such as functionality, polyolefin block
length and the anchor/buoy block length ratio is studied by determining the adhesion
strength of polyolefin-aluminum laminates prepared from a selection of synthesized
polyolefin block copolymers. The characteristics of the applied coating materials and the
polyolefin block copolymers are given in Table 6.5. All coating materials were obtained
from Kraton Polymers (Netherlands). The block copolymers were adsorbed from xylene
solution (1 mgּmL-1) onto reactivated non-polished aluminum (99.5% Al) foil and plate
substrates using a standard adsorption procedure. Note that the 3/SMA block copolymer
was adsorbed from xylene/acetone (80/20 v/v). In a hot press, laminates were prepared from
the coated aluminum substrates and a pre-made ‘polyolefin’ foil. Experimental details are

F (N)

given in section 6.5.
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Table 6.5 Characteristics of the polyolefin coating materials and the poly(ethylene-copropylene) (PEP) based block copolymers selected for the adhesion promotion studies.
a

MB (kgּmol-1) b

MA (kgּmol-1) b

Code

Block copolymers

3/SMA

PEP3-b-P(Sty-co-SMA)

27.8

44

0.35

3/2:

PEP3-b-P(MMA-co-DMAEMA)

27.8

10.2

0.10

3/4:

PEP3-b-P(MMA-co-GMA)

27.8

5.1

0.05

3/5:

PEP3-b-P(MMA-co-GMA)

27.8

10.4

0.11

3/6:

PEP3-b-P(MMA-co-GMA)

27.8

23.9

0.21

4/5:

PEP4-b-P(MMA-co-GMA)

12.8

5.7

0.13

Code

Coating materials c

G1750

νA

Mapp (kgּmol-1) d

Tg (oC) e

PEP (4-armed star (>92%))

490

-58.8

G1651

Linear SEBS rubber (33% S)

286

-57.5 / 30.2 / 101.5

G1652

Linear SEBS rubber (30% S)

80

-57.0 / 21.5 / ≈ 100

a
b
c
d
e

Detailed characteristics of the applied block copolymers are given in Table 4.4 and Table 5.1.
MB and MA denote the molecular weight of the buoy (PEP) block and the anchor block, respectively.
The applied coating materials are all products of Kraton Polymers (Netherlands).
Apparent molecular weight obtained from SEC, calculated on polystyrene standards.
Determined with differential scanning calorimetry. The Tg of PEP3-OH was measured at -60.2 oC.

First, a selection of the coating material was made based on the results obtained from
preliminary peel tests. Although the use of G1750 (PEP) as coating material resulted in very
low adhesion strengths when tested at ambient temperature due to cohesive failure in
G1750, a very strong adhesion was observed when the laminate was tested at -30oC.
However, the strong increase in adhesion was mainly attributed to mechanical interlocking
as a comparable level of adhesion was observed for a laminate without block copolymer.
Generally, the amount of mechanical interlocking depends on the surface roughness of the
substrate and on the ability of the polymer to penetrate into surface irregularities like
crevices, pores and voids. When using low-Tg polyolefins like PEP and PEB as coating
materials, the amount of mechanical interlocking may be considerable and even fully
determine the strength of adhesion. Although the use of G1651 (SEBS) as coating material
resulted in some mechanical adhesion as well, it was decided to use this material for the 90o
peel tests of the block copolymer coated laminates.
A typical peel test curve is depicted in Figure 6.17. After reaching the preload within
the first 5 mm, the peel force signal F shows a considerable fluctuation. Part of these
fluctuations are caused by the deformation of the aluminum foil, and by the sudden
horizontal repositioning of the sample table (see Figure 6.17). The periodicity of the
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Table 6.6 Results of the 90o peel tests of the (block copolymer coated) aluminum-G1651
laminates, where Ga represents the peel energy that is calculated from the average peel force (F)
divided by the width of the test specimen (w = 2 cm).

Ga (kJ/m2)
Block copolymer
-

laminate 1

laminate 2

1.7 ± 0.3

2.3 ± 0.3

3/SMA

PEP3-b-P(Sty-co-SMA)

2.0 ± 0.5

1.5 ± 0.5

3/2:

PEP3-b-P(MMA-co-DMAEMA)

1.8 ± 0.5

1.0 ± 0.5

3/4:

PEP3-b-P(MMA-co-GMA)

1.0 ± 0.5

2.0 ± 0.5

3/5:

PEP3-b-P(MMA-co-GMA)

1.8 ± 0.5

2.5 ± 0.7

3/6:

PEP3-b-P(MMA-co-GMA)

2.3 ± 0.7

4.0 ± 1.0

4/5:

PEP4-b-P(MMA-co-GMA)

1.3 ± 0.5

-

aluminum deformation process is typically 1 mm and results in a variation of the measured
force of about 5 N. The repositioning of the sample table, however, resulted in a strong
sudden decrease in the measured force, which is seen at 28 and 34 mm in Figure 6.17.
All peel tests have been performed in duplicate. The resulting estimations of the peel
energy Ga are given in Table 6.6. Clearly, the obtained average value for Ga shows
significant scatter. Not only does the measured peel energy differ largely within a single
peel test (indicated by ± in Table 6.6), Ga strongly varies within the duplicate samples as
well. Comparing the test results obtained for the block copolymer coated laminates with the
two laminates that were tested without block copolymer, it is obvious that within the tested
series there is no clear trend in the obtained adhesion strengths. In all experiments, the
fracture of the laminates was cohesive in the G1651 coating material as residues of coating
were found on (mostly) both sides of the peeled aluminum substrates. Apparently, the
measured adhesion primarily originates from mechanical interlocking of the G1651 coating
on the aluminum surface, which makes the determined value for Ga very sensitive to
differences in substrate roughness and to variations in the preparation conditions of the
laminate itself. Unfortunately, the contribution of the adsorbed block copolymer to
improved adhesion cannot be measured from the obtained results due to the large scatter
and due to the fact that all laminates, including the ones without block copolymer, showed
cohesive failure.
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Most of the mechanical interlocking effects can be prevented when polished aluminum
substrates are used. A simple peel test of a G1651 coating that was carefully pressed on a
polished aluminum sample coated with block copolymer 3/5 revealed that only a slightly
higher strength in adhesion was attained when compared to the corresponding sample
without block copolymer. Although it should be mentioned that this sample was prepared
under less forcing conditions (lower pressure) than the laminates used for the peel tests, this
result suggests that one might expect failure to occur between the PEP block and the G1651
coating material.
There are several important aspects that need to be considered with respect to the chain
interdiffusion at the PEP / SEBS interphase during the laminate preparation. First of all,
since multiple Tg’s were observed for the SEBS materials, the polystyrene blocks and the
PEB blocks of the triblock copolymers are phase separated into separate domains. The
diffusion of the PEP blocks into the PEB domains of the coating material might be
energetically unfavorable due to the presence of polystyrene domains. It is likely that the
interdiffusion is dependent on the type of phase separation (morphology), the domain sizes
of the coating material and the mobility or ease of rearrangement of the separate blocks. A
second aspect regarding potential problems of miscibility concerns the block copolymer
morphology. It was shown in the previous section that the polyolefin blocks of the adsorbed
block copolymers are segregated from the surface into island-like morphologies in a ‘sea’ of
adsorbed polymethacrylate blocks. Obviously, this type of morphology can have a profound
influence on the wetting behavior of the adsorbed layer by the coating layer that is applied.
For example, it is known for polymer brushes that high grafting densities often result in
dewetting behavior due to high stretching of the buoy chains.78,79 Although the obtained
polyolefin block copolymer layer will have a relatively low grafting density (i.e.
considering the observed layer thickness), the diffusion of the PEP blocks into the coating
bulk phase involves the disruption of the island-like PEP aggregates, which might be
energetically unfavorable. Finally, it has to be mentioned that the time scale of polymer
interdiffusion in relation to the mobility of the PEP blocks is expected to be important as
well. Although the relevance of the diffusion time scale was not fully investigated, it is
believed at this point that the conditions of laminate preparation (high pressure and
temperature) are sufficiently favorable for the PEP blocks to diffuse into the polyolefin
matrix.
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Concluding Remarks

In this last section it has been shown that a study of the applicability of polyolefin block
copolymers for adhesion promotion of polyolefin coatings to metal substrates is less straight
forward than it seems at first sight. One of the major culprits in the presented adhesion
promotion studies concerns the issue of chain interdiffusion. Obviously, a certain degree of
chain interdiffusion is required to attain entanglement formation. Hence, one needs to use a
polyolefin coating material that exhibits a proper miscibility with PEP. Unfortunately, only
few polyolefin materials comply with this condition. For example, the PEP blocks of the
synthesized polyolefin block copolymers are poorly miscible with PP, whereas they are
fully compatible with head-to-head PP. The investigations regarding our system seemed to
be restricted to the use of PEP or PEB-based coating materials like e.g. hydrogenated SBS
rubbers. The use of such polymers for determining the adhesion properties via peel tests,
however, has shown to involve many problems like relatively poor mechanical strength,
significant degrees of mechanical interlocking due to low-Tg material and potential chain
interdiffusion difficulties. Nevertheless, the presented strategy for adhesion determination is
believed to be a proper method in itself for adhesion studies of this type. Regarding the
PEP-based block copolymers, more relevant information on the efficiency of adhesion
promotion might be collected when the PEP coating material is used in combination with
polished substrates in peel tests that are performed at low temperatures.

6.4

Conclusions
The adhesion promotion properties of various specially designed functional polyolefin

block copolymers have been investigated. It has been shown that the block copolymers
readily adsorb from solution onto a metal substrate like aluminum. Strong adsorption
strengths are attained when functional moieties like epoxy and anhydride are incorporated
into the block copolymer structure.
Furthermore, the morphology of the polyolefin block copolymer layer has been studied
in more detail. The existence of a more or less collapsed monolayer has been verified as the
estimated layer thickness is in the order of 3 - 6 nm. Tapping mode atomic force microscopy
revealed that the polyolefin blocks of the adsorbed block copolymers are segregated from
the anchor block covered surface into flat spherical domains that are several tens of
nanometers in width. The formation of the ‘island to worm-like’ morphology is found to be
dependent not only on the total polymer chain length, but also on the type of solvent the
block copolymer is coated from.
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Finally, attention has been paid to the application of the polyolefin block copolymers
for the adhesion promotion of polyolefin coatings to aluminum. The adhesion strength of
polyolefin-aluminum laminates was measured for a selected series of block copolymers
using 90o peel tests. To avoid miscibility problems of the PEP blocks with the polyolefin
matrix, a hydrogenated styrene-butadiene-styrene triblock copolymer was applied as coating
material. Unfortunately, the degree of mechanical interlocking contributing to higher
adhesion strengths was found to be a significant problem when performing the peel tests.
The adhesion promotion studies were concluded with some general considerations
regarding the potential problems that are involved when the PEP-based block copolymers
are used for adhesion promotion investigations.

6.5

Experimental

Materials
The electrolytically chromium coated steel (ECCS) substrates were obtained from Corus (IJmuiden)
and cut into strips of 20 × 100 × 0.15 mm. The aluminum substrates (99.5% pure Al) were obtained
from Philips (Eindhoven) and used in the dimensions of 20 × 80 × 2 mm (plate) and 20 × 100 × 0.3
mm (foil).
Metal cleaning and/or pretreatment
Prior to coating, the ECCS substrates were ultrasonically cleaned with acetone (15 min.), and
isopropanol (15 min.) and then dried to air. The aluminum substrates were ultrasonically cleaned
with acetone (15 min.) and ethanol (15 min.) and dried to air. All solvents were obtained from
BioSolve (Ar quality). For the adhesion promotion studies, the substrates were further pretreated by
etching and subsequent immersion in boiling water using the following procedure: 3 min. etching in
1wt% NaOH-solution, rinsing with deionized water, 30 sec in 30 v% nitric acid, rinsing with
deionized water, immersion in boiling water for 1 min., rinsing with ethanol and drying to air. The
cleaned substrates were used within 24 hrs for further application studies.
Application of the polyolefin block copolymers
The polyolefin block copolymers were coated onto freshly cleaned metal substrates by means of a
dip-coat procedure. Typically, the substrate was placed in a block copolymer solution for 30
minutes, after which it was drawn from the solution at a constant velocity of about 2.5 cmּsec-1. The
block copolymer solutions were prepared by dissolving 40 mg of polymer in 40 mL of solvent
(HPLC quality, obtained from Aldrich or BioSolve), and subsequently filtered using 0.2 µm PTFE
filters. After coating, the substrates were placed in an oven at 170oC for 15 minutes at atmospheric
pressure in order to fixate the block copolymer layer. Following, the substrates were rinsed
ultrasonically in THF for 15 minutes to remove excess of (non-adsorbed) block copolymer, and
subsequently dried to air.
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Contact angle measurements
Static contact angles were obtained from the direct observation tangent technique using a Krüss G10
contact angle measurement system. A droplet of the wetting agent was applied on the surface using
a Harvard syringe pump and monitored by a CCD camera. Contact angles were measured both at the
left and right hand side of the droplet. Surface energies were calculated with Drop Shape analysis
1.0 software. Distilled water and methylene iodide (>99%, Merck) were used as wetting agents.
Grazing angle FT-IR
Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded by means of a Biorad UMA 500 microscope, coupled to a
FTS6000 FT-IR spectrometer. To obtain a spectrum of the pure block copolymer a thin film was
prepared on a zinc selenide (ZnSe) window. From that film a spectrum was recorded in the
transmission mode at a resolution of 4 cm-1 with 100 scans. The spectra obtained for the coated
aluminum substrates were recorded using a Biorad Grazing Angle objective with an 80o angle of
incidence. These RAS spectra were recorded using radiation polarized to 90°, at a resolution of 4
cm-1 with 4000 scans. The aperture of the microscope was adjusted so that an area of 100 × 100 µm
was sampled. Background spectra were recorded from the cleaned aluminum samples, prior to the
block copolymer application.
Scanning electron microscopy
All SEM analyses were performed using a Philips XL30 ESEM equipped with a field emission gun.
For the cross-section analysis, the coated polished aluminum samples were microtomed at ambient
conditions. All samples were directly analyzed without further treatment at typically 1 kV.
Atomic force microscopy
AFM measurements were performed on a Nanoscope III Multimode (Digital Instruments Inc.)
(Twente University) at ambient conditions. For the contact mode and friction force measurements, a
gold coated Nanoprobe of silicon nitride was used, with a cantilever spring constant of about 0.06
N/m. For the tapping mode and phase imaging, silicon probe Nanosensers type NCH-W were used
at an approximate resonance frequency of 300 kHz. The friction force data were obtained from
scanning surface squares of 40 µm, whereas the tapping mode and phase images were collected at 2
µm, 1 µm and 400 nm.
Ellipsometry
The thickness of the block copolymer layer was determined by ellipsometry (Plasmos SD 2002)
using a laser at a wavelength of 632.8 nm. The angle of incidence was fixed at 70º, and the
measuring spot diameter was 50 µm. The optical constants of the substrate were derived from the
uncoated part, where after the layer thickness was measured assigning to the layer an estimated
refraction index of 1.5. All measurements were performed on a square mesh of 3 by 3 points, where
the distance was adjusted in order to scan a coating area as wide as possible.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XPS spectra were recorded on a Kratos XSAM-800 in the center of the coated area using AlKα
radiation (1486.6 +/- 0.9 eV) at 12 kV, 12 mA. The peak ratios of C, O and Al were monitored after
0, 30 and 60 seconds of Ar sputtering. The layer thickness was calculated using the Thickogram
model47.
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Differential scanning calorimetry
The DSC analyses were performed on a Perkin-Elmer Pyris 1. All polymers were dried under
vacuum at 80oC for several days prior to DSC analysis. Typically, 8 to 10 mg of the polymer was
weighed in 50 µL aluminum cups. The temperature program used for the analysis consisted in the
following runs: 1) -100ºC to 200ºC at 10ºC/min; 2) 5 min. isotherm at 200ºC; 3) 200ºC to -100ºC at
10ºC/min.; 4) 5 min. isotherm at -100ºC; 5) -100ºC to 200ºC at 10ºC/min. The last heating run was
used for determination of the glass transition temperature.
Preparation of the aluminum-polyolefin-aluminum laminates
The PEP (G1750) and SEBS (G1651 and G1652) coating materials were provided by Kraton
Polymers. Details are given in Table 6.5. The crude polymers were processed into 0.5 mm thick foils
by melt pressing in a specially designed mould. Typically, 3.5 g of polymer was pressed in a Colin
300G press for 6 minutes at 30 bar and a temperature of 80oC (G1750), 190oC (G1651) or 120oC
(G1652). The aluminum-G1651 laminates, i.e. block copolymer coated aluminum foil and substrate
with G1651 foil in between, were prepared by pressing at 30 bar for 2 minutes at 160-170oC.
90o peel tests
Peel tests were performed on a universal Zwick 1455 testing apparatus, using a KAP-S power cell
(range 200 N). The peel rate was set kept constant at 5 mmּmin-1 with a resolution of 0.01 mm per
increment. The dimensions of the tested laminates was 80 (l) × 20 (w) mm. The aluminum plate was
fixed on a small sample table which was allowed to move in horizontal direction (perpendicular to
the load direction) in order to keep a 90o peel angle.
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In the last decades, the fields of application of polyolefin materials have expanded
tremendously. Although in many of these applications advantageous properties like
excellent chemical resistance, hydrophobicity and low surface free energy are exploited,
these properties are undesirable when a certain level of adhesion to more polar materials
like metal substrates is required.
The investigations presented in this thesis have been aimed at the development and
application of specially designed polyolefin block copolymers for adhesion promotion of
polyolefin coatings to metal substrates. In these investigations, accurate control of block
length and block functionality was considered of great importance as it enables one to study
the relation between block copolymer design and adhesion promoting properties in more
detail. The main attention, therefore, has been focused on providing facile routes to welldefined adhesion promoting polyolefin block copolymers.
The combination of living anionic polymerization with living radical polymerization
techniques such as atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) and reversible additionfragmentation (RAFT) polymerization proved a very effective strategy to arrive at carefully
designed adhesion promoting materials. Living anionic polymerization allowed the
preparation of chain-end functional polyolefin materials (hydrogenated polydienes) of low
polydispersity. After chemical modification of the end group, the application of ATRP
appeared to be a rather simple method to obtain polyolefin-polymethacrylate block copolymers of pre-determined molecular weight and low polydispersity. The kinetic investigations
on the ATRP equilibrium, which is involved in the polyolefin block copolymer preparation,
have provided detailed insight in the factors and parameters that govern the chain growth
control. Of all studied systems, the combination of a bromide-functional polyolefin with a
imine-ligated CuCl complex resulted in optimal control of chain growth. The optimized
ATRP strategy was easily transposed to the chain extension of high molecular weight
polyolefin precursors with several functional methacrylates, resulting in pre-designed
adhesion promoting polyolefin block copolymers with functionalities such as epoxy,
hydroxy, amine and carboxylic acid. Compared to ATRP, RAFT polymerization was found
to be more versatile with respect to the choice of monomers. This was demonstrated with
the successful preparation of maleic anhydride containing polyolefin block copolymers of
very low polydispersity, something that remained impossible with ATRP so far.
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It should be mentioned that the use of ATRP and RAFT polymerizations involved some
drawbacks as well. For ATRP, the main disadvantage concerned the difficulty of removing
the copper catalyst from the synthesized functional polyolefin block copolymers, especially
when it has possibilities to coordinate to the functional groups that are incorporated. A
disadvantage for the application of RAFT polymerization is the multi-step organic synthesis
that is mostly required to prepare the RAFT agents. Furthermore, it was found that
prolonged exposure of the prepared polyolefin RAFT agents to daylight and impurities gave
rise to degradation of the characteristic CS2 moieties, leaving part of the polyolefin blocks
inactive towards chain extension.
In addition to the ‘synthesis aspect’, the applicability of the synthesized functional
polyolefin block copolymers for promoting the adhesion of polyolefin coating materials to
metal substrates has been investigated as well. Although the effectiveness of using block
copolymers for adhesion promotion has not been demonstrated so far, there are several
indications that strongly favor the use of such structures at polymer-metal interfaces. For
example, the synthesized polyolefin block copolymers were designed to exhibit a strong
affinity for metal surfaces. This is in contrast to chain-end functionalized polyolefins, which
are much less easily adsorbed since relatively low adsorption energies are involved. It has
been shown that the synthesized block copolymers irreversibly adsorb onto aluminum and
that the polyolefin blocks strongly segregate from the surface into flat spherical domains.
More research might be required to investigate how and to what extent the obtained block
copolymer morphologies affect the wetting behavior of the polyolefin coating material that
is applied.
The are several interesting areas for future research to be focused on. First, from a
scientific point of view, extra attention needs to be paid to selecting the proper metal-block
copolymer-coating system in order to obtain fundamental knowledge on the relation
between block copolymer design and adhesion promoting properties. Since the
poly(ethylene-co-propylene) (PEP) blocks of the synthesized block copolymers are not fully
compatible with suitable polyolefin coating materials like polypropylene, future studies
should concentrate on the use of polypropylene-based block copolymers in order to avoid
compatibility problems. This suggests that the synthesis approach is preferably adjusted to
some extent, namely that metallocene catalyzed polymerization is utilized in the preparation
of chain-end functional polypropylene precursors.
Another area for future research is related to the scaling-up of the applied living radical
polymerization procedures for the production of functional polyolefin block copolymers on
an industrial scale. Although several complications can be expected in the process of
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scaling-up, there are some interesting possibilities to be considered regarding future
industrial applications. For example, the use of solid supports for catalyst immobilization is
known to be very efficient for full removal and potential recycling of the ATRP catalyst
and, therefore, might offer an excellent solution to the major problem of extensive
purification that is required after polymerization. With respect to RAFT polymerization, a
possible alternative to the degradation sensitive RAFT agents that were applied is the use of
less reactive ones that still provide sufficient control of chain growth. A more intrinsic
problem in the synthesis of the adhesion promoting materials concerns the difficulty in
finding a suitable solvent or mixture of solvents for the polyolefin precursor, the polar
monomer(s) and the formed block copolymer. While higher polyolefin chain lengths are
certainly preferable for having strong interactions with the coating material (i.e. longer
chains result in more efficient entanglement formation and possible co-crystallization), the
chances of obtaining a homogeneous reaction mixture will surely diminish with increasing
polyolefin molecular weight and higher monomer polarity. Besides starting from an
optimized recipe design and a careful choice of reaction conditions (e.g. temperature), one
could also think of developing a semi-batch or semi-continuous process with an
incorporated gradient in solvent polarity from non-polar to more polar with increasing
monomer conversion.
A third line of research concerns the adsorption of the polyolefin block copolymers
from the polyolefin coating melt instead of from diluted organic solution. Regarding the
strict environmental legislation, these type of studies are very interesting from an industrial
point of view. In this strategy, the block copolymer can be considered to be an additive that
is pre-mixed with the polyolefin coating material in ppm amounts. The diffusion of the
block copolymers to the polymer-metal interface is then driven by the strong segregation
behavior of the polar block and the non-polar polyolefin material.
In conclusion, novel approaches have been provided to the relatively facile synthesis of
specially designed functional polyolefin block copolymers by means of living radical
polymerization techniques. Despite the fact that the relation between block copolymer
design and adhesion promoting properties has not yet been revealed, the work presented
throughout this thesis has covered and provided detailed insights in relevant aspects of the
application of block copolymers for adhesion promotion at polymer-metal interfaces.
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Summary

The enhancement of the interfacial adhesion between polyolefin materials and metal
substrates is of great importance in today’s society. The growing demand for polyethylene
and polypropylene-based coating materials is a direct result from their advantageous
properties like inertness, hydrophobicity and low surface free energy, combined with their
low cost price and relative ease of processing. Current methods that are utilized to improve
the adhesion properties of polyolefin coating materials are mostly based on postpolymerization modification of the interfacial chains and often have serious disadvantages
such as low reproducibility and loss in mechanical properties. Although block copolymers
are known to be much more efficient in improving compatibilization of polymer blends than
random copolymers of similar overall chemical composition, their application for adhesion
promotion at polymer-metal interfaces has not been studied so far.
In order to investigate the applicability of polyolefin block copolymers for adhesion
promotion of polyolefin coatings to metal substrates, the work described in this thesis was
largely aimed at providing novel synthetic routes to specially designed functional polyolefin
block copolymers. After having reviewed previous studies, it seemed that the combination
of living anionic polymerization with recently developed living radical polymerization
techniques offers the most facile and efficient approach to a wide variety of novel welldefined functional polyolefin block copolymers. Anionic polymerization allows to prepare
chain-end functional polyolefins that can subsequently be used for the controlled chain
extension with various types of functional monomers using living radical polymerization
techniques like atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) and reversible additionfragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization. The main attention has been focused
on investigating the application of both ATRP and RAFT polymerization in the preparation
of adhesion promoting polyolefin block copolymers. Since the ultimate intention was to
study the effect of block copolymer design on the adhesion promoting properties,
optimization of the polymerization processes was considered of great importance.
The ATRP of methyl methacrylate (MMA) onto a bromide-functional poly(ethyleneco-butylene) (PEB-Br) macroinitiator, prepared from a commercially available chain-end
functional polyolefin, has been chosen as a model system to optimize the polymerization
process. The control of the molecular weight distribution that was attained was strongly
affected by the type of catalyst that is applied in ATRP. Apparently, the use of a copper
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chloride (CuCl) catalyst resulted in much better control than when copper bromide (CuBr)
was applied. Careful analyses of reaction samples with gradient polymer elution chromatography (GPEC) revealed that the conversion of the polyolefin macroinitiator is accelerated
when replacing CuBr with CuCl. From so-called nitroxide-exchange experiments combined
with GPEC it has been demonstrated that the increased control partly results from an
increase in the activation rate coefficient of PEB-Br when chloride is used as copper
counterion. In conclusion, the results of the optimization studies showed that the use of a
bromide-functional polyolefin macroinitiator in combination with an imine-ligated CuCl
complex offers the best control in ATRP of methacrylate type of monomers.
It was further investigated if the optimized ATRP process could be extrapolated to the
controlled chain extension of the model polyolefin PEB-Br with functional methacrylate
monomers. Excellent control of block length and functionality was found to be attainable
when performing copolymerizations of MMA and glycidyl methacrylate (GMA), 2hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) or 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA).
The synthesis of carboxylic acid functional polyolefin block copolymers via ATRP has been
realized using protective group chemistry.
The obtained knowledge on the atom transfer radical copolymerizations was utilized in
the preparation of specially designed adhesion promoting polyolefin block copolymers.
Thereto, monohydroxyl functional polyolefin precursors of various molecular weights and
low polydispersities were prepared by anionic polymerization of isoprene. After
hydrogenation of the residual unsaturations and chemical modification of the hydroxyl end
group, the obtained bromide-functional poly(ethylene-co-propylene) (PEP-Br) macroinitiators were chain extended with MMA and GMA or DMAEMA. By careful design of the
recipe and proper choice of the reaction conditions, the degree of polymerization could be
accurately controlled, resulting in a broad range of adhesion promoting polyolefin block
copolymers of variable block lengths.
Compared to ATRP, RAFT polymerizations are known to be less sensitive to
monomers having anhydride or unprotected carboxylic acid groups. This has been
demonstrated by the successful copolymerization of styrene and maleic anhydride onto a
‘polyolefin-RAFT agent’ that was prepared from the commercially available PEB-OH by
esterification with a carboxylic acid functional dithioester. The obtained functional
polyolefin block copolymers are all of low polydispersity and pre-determined molecular
weight, and do not require extensive product purification as opposed to those prepared by
ATRP. Unfortunately, the dithioester moieties were found to be very sensitive towards
degradation when exposed to visible light or impurities. After long-term storage of the
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prepared polyolefin-RAFT agent, a considerable fraction of polymer chains was inactive
towards chain extension due to partial destruction of the characteristic CS2 group.
The chain extensions of the higher molecular weight PEP-based RAFT agents with
styrene/maleic anhydride were much less successful. Although the use of mixed solvents
ensured apparently homogeneous reaction mixtures at the reaction temperature, only a small
fraction of RAFT-functional PEP chains were participating in the polymerization. It was
proposed that the presence of local inhomogeneities hampered the addition of the growing
radicals to the polyolefin-RAFT agent.
After the synthesis of various functional polyolefin block copolymers had been
realized, their application for adhesion promotion of polyolefin coatings to metal substrates
was investigated. Information about the adhesion at the block copolymer-metal interface
was obtained from adsorption studies. It was demonstrated that the functional polyolefin
block copolymers readily adsorb onto aluminum using a simple dip-coat procedure. Atomic
force microscopy analyses revealed that the polyolefin blocks of the adsorbed block
copolymers are segregated from the surface, which is covered with anchor blocks, into more
or less spherical domains that are several tens of nanometers in width and less than 10 nm in
height. The obtained monolayer was hardly affected by extensive soxhlet extractions,
indicating strong adhesion at the block copolymer-aluminum interface. In order to
investigate the adhesion at the block copolymer-coating interphase, 90o peel tests were
performed on block copolymer coated aluminum/polyolefin laminates. A hydrogenated
styrene-butadiene-styrene triblock copolymer was selected as coating material to avoid
compatibility problems with the PEP blocks. Apparently, the roughness of the aluminum
substrate in combination with the low glass transition temperature of the hydrogenated
polybutadiene blocks resulted in a high degree of mechanical interlocking, which clearly
hampered the determination of the adhesion promoting properties.
Finally, it can be concluded that the investigations presented in this thesis have
provided detailed insight in the application of living radical polymerization techniques for
the synthesis of specially designed adhesion promoting polyolefin block copolymers.
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Samenvatting

De verbetering van de hechting van polyolefine materialen op metalen substraten is van
groot belang in de hedendaagse maatschappij. De toenemende vraag naar coatingmaterialen
op basis van polyetheen en polypropeen is terug te voeren op gunstige eigenschappen zoals
inertie, hydrofobie en lage oppervlakte-energie gecombineerd met een lage kostprijs en
relatief eenvoudige verwerking. De huidige methoden die worden toegepast om de
hechtingseigenschappen van polyolefine coatingmaterialen te verbeteren zijn veelal
gebaseerd op post-polymerisatie modificatie van de grenslaagketens. Deze technieken zijn
vaak weinig aantrekkelijk wegens een lage reproduceerbaarheid en een vermindering van de
mechanische eigenschappen. Hoewel het algemeen bekend is dat blokcopolymeren veel
effectiever zijn in het verbeteren van de compatibiliteit van polymere mengsels dan
statistische copolymeren met dezelfde globale chemische samenstelling, is de toepassing
van deze materialen voor hechtverbetering aan grenslagen tussen polymeren en metalen nog
niet bestudeerd.
Teneinde de toepasbaarheid van polyolefine blokcopolymeren in de hechtverbetering
van polyolefine coatings op metalen substraten te bestuderen, was het omvangrijkste
gedeelte van het werk beschreven in dit proefschrift erop gericht om nieuwe syntheseroutes
naar speciaal ontworpen polyolefine blokcopolymeren te ontwikkelen. Op basis van eerdere
studies lijkt de combinatie van levende anionische polymerisatie met recent ontwikkelde
levende-radicaalpolymerisatietechnieken de eenvoudigste en tevens meest efficiënte route
tot het verkrijgen van een grote variëteit aan goed gedefinieerde functionele polyolefine
blokcopolymeren. Door middel van anionische polymerisatie kunnen eindstandig
gefunctionaliseerde polyolefinen worden gemaakt, die vervolgens een ketenverlenging
kunnen ondergaan door middel van levende-radicaalpolymerisatietechnieken zoals ATRP
(atom transfer radical polymerization) en RAFT (reversible addition-fragmentation chain
transfer) polymerisatie. Het onderzoek concentreerde zich voornamelijk op het bestuderen
van de toepasbaarheid van zowel ATRP als RAFT polymerisatie in de bereiding van
hechtverbeterende polyolefine blokcopolymeren. Gezien de uiteindelijke intentie om het
effect van het blokcopolymeerontwerp op de hechtverbeterende eigenschappen te onderzoeken, is veel aandacht besteed aan de optimalisatie van de polymerisatieprocessen.
De ATRP reactie van methylmethacrylaat (MMA) aan een broom-functionele
poly(etheen-co-buteen) (PEB-Br) macroinitiator, welke bereid is vanuit een commercieel
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verkrijgbare eind-gefunctionaliseerde polyolefine, is gekozen als modelsysteem voor
optimalisatie van het polymerisatieproces. De verkregen controle over de molecuulgewichtsverdeling werd sterk beïnvloed door het type katalysator dat in ATRP werd
toegepast. Het gebruik van koperchloride (CuCl) bleek in een veel betere controle te
resulteren dan wanneer koperbromide (CuBr) werd toegepast. Aan de hand van nauwgezette
analyse van reactiemonsters met gradient-polymeer-elutie-chromatografie (GPEC) kon
worden vastgesteld dat een versnelde conversie van de polyolefine macroinitiator optrad
wanneer CuBr werd vervangen door CuCl. Met behulp van zogenaamde nitroxideuitwisselingsexperimenten gecombineerd met GPEC is aangetoond dat de toegenomen
controle gedeeltelijk wordt veroorzaakt door een toename in de activeringssnelheidscoëfficient van PEB-Br wanneer chloor als tegenion van koper wordt gebruikt. Uit de
resultaten van de optimalisatiestudies kon worden geconcludeerd dat de beste controle
tijdens ATRP van methacrylaat-type monomeren wordt verkregen wanneer een broomfunctionele polyolefine macroinitiator gecombineerd wordt met een door imine
gecoördineerde CuCl katalysator.
Vervolgens werd onderzocht of het geoptimaliseerde ATRP proces zich liet
extrapoleren naar de gecontroleerde ketenextensie van de PEB-Br modelpolyolefine met
functionele methacrylaat monomeren. Een uitstekende controle van de bloklengte en
blokfunctionaliteit was te bereiken door copolymerisaties uit te voeren van MMA met
glycidylmethacrylaat (GMA), 2-hydroxyethylmethacrylaat (HEMA) of 2-(dimethylamino)ethylmethacrylaat (DMAEMA). De synthese van carboxylzuur-functionele polyolefine
blokcopolymeren met ATRP werd mogelijk gemaakt door de zuurgroepen tijdelijk te
beschermen.
De verkregen kennis omtrent de copolymerisaties werd toegepast in de synthese van
speciaal ontworpen hechtverbeterende polyolefine blokcopolymeren. Hiertoe werden
monohydroxy-functionele polyolefine materialen van verschillende molecuulgewichten en
lage polydispersiteiten bereid via anionische polymerisatie van isopreen. Na hydrogenering
van de resterende onverzadigdheden en chemische modificatie van de hydroxy eindgroep,
zijn de verkregen broom-functionele poly(etheen-co-propeen) (PEP-Br) macroinitiatoren
gebruikt voor ketenverlenging met MMA en GMA of DMAEMA. Door een juiste keuze
van het receptontwerp en de reactiecondities kon de polymerisatiegraad nauwkeurig worden
geregeld, hetgeen resulteerde in een breed scala aan hechtverbeterende polyolefine
blokcopolymeren met variabele bloklengten.
RAFT polymerisaties zijn in verhouding tot ATRP reacties ongevoelig voor
monomeren met anhydride of onbeschermde carboxylzuur groepen. Dit werd geïllustreerd
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door de succesvolle copolymerisatie van styreen en maleïnezuuranhydride aan een RAFTfunctionele polyolefine keten welke bereid is uit de verestering van commercieel
verkrijgbaar PEB-OH met een carboxylzuur-functionele dithioester. De verkregen
functionele polyolefine blokcopolymeren hebben alle een lage polydispersiteit en een
vooraf ingesteld molecuulgewicht, en vereisen bovendien niet de extensieve zuivering die
voor de polymeren bereid met ATRP noodzakelijk is gebleken. De dithioester groepen
bleken helaas labiel en degradeerden onder invloed van licht of chemische onzuiverheden.
Na een lange termijn van opslag bleek een aanzienlijke fractie van de polyolefine RAFTketens niet in staat te zijn om ketenverlenging te ondergaan door degradatie van de
karakteristieke CS2 groep.
De ketenextensies van de hoog moleculaire RAFT-functionele PEP bleken minder
succesvol. Alhoewel door het gebruik van een gemengd oplosmiddelsysteem een optisch
homogeen reactiemengsel werd verkregen bij de toegepaste reactietemperatuur, nam slechts
een kleine fractie van de RAFT-functionele PEP ketens deel aan de polymerisatie. Als
verklaring hiervoor is de aanwezigheid van locale inhomogeniteiten genoemd die de additie
van de propagerende radicalen aan de RAFT-functionele polyolefine bemoeilijkt.
Nadat de synthese van diverse functionele polyolefine blokcopolymeren was
gerealiseerd, is de toepasbaarheid van deze materialen in hechtverbetering van polyolefine
coatings op metalen substraten onderzocht. Informatie over de hechting aan het
blokcopolymeer-metaal grensvlak is verkregen uit adsorptiestudies. Het is aangetoond dat
de blokcopolymeren gemakkelijk en irreversibel adsorberen op aluminium wanneer het
substraat in een oplossing van het polymeer wordt gedompeld. Aan de hand van atomic
force microscopy analyses is gevonden dat de polyolefine blokken van de geadsorbeerde
blokcopolymeren zich afwenden van het metaaloppervlak wat bekleed is met het ankerblok.
De polyolefine domeinen zijn min of meer sferisch en hebben een diameter van enkele
tientallen nanometers en een hoogte van minder dan 10 nm. De verkregen monolaag werd
nauwelijks beïnvloed door extensieve soxhlet extracties, hetgeen betekent dat de hechting
tussen het blokcopolymeer en het metaal bijzonder sterk is. Voor het bestuderen van de
hechting aan de grensfase tussen blokcopolymeer en coating zijn 90o peeltests uitgevoerd op
laminaten van polyolefine coatingmaterialen en aluminum substraten gecoat met
blokcopolymeer. Compatibiliteitsproblemen van de PEP blokken met de polyolefine coating
zijn vermeden door een gehydrogeneerd styreen-butadieen-styreen triblokcopolymeer als
coating materiaal te gebruiken. Het bleek dat de ruwheid van het aluminium substraat in
combinatie met de lage glasovergangstemperatuur van de gehydrogeneerde polybutadieen-
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blokken een hoge mate van mechanische verankering teweeg bracht, hetgeen de bepaling
van de hechtverbeterende eigenschappen verhinderde.
Afsluitend kan worden geconcludeerd dat het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift
heeft geleid tot een verbeterd inzicht in de toepasbaarheid van levende-radicaalpolymerisatietechnieken voor de synthese van speciaal ontworpen hechtverbeterende
polyolefine blokcopolymeren.
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